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Abstract 

Most of the biomass on Earth is comprised of microorganisms which shape ecology as we 

know it. Bacteria literally form mountains and determine the fates of living beings. But they 

also lend themselves to biotechnological exploitation. Particularly plant-growth promoting rhi-

zobacteria carry the potential to alleviate hunger and environmental pollution from synthetic 

fertilizer and pesticides. Strains from the Bacillus and Pseudomonas genera have shown great 

promise in this field, and there is an increased interest in developing mixed-species consortia 

to attain synergistic biostimulation. However, the information on intermicrobial interactions 

between Bacillus spp. and Pseudomonas spp. is currently sporadic and unstructured, and de-

spite both genera being environmentally ubiquitous and often co-isolated, there is no clear con-

sensus on their compatibility. The purpose of this PhD has been to bridge this gap. We wanted 

to better understand what happens when members of these two genera come into contact and 

whether their interactions can be predicted from their taxonomy.  

 

To structure the current information on Bacillus and Pseudomonas ecology, we conducted a 

review of the available literature on pairwise interactions. Most often interactions were found 

reported as negative, mediated by the production of bioactive secondary metabolites. We also 

concluded that the available information is too sporadic to infer interactions patterns from. 

Therefore, we screened a collection of 720 Pseudomonas soil isolates for their impact on Ba-

cillus subtilis pellicle formation. With this study, we found that interactions between B. subtilis 

and fluorescent pseudomonads followed similar ecological rules as for other organisms. Inter-

actions became negative as medium richness was reduced. However, we also demonstrated that 

we could predict the fate of B. subtilis in coculture from Pseudomonas taxonomy. Pseudomo-

nas protegens proved a strong inhibitor of B. subtilis due to the production of the antimicrobial 

2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol, while Pseudomonas lini could increase pellicle production in dilute 

medium. 

 

We found a conserved negative interaction mediated by the presence of the B. subtilis sidero-

phore bacillibactin, and thus investigated the molecular mechanism behind this interaction. We 

found that B. subtilis could restrict the growth of phytopathogenic Pseudomonas marginalis 

and cause a down regulation of secondary metabolism but only when producing its primary 

siderophore. The loss of bacillibactin production conferred an advantage to P. marginalis and 
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reversed the interaction. We hypothesized this interaction to be an iron tug-of-war between 

bacillibactin and the Pseudomonas siderophore pyoverdine. 

 

This thesis provides a structured collection of interactions between bacilli and pseudomonads 

and contributes novel insight to how B. subtilis interacts with plant-associated pseudomonads. 

I present several interactions that are conserved intraspecifically, but also interspecifically 

across Pseudomonas species. Future work could build further on these findings and determine 

the degree of conservation and their implications for applied agricultural consortia.  
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Resumé 

Det meste af jordens biomasse består af mikroorganismer, der danner økologi som vi kender 

det. Bakterier bygger bogstaveligt talt bjerge og bestemmer levende væseners skæbner. Men 

de repræsenterer også et stort bioteknologisk potentiale. Særligt plantefremmende rodbakterier 

bærer på muligheden for at afhjælpe sult og miljøforurening fra syntetiske gødninger og pesti-

cider. Stammer fra slægterne Bacillus og Pseudomonas har vist stort potentiale inden for dette 

felt, og der er en øget interesse i at udvikle blandede artskonsortier for at opnå synergetisk 

biostimulering. Informationen om intermikrobielle interaktioner mellem Bacillus spp. og Pseu-

domonas spp. er dog i øjeblikket spredt og ustruktureret, og selvom begge slægter er miljø-

mæssigt almindelige og ofte isoleres sammen, er der ikke en klar konsensus om deres kompa-

tibilitet. Formålet med denne ph.d. har været at bedre forstå denne kompatibilitet. Vi ville vide, 

hvad der sker, når medlemmer af disse slægter kommer i kontakt, og om deres interaktioner 

kan forudsiges ud fra deres taksonomi. 

 

For at strukturere den nuværende information om deres økologi gennemgik vi den tilgængelige 

litteratur om parvise Bacillus-Pseudomonas-interaktioner og fandt, at de fleste rapporterede 

interaktioner er negative, medieret af produktion af bioaktive sekundære metabolitter. Vi kon-

kluderede også, at den tilgængelige information er for ustruktureret til at udlede interaktions-

mønstre fra. Derfor screenede vi en samling af 720 Pseudomonas-jordisolater for deres ind-

virkning på Bacillus subtilis-pellikeldannelse. Med denne undersøgelse fandt vi, at interaktio-

ner mellem B. subtilis og fluorescerende pseudomonader fulgte lignende økologiske regler som 

andre organismer. Interaktioner blev negative, som mediets koncentration blev reduceret. Vi 

demonstrerede også, at vi kunne forudsige B. subtilis skæbne i blandet kultur ud fra taksono-

mien af Pseudomonas. Pseudomonas protegens viste sig at være en stærk hæmmer af B. subtilis 

på grund af produktionen af det antimikrobielle 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol, mens Pseudomo-

nas lini kunne øge pellikelproduktionen i fortyndet medie. 

 

Vi fandt en konserveret negativ interaktion medieret af tilstedeværelsen af B. subtilis-siderofo-

ren bacillibactin, og undersøgte derfor den molekylære mekanisme bag denne interaktion. Vi 

fandt, at B. subtilis kunne begrænse væksten af en plantepatogen Pseudomonas marginalis og 

forårsage en nedregulering af sekundær metabolisme, men kun når den producerede sin pri-

mære siderofor. Tabet af bacillibactin-produktion gav P. marginalis en fordel og vendte 
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interaktionen. Vi hypoteserede, at denne interaktion er en jern-tovtrækning mellem bacillibac-

tin og Pseudomonas-sideroforen pyoverdin. 

 

Denne afhandling leverer en struktureret samling af interaktioner mellem baciller og pseudo-

monader og bidrager med ny indsigt i, hvordan B. subtilis interagerer med planteassocierede 

pseudomonader. Jeg præsenterer adskillige interaktioner, der er konserveret intraspecifikt, men 

også interspecifikt på tværs af Pseudomonas-arter. Fremtidige studier kunne bygge videre på 

disse fund og bestemme graden af bevarelse og deres implikationer for anvendte landbrugs-

konsortier.  
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Chapter 1 – General Introduction 

Earth houses an incredible variety of living organisms. And while it may seem like large, com-

plex animals make up most of this variety, their numbers pale in comparison to microbes [1]. 

Though the actual abundance is debated [2, 3], there is no doubt that an enormous part of the 

biomass of our planet is made up of fungi, bacteria, archaea, and protists. Quite early after the 

discovery of microbes and the acknowledgement of their diversity, it became clear that many 

natural processes are driven by their metabolism. Cyanobacteria terraformed the early Earth by 

converting carbon dioxide to oxygen [4], plants require nitrogen fixed by bacteria [5], and in 

recent years, the role of microbes in human development has expanded drastically [6]. Thus, 

all organisms on the planet are undeniably affected by the functional outcomes of microbial 

interactions. Intraspecific, interspecific, and interkingdom interactions are the foundations of 

ecology, driven by genetics and physiology as well as abiotic environmental factors [7]. Un-

derstanding these interactions allows us to link microbial community composition to function 

and provides a framework for predictions. 

In this thesis, I specifically concentrate on plant-growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) 

which are involved in biocontrol and biostimulation of plant species through interactions with 

their host and with neighboring microbes in the rhizosphere (i.e., the soil surrounding plant 

roots) [8]. These microbes have the potential to aid human efforts to sustainably feed our grow-

ing population, by acting as biofertilizers and biopesticides. With synthetic fertilizers, nitrogen 

and phosphorous are not efficiently fixed in the soil [9], but are washed away with agricultural 

runoff, accumulating in water bodies, and reducing biodiversity [10]. Similarly, the current 

generation of pesticides persist in the environment, reaching drinking water storages and even-

tually households [11]. Pesticide exposure has been associated with reduced fertility in both 

men and women [12, 13] in addition to several molecules being regarded as carcinogenic to 

humans [14]. Still, bacterial products are encountering significant challenges in substituting 

conventional products due to legislations and ineffective marketing, but also product efficacy 

and consistency [15]. 

As with other functional outcomes, efficacy here is tightly related to microbial interactions. 

Microbes may be outcompeted when applied to soil [16], their target molecule may be degraded 

through higher-order interactions [17], and signal molecules may alter their metabolic profile 

[18]. To address some of these problems, this PhD thesis has investigated the intermicrobial 

interactions between two widely studied PGPR genera: Bacillus and Pseudomonas. Members 
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of these genera are strongly associated with the plant rhizosphere and are often co-isolated [19, 

20]. They are also the basis for many marketed PGPR products [21] and interspecies combina-

tions have been tested on multiple occasions for their influence on plant health and growth 

[20]. Still, little consensus exists on the relationship between bacilli and pseudomonads, and 

thus, it is currently difficult to predict outcomes of cocultures based on these organisms. 

 

Aim of study 

The purpose of this PhD has been to elucidate interspecific interactions between members 

of the genera Bacillus and Pseudomonas in a pairwise context. Emphasis has been placed 

on plant-associated fluorescent pseudomonads and Bacillus subtilis. Some microbial systems 

develop emerging properties from their associated proto multicellularity resulting in metabolic 

heterogeneity, and we initially speculated if this could be the case for co-existing bacilli and 

pseudomonads. Thus, in Study 1, we discuss a recent paper in the context of metabolic heter-

ogeneity in biofilms. With this discussion, I gained insight into complex net-positive interac-

tions, providing a basis for the first scientific question of the PhD: 

 

What is currently known about Bacillus-Pseudomonas interactions? 

This question was investigated in Study 2, a literature review of studies coculturing members 

of Bacillus and Pseudomonas together either pairwise or in communities under varying condi-

tions. Here, I revealed that most reported interactions are negative and driven by the potential 

of each participant to produce bioactive secondary metabolites (BSMs) through amensalism or 

competition.  

 

However, though some high-quality manuscripts of Bacillus-Pseudomonas interactions do ex-

ist, they are performed with emphasis on one or a few species pairs. We believed the literature 

to contain too few interactions to resolve interaction context-dependency and were unable to 

define a general phylogenetic pattern. Thus, a clear question emerged from this literature re-

view:  

 

Can taxonomy predict Bacillus-Pseudomonas interactions? 

Study 3 addresses this question through a medium-throughput screening of pairwise interac-

tions between B. subtilis and 720 soil-isolated fluorescent pseudomonads. We did find a 
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predictor in taxonomy and identified a molecular determinant for Pseudomonas-mediated in-

hibition of B. subtilis. Study 3 also established several negative interactions, for which the 

mechanisms are unclear. In Study 4, one such interaction between B. subtilis and potentially 

phytopathogenic Pseudomonas marginalis was investigated thoroughly and discovered to be 

caused by competition for iron which ultimately results in inhibition of P. marginalis secondary 

metabolism. 

 

Thesis outline 

The thesis is divided into in five chapters, where the opening Chapter 1 – General Introduction 

provided a general introduction to microbial ecology and Bacillus and Pseudomonas in plant 

biocontrol, as well as outlining the scientific questions investigated in this thesis. Chapter 2 – 

Interactions in microbial ecology discusses interactions in microbial ecology in general, with-

out a species-specific emphasis. Chapter 3 – Bacillus subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads, 

directs the discussion to B. subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads, starting with a description 

of each group of organisms, before investigating their relations with other microbes and with 

each other. The literature Study 2 acts as a framework for reviewing Bacillus-Pseudomonas 

interactions in this chapter. In Chapter 4 – Predicting microbial interactions, I discuss if and 

how microbial interactions can be predicted from phylogeny or other descriptors. Here, I put 

the results from Study 3 in context of the field, by attempting to map interactions between B. 

subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonas to d in the context of colony and pellicle biofilm. In the 

final Chapter 5 – The sociomicrobiology of iron, I investigate the impact of iron and sidero-

phores on microbial ecology and add the results from Study 4 to the growing body of literature 

describing iron in bacterial interactions. The studies mentioned in the thesis can be found in 

full after the concluding remarks.  
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Chapter 2 – Interactions in microbial ecology 

Ecological interactions can generally be divided into three main categories: Beneficial, neutral, 

or detrimental. Interactions are used to describe a relationship between one pair of organisms, 

where each participant experiences some influence from the other. Considering the three main 

outcomes, each interaction can be described by the fitness-influence on both participants, re-

sulting in six classes (Fig. 1) [22]. Additional definitions exist for interactions based on their 

timescale (e.g., antagonism can be predation in the short term or parasitism in the long term). 

Biological interactions have historically been essential for understanding ecosystem stabil-

ity. However, herein lies a complication; an ecosystem is not a pairwise interaction. Rather, it 

is a network of many interactions, pairwise or larger, affecting each other directly and indirectly 

[23]. For example, food chains describe linear predator/prey relationships and can be combined 

into a food web network with information on the transfer of trophic energy within a system. 

Thus, food webs are interaction networks built on short-term trophic interactions, and by un-

derstanding the food web and how influential each predator/prey relationship is, it becomes 

possible to predict the consequence of losing a node of the network [23]. 

Figure 1 – Ecological interactions. The fitness effect conferred by one organism (left column) on another (right column) 

contributes to the determination of an interaction (lines connecting columns). Positive fitness effects (blue) result in increased 

reproductive ability, while negative effects (red) do the opposite, and neutral have no effect (gray). An interaction is named by 

the combined signs of the two organisms. 
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This all translates to microbial ecology, though, at the microbial scale it is exceedingly 

difficult to map entire networks, particularly as most natural microbes currently cannot be cul-

tivated in a laboratory [24, 25]. So, studies in microbial ecology either describe microbiome 

composition and consequential outcome (the top-down approach) or interactions between small 

subsets of microbiome members in synthetic communities (the bottom-up approach). Both 

types of studies attempt to uncover information about how interactions influence the function 

of the microbiome, though, as we mention in Study 2, debate is heavy on whether pairwise 

interactions translate to community interactions. 

The studies presented in this thesis investigate interactions in cocultures with few members. 

Such systems provide simplicity, increasing the reproducibility of results at the expense of 

complexity. Later in this chapter, I will also discuss the aforementioned debate and whether 

pairwise interactions scale to a community context. 

 

Positive interactions 

When microbes confer beneficial fitness effects on interaction partners, it happens through ei-

ther mutualism (+/+) or commensalism (0/+). I choose to group antagonism (+/-) with negative 

interactions, because of the inherent selfishness in exploiting an interaction partner for self-

interests. 

Commensalism is the less ambiguous of the two. Theoretically, commensal interactions 

are quite intuitive; the commensal gains a benefit without incurring a cost to its interaction 

partner. However, as outlined in the excellent review by Mathis and Bronstein (2020), com-

mensalism has rarely been adequately investigated [26]. Many studies fail to consider the rec-

iprocity of the interaction, and instead assume a neutral outcome, when negative or positive 

effects are inconceivable. Even when neutral outcomes are rigorously documented, they can be 

overturned with additional research due to oversight. This has historically meant that many 

commensalisms have been reassigned when the positive or negative effect was identified (e.g., 

“commensal” Escherichia coli residing in the human gut engages in a mutualistic relationship 

with its human host, by modulating pathogen colonization and immune system homeostasis 

[27, 28]). On these grounds, Zapalski (2011) dismisses the notion of commensalism entirely 

describing it as: “a concept that cannot be proven, as the absence of proof cannot be regarded 

as a proof of absence” [29]. In contrast, Mathis and Bronstein (2020) do not dismiss commen-

salism, rather, dividing it into “no-effects” and “balanced-costs-and-benefits” interactions [26]. 

Thus, commensalism can either incur a completely neutral effect or costs and benefits can 
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cancel out exactly to a net-neutral effect. Between microbes, true commensalism has been de-

scribed only rarely. Andrade-Domínguez et al. (2014) cocultured the budding yeast Saccharo-

myces cerevisiae with the nitrogen-fixing bacterium Rhizobium etli and found that the bacte-

rium benefited from growth with the yeast to create a commensal interaction [30]. Commen-

salism was short-lived, however, as the interaction depended on simultaneous fungal secretion 

of bacterial growth inhibitors and promoters, the latter eventually depleting from the medium. 

Upon lack of growth promotion, R. etli growth diminished, and the interaction developed into 

amensalism. Eventually, the selection pressure on R. etli from the growth inhibitors led to phe-

notypic differentiation with emerging phenotypes being able to outcompete S. cerevisiae in an 

antagonism. Though this commensalism changed over time, constant replenishment of growth 

promoting molecules may have been able to sustain it for prolonged periods. 

Mutualism is particularly known from eukaryote-prokaryote interactions such as the gut 

microbiota. Some animals are dependent on microbes residing in their intestinal system for 

accessing non-digestible nutrient sources, providing microbes with substrate, and receiving di-

gestible metabolic byproducts in return [31]. This type of symbiosis is also known as syntrophy 

or cross-feeding, where one organism utilizes a nutrient and converts it to a nutrient for another 

organism [32]. Famous examples include human and ruminant microbiotas as well as the mi-

croalgal endosymbionts of coral [33, 34]. 

Syntrophy has also been described for several interbacterial relations. Clear examples were 

presented by Dolfing et al. (2008), who established two separate cocultures of either a Moorella 

sp. and a Methanothermobacter sp. or a Desulfovibrio sp. and a Methanobrevibacter arbor-

iphilus capable of growing on formate; but only in cocultures [35]. Sun et al. (2022) employed 

the PGPR type strain Bacillus velezensis SQR9 to recruit a Pseudomonas stutzeri (now Stut-

zerimonas degradans) from the cucumber rhizosphere and demonstrated how S. degradans 

produced branched-chain amino acids in minimal medium rescuing auxotrophic B. velezensis 

[36].  

Syntrophy is strictly metabolic, but not all mutualistic interactions relate to metabolism. 

With a broader term, such interactions can be described by cooperation [32], often between 

specialized organisms that have traded off utilization of one resource for utilization of another. 

Non-producers can be complemented by neighbors in ecological niches they would otherwise 

be unable to inhabit. One-sided complementation is known as facilitation, and when facilitation 

is mutual, it fulfills at least one of the four requirements for division of labor (Fig. 2): 

1. Functional complementarity 
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2. Synergistic advantage 

3. Negative frequency-dependent selection 

4. Positive assortment 

Thus, if interacting partners 1) complement a function of each other, 2) gain a larger-than-

additive fitness advantage in coculture, 3) display lower fitness as the abundance of a partner 

is low, and 4) frequently encounter a partner, they are undergoing division of labor [37]. Per 

definition, linear interactions are then excluded from being division of labor, as they violate the 

first requirement. Cooperative interactions can develop into such linear interactions, through 

the spontaneous evolution of non-producing exploiters in a behavior known as “cheating” [38], 

which will be discussed more in the section Negative interactions below.  

In Study 1, we discussed the results of a publication by Schwartzman et al. (2022), who 

described how Vibrio splendidus temporally differentiate into metabolic heterogeneity, creating 

bacterial aggregates five times larger in diameter than predicted by mathematical modelling 

[39, 40]. The clustering of V. splendidus cells facilitated positive assortment, while metabolic 

differentiation during the development of the aggregates yielded alginate-utilizers and carbon-

storers complementing each other to ensure collective synergy. With the exception of frequency 

dependency (which was not investigated), these aggregates fulfilled the requirements of divi-

sion of labor when grown on alginate. The growth conditions used in the studies mimicked the 

natural environment of V. splendidus well, but it is unknown whether the behavior exists in the 

marine environment. 
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The division of labor presented by Schwartzman et al. (2022) provides an example of in-

traspecific division of labor through metabolic differentiation, a phenomenon that has been 

observed on multiple occasions [41–44]. In Study 1, we additionally discussed examples of 

intraspecific genetic division of labor as well as interspecific division of labor. When each in-

teracting partner carries only the genetic machinery for their own specialist task, division of 

labor is said to be genetic rather than phenotypic. Such interactions would appear over evolu-

tionary time scales where the specialization in one task results in the genetic loss of specializa-

tion in the complementary task. An example is found with B. subtilis producing biofilm matrix 

components. To establish an air-liquid pellicle biofilm, B. subtilis must produce both exopoly-

saccharides (EPS) and the amyloid protein TasA. Respectively disrupting each operon removes 

Figure 2 – Division of labor require four criteria. When microbes engage in mutualistic interactions, they may be classified 

as division of labor (DOL) if they fulfill four requirements: a) The interaction must be between organisms which are oppositely 

specialized such that they functionally complement each other. b) The complementation must provide a fitness advantage to 

both organisms that is larger than the sum of each partner individually. c) The fitness of each organism must positively correlate 

with the abundance of the interaction partner, such that the fitness of each partner is highest, when the abundance of the 

companion is highest. d) The interaction partners must be able to come into contact relateively easily. Reprinted from [37] 

with permission. 
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pellicle formation, but cocultivation of mutants results in synergistic pellicle formation [45]. 

The interaction displays negative frequency dependency and has built-in positive assortment, 

making it a clear case of division of labor. Genetic division of labor can also occur spontane-

ously, suggesting that such evolution can arise in natural systems [46]. However, the long-term 

stability of genetic division of labor seems to be dependent on the subsequent selection pressure 

established in the population [47]. If selection favors mass-producers, they can be exploited by 

other emerging genotypes that gain fitness advantages from not having to produce while still 

obtaining the resource themselves [48]. 

Naturally occurring interspecies division of labor presents a paradox. On one hand, dis-

tantly related organisms are more likely to harbor different (and thereby potentially comple-

mentary) pathways, yet ecology and evolution predicts that higher relatedness favors division 

of labor because it benefits kin selection [49]. This could explain why many reported interspe-

cific divisions of labor involve synthetic rather than naturally occurring cocultures [50–53]; 

evolution favors division of labor between closely related organisms, negatively impacting as-

sortment of distantly related microbes. However, interspecies division of labor does exist in 

nature. A well-known example is lichen; a fungal, algal, and bacterial mutualism. In certain 

lichen, the fungal partner has evolved to lose mitochondrial energy production (an otherwise 

essential function) but is likely complemented by the algal partner releasing ATP for the benefit 

of the community [54]. Lichen represents an example of low-relatedness division of labor, pos-

sibly emerging through co-evolution. The B. velezensis - S. degradans interaction described by 

Sun et al. (2022) was not identified as division of labor, because of the lack of information on 

frequency dependency and complementation [36], but the results of the study do not rule out 

division of labor. Bacilli and pseudomonads certainly have the potential to come in contact 

[20], and the large genetic diversity within each genus potentiates functional complementation.  

 

Negative interactions 

As the publication title by Palmer and Foster (2022) states: “Bacterial species rarely work to-

gether” [55]. Pairwise microbial interactions are mostly negative, with microbes engaging in 

amensalism (0/-), antagonism (+/-), or competition (-/-).  

Competition presents itself in two forms: Indirect exploitative competition and direct interfer-

ence competition. The goal of most organisms is to further the genetic line in a process that 

requires space and nutrients. With many relatively distantly related species occupying similar 

nutritional niches, selection favors microbes that establish and divide faster by utilizing 
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resources more efficiently. Thus, in an environment where two interactants are equally suited 

for a resource, the fastest growing microbe wins [56, 57]. Specifics depend on the nature of the 

niche, in whether it is well mixed or not. When resources are not uniformly distributed in an 

environment, interactants become spatially segregated into microcompartments [58]. Even in 

such cases, fitness (approximated by the proportion of the niche occupied by an interactant) 

strongly correlates with growth rate. The growth kinetics of each interactant on their own ex-

plain much of the fitness effect in pairwise interactions, but not everything [57]. When mi-

crobes invest in offensive molecules, they gain a competitive advantage even if they grow 

slower than their interaction partner and therefore, many microbial interactions revolve around 

the production of antimicrobial metabolites or even cellular weapons. These negative interac-

tions were recently revealed to not be additive, but instead follow a “strongest effect” model, 

where the effect of the strongest antagonistic molecule decides the fitness effect irrespective of 

the presence of other antagonistic molecules [59]. Additionally, microbes have evolved com-

plex mechanisms to deprive competitors of essential resources, but in response, countermeas-

ures have evolved against these mechanisms as well, such as with siderophore piracy (see 

Chapter 5 – The sociomicrobiology of iron). All in all, negative interactions span nutritional, 

spatial and antimicrobial competition. 

Amensalism is the negative complement to commensalism, where the amensal interactant 

reduces fitness of a partner. For instance, Lactobacillus spp. in the vaginal microbiota produce 

lactic acid under anaerobic conditions, independent of neighboring microbes [60]. The decrease 

in pH inhibits opportunistically pathogenic yeasts from the Candida genus, without conferring 

additional fitness cost to Lactobacillus. The neutral aspect of amensalism provides similar 

problems as with commensalism, due to the difficulty of documenting a net neutral interaction 

outcome. 

Antagonism is much more widespread, encompassing interactions such as predation and 

parasitism, which are well-known from microbiology. Microbiological predation also exists, 

but it can be more difficult to correctly classify when microbes specifically kill other cells for 

nutrition as opposed to competitive killing with subsequent nutrient uptake. A classic example 

is found with Myxococcus xanthus. This species “hunts” and kills other microbes with a range 

of secondary metabolites and secretion systems, lysing prey cells and taking up the expelled 

cellular components as nutrients [61]. However, studies have shown that M. xanthus is not 

chemotactic towards prey [62], and that most killed E. coli cells are left unconsumed [63]. 

Bdellovibrio spp. on the other hand, are described as obligate predators, based on their initial 
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characterization in 1966 and subsequent host-dependence when cultured in the lab [64]. Bdel-

lovibrio spp. cannot be grown in typical lab media unless supplemented with protein extracts 

from non-kin cells [65]. Predation is genetically encoded, allowing for spontaneous occurrence 

of facultative predators that can grow axenically [66]. Bacterial predation is otherwise rare, 

possibly owing to the inability of some species to grow on typical growth medium. 

An interesting interaction type that somewhat crosses the line between commensalism and 

antagonism is cheating. Producing a common good renders the population vulnerable to ex-

ploitation by individuals who opt out of production and conserve energy for other processes. 

These “cheating” individuals gain a fitness advantage and can outcompete producers, which 

eventually leads to the collapse of the system when no producers are left [47]. Interestingly, 

Leinweber et al. (2017) demonstrated how competitive cocultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

and Burkholderia cenocepacia stabilize when intraspecific competition (in the form of cheat-

ing) is higher than interspecific competition [67], and in general, when cheaters experience a 

negative fitness effect, cooperation seems to be stable [68]. 

 

Translatability of Pairwise Interactions 

Because of the enormous diversity of microbial communities, understanding community as-

sembly poses a challenge. An intuitive approach to determine species co-existence could be to 

infer pairwise interactions community structure from pairwise interactions. One could then ex-

pect that a pair with competitive exclusion would also exclude the less fit organism in commu-

nity settings. This is known as the reductionistic view. However, microbial interactions are 

always context-dependent and often develop temporally [30, 69, 70]. Thus, pairwise interac-

tions observed in a laboratory environment rarely translate to natural contexts. Context-de-

pendency pertains to the influence that nutrient composition as well as temperature and other 

abiotic factors have on cell growth and metabolism [71–73]. Context dependency does not 

necessarily refute a reductionistic view. However, an alternative hypothesis argues that com-

munity assembly is complex and derived from emergent properties. Additional interactants 

contribute with their own metabolisms which are also context-dependent and may modulate 
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what has already been observed in the pairwise interaction. Even so, modeling interaction net-

works of communities through a bottom-up approach (inferring knowledge from pairwise in-

teractions) has been common practice [74]. Often, models require an abundance of genomic, 

metabolic, and empirical data that may be hard to obtain. As an alternative, Friedman, Higgins, 

and Gore (2017) attempted to infer community structure of species trios using information on 

pairwise interactions. Structure outcomes were simplified to two outcomes: competitive exclu-

sion or stable coexistence [75]. Thus, three species A, B, and C, all of which are pairwise com-

patible with each other, are expected to participate in a stable trio under similar conditions. 

However, this prediction only held for half of the examined communities, and the authors argue 

that higher-order interactions (interactions that are only present with additional interactants) 

could explain some, but not all unexpected outcomes. Still, using their assembly rules based 

on pairwise interactions, the authors were able to predict trio assembly more accurately than 

simulations based on general Lotka-Volterra models, and when predicting the outcome of a 

mixture of eight species, pairwise interaction information was an equally good predictor of 

community structure as Lotka-Volterra simulations. Adding information about the trio out-

comes increased prediction accuracy from 62% to 86%. 

The bane of predicting community assemblies also comes from one of their most attractive 

assets: Emergence. Combining microbes into communities can result in novel properties unde-

tectable in mono- or even pairwise cultures. When one species modulates the interaction be-

tween other species without directly affecting them, they are said to perform higher-order in-

teractions (Fig. 3) [76, 77]. These properties can be present immediately or develop over time 

due to the relatively low evolutionary scale for microbes [58]. In a recent preprint, Hansen et 

Figure 3 – Higher order interactions are emergent. The addition of other participants to an interaction can result in novel 

distributions that may not be apparent from the collection of pairwise interactions. When three participants inhibit each other 

cyclically, they engage in non-transitive interactions, also known as “rock-paper-scissors” (left). However, when a third 

participant influences the interaction between to partners without directly interacting with either, the interaction is known as 

a higher-order interaction. Such interactions cannot be inferred from pairwise cocultures. 
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al. (2023) demonstrated how antimicrobial orfamide A produced by Pseudomonas protegens 

was degraded serially by two members of a four-species community [17]. Orfamide A concen-

trations in P. protegens monoculture exceeded the minimal inhibitory concentration for Rho-

dococcus globerulus almost two-fold but did not inhibit in the five-species community due to 

the degradation of the metabolite. Others have identified novel metabolites from polymicrobial 

communities undetectable in mono- or pairwise cocultures [72]. The degradation and possible 

differential regulation of metabolism in community assemblies likely leads to natural concen-

trations of antimicrobials that are much lower than those employed in laboratories. At such 

concentrations, metabolites may not explicitly be deadly, but could instead function as regula-

tors and signal molecules [18, 78, 79]. 

Friedman, Higgins, and Gore (2017) provided evidence for the reductionistic hypothesis, 

but their pairwise and trio interactions were not able to predict all community assemblies. So, 

can pairwise interactions infer community assemblies? This question was recently investigated 

in a study comparing pairwise interaction outcomes to community outcomes in 12 separate 

stable microbial communities with 5-13 members [80]. Though the communities were experi-

mentally validated as stable (each member invaded its community in a negative frequency-

dependent pattern), a majority of the 144 pairwise interactions (71.5%) resulted in competitive 

exclusion, suggesting that community assembly is governed by complex interaction networks 

that cannot be predicted from pairs. The authors themselves, however, discuss how the applica-

bility of the two hypotheses is context-dependent, similarly to the interactions themselves, but 

there is still no evidence for when community assembly is reductionistic and when it is emer-

gent. 

Pairwise interactions can hold some predictive power, but context-dependency and higher-

order interactions are likely to explain the difficulty in translating simple interactions to more 

complex community settings. Control and awareness of these caveats is essential when infer-

ring function from bottom-up experiments, which are superior to top-down approaches in sim-

plicity and experimental control and allow for gradual mapping of mechanisms in bacterial 

interactions. Hopefully, a deeper understanding of individual microbial interactions will trans-

late into a better comprehension of how higher-order interactions emerge and communities 

assemble. 
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Chapter 3 – Bacillus subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads 

Bacillus subtilis 

B. subtilis is a Gram-positive, endospore forming bacterium which has historically been essen-

tial as a model organism for biofilm formation, secondary metabolite production, and plant 

growth promotion [81]. It is rod-shaped and motile with peritrichous flagella, which the bacte-

rium uses for aerotaxis and plant root colonization, and it has been isolated from many diverse 

sites, rendering it environmentally ubiquitous [20]. Biofilm formation, sporulation and second-

ary metabolite production are all important characteristics of B. subtilis that also come into play 

in intermicrobial interactions. 

Biofilm formation by B. subtilis mainly presents itself in two forms: a solid/air interface 

colony or a liquid/air interface pellicle [82]. The macroscopic physical properties and secreted 

metabolites from each of these biofilms are quite similar. EPSs are secreted along with an am-

yloid protein component, TasA, which are thought to interact and strengthen the matrix 

Figure 4 – Bacillus subtilis lifestyle is regulated by the Spo0A pathway. Upon recognition of environmental signal 

molecules, the histidine kinases KinABCD become activated and initiate the phosphorylation cascade starting with Spo0F and 

ending with Spo0A. Spo0A is a master regulator controlling sporulation, biofilm formation, and likely secondary metabolite 

production via AbrB. Lifestyle regulation is mediated by a concentration gradient. High concentration of phosphorylated 

Spo0A result in sporulation, while intermediate levels signal for biofilm formation. Spo0A phosphorylation and transcription 

is additionally controlled via Sigma H (σH) and the Rap/Phr quorum sensing system. Dashed lines indicate trasncriptional 

regulation. Solid lines indicate protein interactions. Arrowheads indicate positive regulation, bar-heads indicate negative 

regulation. Created with Biorender.  
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resulting in the formation of wrinkles [83]. These wrinkles, in turn, are hypothesized to increase 

surface area to facilitate oxygen diffusion [84] and nutrient transfer [85]. Additionally, the pro-

duction of a hydrophobin BslA contributes to a highly hydrophobic surface [86]. Biofilm for-

mation and the physicochemical properties of a biofilm likely confer an advantage for Bacillus 

in colonizing specific niches and indeed, pellicle productivity of B. subtilis has been shown to 

correlate positively with plant root colonization [87, 88].  

Regulation of biofilm-related gene expression happens through the global regulator, 

Spo0A, which controls expression of more than 140 genes in B. subtilis [89]. Other than bio-

film, Spo0A regulates genes with roles in sporulation, motility, and competence (Fig. 4). Acti-

vation of sensor kinases initiates the phospho-relay comprised of Spo0F and Spo0B which 

serially transfer phosphoryl groups from one to the other and finally to the ultimate target, 

Spo0A. Upon phosphorylation, Spo0A is activated and changes conformation to allow DNA 

binding which acts as the control mechanism [90]. Interestingly, the lifestyle of B. subtilis de-

pends on the intracellular level of phosphorylated Spo0A (Spo0A~P), with low concentrations 

leading to a planktonic lifestyle, intermediate concentrations initiating biofilm formation, and 

high concentrations initiating sporulation [91]. This concentration gradient is managed through 

the stimulation of the histidine kinases KinABCDE [92, 93], where KinA and KinB are spa-

tially confined to the center of a colony biofilm and KinC and KinD to the outer edges. Under 

laboratory conditions, KinC and KinD increase Spo0A~P levels enough for differentiation into 

biofilm-forming cells [92], while KinA and KinB can raise the concentration even higher to 

initiate sporulation [93]. 

Endospores are vital for the survival of many Gram-positive bacteria, and there has been 

some speculation that spore-forming bacteria isolated from soil are not in fact metabolically 

active in natural environments [94]. However, experimental evidence refutes this claim, 

demonstrating the ability of bacilli to sporulate, germinate, and divide in soil [95, 96]. Endo-

spores are incredibly tough, enduring ultraviolet radiation, extreme temperature, chemical dis-

infection, and prolonged desiccation [97]. In truth, the viable time frame of endospores is still 

not known, with reports outcompeting each other for the record of oldest viable endospore. In 

1995, a publication in Science claimed to have germinated a 25-40 million-year-old endospore 

of a close relative to Bacillus sphaericus (now Lysinibacillus sphaericus) [98]. Sporulation is 

initiated by nutrient depletion that causes cells to undergo asymmetric cell division into a pre-

spore and the mother cell. The mother cell engulfs the prespore and synthesizes spore coat 
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components. Once the inner spore is mature, the mother cell lyses and the spore is released 

[97]. 

Both biofilm formation and sporulation strongly depend on iron availability [99–101]. B. 

subtilis grown in the biofilm-inducing medium MSgg cannot form a pellicle biofilm when iron 

homeostasis is disrupted [102]. To acquire Fe(III) (ferric iron) from the environment, B. subtilis 

utilizes the catecholate siderophore bacillibactin (BB) [103]. BB synthesis is encoded in the 

dhbA-F operon, which is translated into a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase pathway. Upon 

synthesis, BB is exported out of the cell, where it binds Fe(III) with high affinity before being 

taken up again by the FeuABC-YusV ABC transporter system [104–107]. Ferri-BB is hydro-

lyzed by BesA and iron is released for use in enzymatic reactions in a homeostasis that is con-

trolled by the Ferric Uptake Regulator, Fur [106]. A ΔdhbA mutant is unable to synthesize 2,3-

dihydroxybenzoate (DHB) and its inability to form a pellicle in MSgg suggests that both DHB 

and BB are implicated in iron uptake in pellicle formation [108]. In Study 4, we found that a 

ΔdhbA mutant was reduced in its transcription of many sporulation-related genes compared to 

a wild-type B. subtilis, which coincided with reduced wrinkle formation on the surface of col-

onies [101]. 

 

Fluorescent pseudomonads 

Pseudomonas is a genus of Gram-negative gamma-proteobacteria with incredible diversity and 

environmental universality [109]. Many Pseudomonas spp. function as model organisms for a 

wide range of fields. P. protegens and Pseudomonas fluorescens in biocontrol [79, 110], Pseu-

domonas syringae in plant pathogenicity [111], Pseudomonas putida in fermentation and re-

mediation [112], and P. aeruginosa in human pathogenicity [113]. Most pseudomonads encode 

high biosynthetic potential in their genomes [114], and one metabolite especially has allowed 

for phenotypically driven taxonomy. The siderophore pyoverdine (Pvd) contains a structurally 

conserved chromophore which can be excited by ultraviolet/violet light (340 nm – 420 nm) 

and emits blue/green light (440 nm – 520 nm) [115, 116], allowing for easy identification of 

Pvd-producing strains [117]. These strains were historically grouped together as fluorescent 

pseudomonads irrespective of additional phenotypic traits [109, 118]. Herein lies a problem. P. 

aeruginosa, P. fluorescens, P. putida, and P. syringae are all fluorescent, even though their 

genomes, environmental presence, and phenotypic characteristics are quite dissimilar (some 
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strains that do not produce Pvd instead produce pyocyanin that also fluoresces). In fact, the 

entire Pseudomonas genus has continuously been under scrutiny ever since its foundation, and 

many have attempted to ‘clear up’ Pseudomonas taxonomy. A breakthrough came from using 

rRNA hybridization to separate “wrong” pseudomonads (Pseudomonas senu lato) from “real” 

pseudomonads (Pseudomonas sensu stricto) [109]. Additional reclarification has divided Pseu-

domonas sensu stricto into 13-14 groups (depending on methodology), and the diverse P. flu-

orescens group further into 10 subgroups (Fig. 5) [110, 119, 120]. Though reclassifications are 

Figure 5 – Pseudomonas phylogenetic tree. Maximum likelihood phylogeny based on protein sequence alignments of 100 

single-copy orthologous genes from 355 strains of Pseudomonas spp., three strains of Azotobacter spp., and one strain of 

Azomonas agilis. Three genomes of Cellvibrio spp. were included as an outgroup with the branch truncated to improve 

visualization of the tree topology. Outer circle: genomes of type strains for each species are indicated with a black box. 

*Placement of Azomonas agilis. **Clade composed of ten genomes of Azotobacter spp. ***Clade representing a new subgroup 

within the P. fluorescens group. Dashed line denotes the tree dedicated to the P. fluorescens group. Adapted from [119] with 

permission. 
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ongoing [121]. Studies investigating the Pseudomonas pangenome have indicated that acces-

sory genomes have evolved with their respective core genomes, suggesting a relatively low 

rate of horizontal gene transfer [110, 114, 122]. Thereby, phenotypic traits seem to be conserved 

across certain taxonomic levels allowing for fairly accurate functional prediction based on tax-

onomy alone. 

In the current paradigm, the P. fluorescens group is comprised of the subgroups fragi, as-

plenii, gesaardii, fluorescens, chlororaphis, protegens, corrugata, koreensis, jessenii, and man-

delii, phylogenetically associated in that order. All subgroups contain species that have been 

associated with plants, either as PGPR or as phytopathogens, and some subgroups contain spe-

cies that are both (e.g., P. fluorescens and Pseudomonas marginalis from the fluorescens sub-

group). P. fluorescens species are not alone in associating with plants. P. putida, P. stutzeri, and 

P. syringae also all engage in interactions with plants or with other microbes in the plant envi-

ronment [36, 123, 124]. Thus, fluorescent pseudomonads, irrespective of taxonomic group, 

carry large potential within agricultural science as biostimulants and biocontrol agents. 

 

Secondary metabolism 

Contrary to their name, secondary metabolites have tremendous implications in microbial 

physiology and ecology. Separate from basic metabolic processes, required for cell viability, 

secondary metabolites are produced under specialized circumstances. Terminology therefore 

now also includes “specialized metabolites”, appreciating the significant, but context-depend-

ent, roles of these metabolites. Chemically, secondary metabolites are immensely diverse, en-

compassing virtually all known organic functional groups into molecules able to sequester iron, 

degrade host tissue, facilitate communication, and antagonize rival organisms among many 

other functions. They are often produced from enzymes encoded in biosynthetic gene clusters 

(BGCs) closely associated in the genome [125]. 
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Bacillus and Pseudomonas are well-known for their biosynthetic potential. B. subtilis allo-

cates approximately 5% of its genome to genes participating in the secondary metabolism 

[126], while fluorescent pseudomonads are particularly well-known for their siderophore, cy-

clic lipopeptides, and phloroglucinols [127]. These metabolites are categorized into groups 

Figure 6 – Non-ribosomal peptide and polyketide synthesis. (a) Non-ribosomal peptides are synthesized by modular 

synthetases with initiation, elongation, and termination modules. The substrates are activated by the adenylation (A) domain 

via ATP and bound to the peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) domain. The molecule is synthesized from N- to C-terminal by the 

condensation (C) domain and can obtain structural diversity through the modification by cyclization (Cy), methylation (Me) 

and epimerization (E) domains. The molecule is completed when it is cleaved from the synthetase by a thioesterase (TE) 

domain. (b) Modular polyketides are synthesized much like non-ribosomal peptides, though with no expenditure of energy 

and using acetyl-CoA or malonyl-CoA as substrates. The acyltransferase (AT) domain selects a substrate and loads it onto the 

acyl-carrier protein (ACP) domain. The ketosynthease (KS) domain elongates the molecule by catalyzing the condensation of 

extender units to the growing chain. Structural diversity is achieved by ketoreductions via the ketoreductase (KR), 

dehydrogenase (DH) or the enoyl reductase (ER) domains. Synthesis is terminated when the molecule is cleaved from the 

synthase by a TE domain. 
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characterized by chemical structure or biosynthetic pathway, the largest groups of which are 

non-ribosomal peptides and polyketides (Fig. 6). 

Non-ribosomal peptides (NRPs) are chains of amino acids that are not translated from 

mRNA via the Central Dogma [128]. Rather, they are synthesized by modular enzymatic com-

plexes termed non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs), each module elongating the NRP 

with a single unit in an “assembly line” (Fig. 6a). The units are generally amino acids, but 

alternative substrates, such as hydroxy acids and aminobenzoic acids can be incorporated as 

well. Each module carries (at least) three enzymatic domains: The adenylation (A) domains are 

responsible for activating the correct substrate via ATP utilization, transferring it to the peptidyl 

carrier protein (PCP) domain by catalyzing the formation of a thioester bond. The condensation 

(C) domain catalyzes the formation of a peptide bond between the new unit and the growing 

peptide chain, elongating the molecule linearly from N-terminus to C-terminus. The final mod-

ule in the complex also carries a thioesterase (TE) domain which cleaves the thioester bond 

between peptide and PCP, releasing the final metabolite. Each module can contain additional 

domains such as methylation, oxidation, and epimerization domains. 

Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) comprise a class of NRPs that incorporate an acyl chain in a 

cyclized peptide. They function as surfactants and antimicrobials against bacteria and fungi 

[129, 130]. In Study 3, we found that Pseudomonas CLPs are particularly deadly and specific. 

CLPs from the viscosin, tolaasin, and syringopeptin groups have demonstrated antagonistic 

effects against Bacillus spp., though variation in CLP structure even within groups results in a 

range of antagonistic strengths and in target specificity to the species level [131, 132]. Fewer 

CLP groups have been identified from B. subtilis. Surfactins, plipastatins, and iturins share 

similar group-specific functions with Pseudomonas CLPs. Surfactin is a multifunctional sur-

factant essential for Bacillus motility, colonization, and intermicrobial antagonism [133, 134]. 

Interestingly, surfactin and sessilin (from the tolaasin group) interact molecularly, forming a 

white precipitate visible to the naked eye [135]. In this regard, surfactin functions as a chemical 

shield against the antimicrobial sessilin. 

Siderophores are NRPs named for their iron-chelating function. They are further subdi-

vided based on their Fe(III)-binding functional group, into hydroxamates, catecholates, pheno-

lates, carboxylates or a mixture of the groups (Fig. 7) [136]. The catecholate structure of BB 

from Bacillus is conserved by the Dhb biosynthesis (Fig. 7a). The siderophore consists only of 

three repeating NRP subunits produced from DHB, glycine, and threonine, and the functional 

implication of substituting even one amino acid moiety for a different one, likely contributes 
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to the structural conservation of BB [137, 138]. In contrast, Pvd from Pseudomonas is con-

structed like a CLP with a cyclized or linear peptide of 6-14 variable amino acid constituents, 

bound to a conserved chromophore deriving from dihydroxyquinoline (a modified peptide), 

and a variable acyl tail (Fig. 7b) [139, 140]. The variability in peptide sequence and acyl chain 

structure provides pyoverdines with structural diversity that is strain- and context-dependent 

[116]. Additionally, Pvd biosynthesis genes are arranged on Pseudomonas genomes without 

well-defined structure and with no apparent pattern (Fig. 7c) [141]. Consequently, studies dis-

agree on the affinity of Pvd other than the fact that it is indeed “high”. Though BB and Pvd 

both are multifunctional in their capacity to bind multiple metal ions, Pvd function is not lim-

ited to metal chelation, but additionally entails intermicrobial signaling [18]. It is interesting to 

speculate if this additional functionality derives from the variable structure of Pvd as well as 

the likely production of secondary siderophores, decreasing the selection pressure for Pvd to 

evolve into ever-increasing iron affinity. Secondary functions have not yet been identified for 

BB, even though bacilli similarly harbor multiple iron-uptake systems [106, 142].  

In Study 4, we described an iron-dependent mutual antagonism between B. subtilis and 

Pvd-producing P. marginalis, and found that WT B. subtilis with functional BB, could restrict 

the growth of the P. marginalis colony and surround it on King’s B (KB) agar. When the dhb 

operon was disrupted, the interaction inverted and P. marginalis instead antagonized B. subtilis, 

also restricting colony expansion. In our manuscript, we hypothesized that BB possesses the 

higher Fe(III) binding affinity of the two siderophores, winning an iron tug-of-war. However, 

we did not explicitly test this hypothesis, and current published estimations of Fe(III) binding 

affinities for BB and Pvd do not come to a clear consensus, likely due to non-uniform experi-

mental conditions. We additionally found that the restriction of colony expansion by BB was 

conserved across fluorescent Pseudomonas isolates of different species, and so, if our 
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hypothesis is true, this would indicate that different pyoverdines all possess lower Fe(III) bind-

ing affinities than BB from B. subtilis. If this translates to natural systems, it suggests that B. 

subtilis harbors an advantage against Pseudomonas in ecological competition for iron. 

Figure 7 – The siderophores of Bacillus and Pseudomonas. (a) Bacillibactin is a non-ribosomal peptide synthesized in a 

multienzymatic pathway to produce 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,3-DHB), which is combined with glycine and threonine by 

the synthetase DhbEBF to yield the chatecolate-carrying (red square) bacillibactin. (b) Pyoverdine (PVD) is structurally 

different between pseudomonads. It is produced as a cyclic lipopeptide with an acyl moiety of which seven variants are 

currently known. The acyl chain is bound to a conserved chromophore (green) which is linked to a variable peptide moiety of 

6-14 amino acids. The chromophore incorporates a catecholate group (red squares), while the peptide chain carries one or 

more formyl-hydroxylornithines which have hydroxamate groups (HO-N-COH) on their side chain (blue squares). (c) The 

genomic arrangement of pyoverdine-synthesizing genes similarly differ between Pseudomonas spp. in no apparent pattern. 

Genes are often spread across the genome with larger spacers between regions resembling mobile genetic elements. (a) 

recreated from [101], (b) recreated from [139], and (c) recreated from [141]. 
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Polyketides (PKs) are produced similarly to NRPs (Fig. 6b). They are chains of acetate 

and/or malonate synthesized by polyketide synthases (PKS) which can be modular (commonly 

associated with bacteria) or iterative (commonly associated with fungi) [143]. The acyltrans-

ferase (AT) domain selects, activates, and catalyzes the loading of the starter unit coupled to 

Coenzyme A (CoA) onto the acyl carrier protein (ACP) domain. The ketosynthase (KS) domain 

elongates the molecule by catalyzing the condensation of extender units to the growing chain. 

As with NRPSs, PK synthesis is terminated by a TE domain. Structural diversification is 

achieved through the implementation of modifying domains such as ketoreductase (KR), de-

hydratase (DH), and enoyl reductase (ER) domains. 

DAPG (2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol) is an important Pseudomonas polyketide. Produced 

mainly by a few species within the Pseudomonas corrugata and P. protegens subgroups [144], 

it is widely known for its antimicrobial activity, and has been strongly associated with disease-

suppressive soils [145]. DAPG is an instigator of plant exudation of amino acids, providing 

plant-associated pseudomonads with nutrients [146]. Its biosynthesis is encoded in the phl BGC 

with eight conserved genes, of which phlDACB encode the main biosynthetic enzymes. Bio-

synthesis is initiated by the Type III PKS, PhlD, catalyzing the condensation of three monomers 

of malonyl-CoA into phloroglucinol. An enzyme complex consisting of PhlACB then acety-

lates phloroglucinol into monoacetylated phloroglucinol and then DAPG.  

Transcriptional regulation of secondary metabolism differs significantly between Bacil-

lus and Pseudomonas. In B. subtilis, regulation is decentralized but likely happens via the 

switching between lifestyles (Fig. 4). Most BGCs are expressed by distinct cells providing 

phenotypic heterogeneity, but some are homogeneously regulated by all cells in a population 

[147]. As mentioned previously, lifestyle in B. subtilis is under control of the KinA-E and 

Spo0ABF phosphorylation cascade. But other systems contribute additionally to this regula-

tion. The DegSU and ComPA two-component systems control natural competence, sessility, 

and surfactin production [148–150]. All three systems function through phosphorylation of 

transcription factors, which can be further regulated by response regulator aspartyl-phosphate 

phosphatases (Rap) and their corresponding phosphatase regulator (Phr) proteins. B. subtilis 

encode many Rap/Phr systems (an average of 11 pairs per strain [151]), each of which are 

specific in their dephosphorylation target (i.e., RapG is specific to DegU, RapABEHIJP to 

Spo0F, and RapCDFHKP to ComA) [152, 153]. Rap enzymes and their cognate Phr regulators 

are transcriptionally coupled [154]. Rap remains intracellular, while Phr is exported to the en-

vironment and simultaneously cleaved from its signal peptide [155]. Phr is internalized by an 
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oligopermase protein (Opp) where it binds and sequesters Rap. When cell density is low, Rap-

levels are high and phosphorylated response regulators are dephosphorylated, resulting in a 

motile, non-surfactin producing, and non-competent cell. Increasing levels of Phr lead to a 

sessile biofilm lifestyle with surfactin production. Though this system has only been coupled 

to surfactin, several other antimicrobials are known to be regulated by the biofilm master reg-

ulator AbrB. Bacilysin, bacillibactin, plipastatin, bacillaene, and subtilosin A BGCs are all re-

pressed by AbrB [102, 156–159], suggesting that sessile, biofilm-forming cells are also more 

likely to transcribe the biosynthetic genes involved in antimicrobial production. AbrB is an 

inhibitor of biofilm formation as it restricts the transcription of genes involved in matrix pro-

duction and the double negative regulator SinI, and abrB itself is repressed by Spo0A~P [160]. 

NRPSs of B. subtilis require activation of the PCP domains by 4-phosphopantetheinyl transfer-

ase (Sfp), and the domesticated strain 168, which carries an inactive version of sfp is unable to 

produce surfactin, bacillibactin, plipastatin, and bacillaene [161–163]. Interestingly, sfp regu-

lation has not yet been subject to experimental analysis. 

In Pseudomonas, secondary metabolism is controlled by the regulator of secondary metab-

olism (Rsm) through the Gac/Rsm system (Fig. 8) [164–167]. Activation of Gac/Rsm induces 

a lifestyle switch to sessility similar to Bacillus, and controls approximately 10% of P. fluo-

rescens SBW25, P. protegens Pf-5, and P. chlororaphis 30-84 genomes [164]. The histidine 

kinase GacS activates the response regulator GacA, which is a transcription factor for the spe-

cies-specific Rsm sRNA transcripts. Rsm sRNAs are double negative regulators that bind and 

sequester Rsm RNA-binding proteins. When not inhibited, the RNA-binding proteins repress 

transcription of target genes, including secondary metabolite BGCs and alternative sigma fac-

tors such as RpoS, AlgU, and PvdS. The activating ligand for GacS has not yet been identified 

but is expected to happen (at least partly) via self-secreted metabolites, and the GacA response 

regulator of a specific P. fluorescens isolate has been demonstrated to be positively regulated 

by plant-associated molecules [168]. The two transmembrane receptors RetS and LadS are in-

volved in GacS signal modulation by respectively inhibiting or activating GacS. Stimulation 

of the activating receptor, LadS, can occur with Ca2+-ions [169]. 
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Of note, BGCs involved in production of DAPG, Pvd, multiple CLPs, pyoluteorin, pectin 

lyase as well as nitrogen fixation are all under control of Gac/Rsm. Understanding and control-

ling this system therefore potentiates the control of Pseudomonas pathogenicity, biostimula-

tion, and biocontrol activity [170, 171]. Interestingly, GacS/GacA seem to be influenced by 

Bacillus-produced molecules. Zhang et al. (2019) found a strong repressor of P. syringae pv. 

Tomato gacS transcription in the extract of Bacillus sp. BR3 with no effect on cell growth [172]. 

This downregulation was enough to abolish plant pathogenicity at exposure to 16 µg/mL. In 

Figure 8 – The Gac pathway of Pseudomonas. The Gac/Rsm pathway is a master regulon of lifestyle in many 

gammaproteobacteria. In pseudomonads, GacS responds to still unknown signal molecules and phosphorylates GacA. 

Phosphorylated GacA acts as a transcriptional activator for the small RNAs RsmXYZ. The presence of RsmXYZ is species-

specific and can include any combination of them. These sRNAs bind and sequester the Rsm proteins which regulate 

alternative sigma factors RpoS, AlgU, and PvdS thus controlling biofilm lifestyle and secondary metabolism. In P. aeruginosa,  

PvdS-regulation by RsmA is iron-dependent. GacS is further regulated by two transmembrane receptors, RetS and LadS. In 

P. protegens CHA0, RetS is initiated by temperature, which likely is the reason for temperature sensitivity in soil 

pseudomonads. Recreated from [167, 173, 174]. 
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Study 4 we found a similar result when analyzing the transcriptome of P. marginalis where 

coculture with WT B. subtilis reduced gacS transcription 2-fold compared to monoculture 

growth and coculture with a ΔdhbA mutant. Whether this downregulation is due to iron starva-

tion has yet to be examined, but we observed that transcription of the iron-starvation alternative 

sigma factor pvdS was upregulated, when gacS was repressed. In P. aeruginosa, the RNA-

binding protein RsmA was demonstrated to impose alternate effects on pvdS-expression de-

pendent on iron concentrations, such that excess iron led to negative regulation of pvdS while 

limited iron had the opposite effect (Fig. 8) [173]. Since GacS stimulation results in inhibition 

of RsmA, the interaction outcome presented in Study 4 resembles the iron-deplete conditions 

presented by Peng et al. (2020). However, while pvdS was upregulated in P. marginalis, almost 

all other pvd-genes were downregulated suggesting a secondary regulation of pyoverdine. This 

hypothesis is corroborated by the findings of Frangipani et al. (2013) who found that a ΔrsmA 

mutant of PA01 produced more pyoverdine than the WT under iron-limited conditions [174], 

where RsmA is expected to positively regulate pvdS (and thereby pyoverdine biosynthetic 

genes) [173]. Additionally, disruption of gacA or sRNAs rsmZ and rsmY resulted in diminished 

levels of pyoverdine under conditions where PvdS is expected to be present in low abundance. 

The RsmA-mediated regulation of pyoverdine was found to be independent of Fur, indicating 

a redundancy in regulation of pyoverdine biosynthetic gene transcription [174]. 

 

Ecological roles in the rhizosphere 

Plant growth promotion is one of the key properties of Bacillus and Pseudomonas from a 

technological perspective. Crops require nutrients in the form of nitrogen, phosphorous, and 

iron which are often present in forms that are inaccessible. PGPR make inorganic metals bioa-

vailable with nitrogenase, phosphorous solubilization, and siderophores, respectively. Atmos-

pheric nitrogen (N2) is converted to ammonia (NH3) via the ATP-consuming nitrogenase en-

coded in the nif gene cluster [175]. Nitrogenase activity is not conserved in bacilli or pseudo-

monads but has been demonstrated both in the Bacillus cereus and B. subtilis groups as well as 

in the P. stutzeri group and the P. koreensis and P. entomophila subgroups [176–179]. Members 

of both genera are also able to solubilize inorganic phosphate by incorporating phosphoryl into 

organic acids [180, 181]. Plants can perform this process themselves but delegating it to sym-

biotic microbes would allow for specialization into other traits. BB and Pvd have been shown 

to alleviate iron deficiency by modulating plant iron uptake systems, and possibly by function-

ing as exosiderophores [182, 183]. 
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Bacteria can also directly alter plant physiology, similarly to human gut microbes. Ara-

bidopsis thaliana produces larger leaves, when exposed to the volatile compounds, acetoin and 

2,3-butanediol by changing the homeostasis of cytokinins (cell division promoters) and eth-

ylene (growth and senescence regulator) [184]. A blend of B. subtilis volatiles causes A. thali-

ana to redistribute auxins from leaves to roots, alleviating negative regulation of leaf size, and 

promoting root formation [185]. Pseudomonas similarly produce both auxins, cytokinins, and 

volatile signal molecules, stimulating root branching and stress tolerance [181, 186, 187]. 

Plants attract PGPR to their root systems because roots secrete a collection of exudates. 

Exudates are species specific in their composition of macromolecules and secondary metabo-

lites and act as nutrient reservoirs, toxins, and signaling molecules for microbes [87, 188, 189]. 

Bacillus and Pseudomonas are chemotactic towards exudates from a variety of plants, and the 

association with plants create a mutualistic relationship where the bacteria gain carbon-based 

nutrients while protecting the plant and providing the plant with growth stimulating molecules. 

When nutrients are not automatically provided, the bacteria may acquire those themselves. B. 

velezensis secretes the type seven secretion system effector protein YukE which inserts in the 

plant root to create a pore-like structure that specifically leaked iron [190], while Pseudomo-

nas-produced DAPG and phenazine has been shown to increase amino acid efflux from plants 

16-fold [146]. The nutrients supplied by the plant are important for proper differentiation of 

PGPR. When B. subtilis reaches the root, it starts producing biofilm. Bacillus mutants deficient 

in matrix production have been demonstrated to be unable to efficiently colonize the roots of 

tomato and A. thaliana [45] and when evolved in the presence of Arabidopsis or tomato, mu-

tations preferentially establish in the sinR gene, creating a biofilm hyper-producing phenotype 

[87, 191]. Recently, biofilm production was additionally demonstrated to be selected for when 

B. subtilis was evolved in the presence of a competing Pseudomonas fluorescens on tomato 

roots [191]. The mutations in biofilm repressors provided B. subtilis with an advantage in sub-

sequent root colonization against P. fluorescens, P. protegens, P. capeferrum, and P. stutzeri. 

Biofilm as protection against Pseudomonas has been demonstrated on multiple occasions, both 

in vitro and in situ [192–194], and in Study 2, we established biofilm formation and sporulation 

as defensive features for Bacillus when in contact with Pseudomonas spp. 

In addition to their mutually beneficial interaction with plants, Bacillus and Pseudomonas 

also seem to preferentially recruit each other, once established. The addition of B. velezensis to 

cucumber roots enriched the rhizosphere microbiota for Pseudomonas and Pseudoxanthomo-

nas resulting in increased cucumber plant growth [36], while the addition of B. 
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amyloliquefaciens to banana plants mobilized the residing pseudomonads increasing the ability 

to fight off plant-pathogenic Fusarium oxysporium [195]. Synthetic addition of Bacillus-Pseu-

domonas consortia has also resulted in alleviation of drought and salt stress [36, 123]. Im-

portantly, strains that are incompatible in vitro can be combined in situ and even result in trait 

synergy [196]. 

Biocontrol activity is a hallmark of bacilli and pseudomonads. Their arsenals of secondary 

metabolites have been shown to harbor antimicrobial properties against both fungal and bacte-

rial pathogens. Biocontrol can occur either passively in a competition for space or nutrients or 

actively with the production of specific antimicrobials, and finally indirectly by inducing the 

plant systemic resistance [197]. Passive biocontrol is probably a major reason for bacteria as-

sociating with plants due to the evolutionary selection for species that do not cause harm to the 

plant [198]. Siderophores are largely thought to confer passive competition by sequestering 

iron from pathogens, restricting their growth. Both BB and Pvd have been reported on multiple 

occasions to reduce disease incidence and pathogen colonization [199–201]. Surfactin has been 

shown to create pores in membranes of some (but not all) competitors [126, 202]. With the role 

that surfactin plays in plant root colonization, there is a chance that some reported biocontrol 

studies where surfactin is essential actually show how surfactin mediates passive biocontrol by 

providing Bacillus with a colonization advantage [192, 203]. 

Both Pseudomonas spp. and Bacillus spp. are well known for eliciting systemic resistance 

against pathogens in plants, Bacillus mainly through 2,3-butanediol, surfactin, and fengycin 

[197] and Pseudomonas through flagella, siderophores, and DAPG [204], though, very few 

examples exist of either priming plant defenses against the other. B. cereus has been shown to 

instigate Arabidopsis thaliana systemic resistance against P. syringae pv. tomato both depend-

ent and independently of salicylic acid, jasmonic acid, and ethylene signaling [205–207]. 

Bacillus and Pseudomonas generally engage in active biocontrol. In Study 2, we found that 

most pairwise interactions between bacilli and pseudomonads are negative and classified many 

of them as amensalistic owing to the lack of documented effects on the killing strain. In most 

instances, Pseudomonas conferred a negative fitness effect on its Bacillus partner, with Bacillus 

biofilm formation and sporulation acting as defensive measures keeping a subset of the popu-

lation alive. However, it is likely that hidden fitness effects were simply never identified, and 

that these interactions instead are antagonistic or competitive. Killing neighboring cells frees 

up space and nutrients establishing a positive effect on the killing strain. In several studies, the 

negatively affected strain was not outcompeted, possibly because of defensive measures, but 
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also potentially because of opposing offensive measures resulting in competition. Indeed, sev-

eral studies did document negative effects on both interactants. 

Phytopathogenicity is another trademark of fluorescent pseudomonads. A variety of path-

ogens are phylogenetically nestled in between fluorescent PGPR pseudomonads, underpinning 

the thin line between plant pathogen and PGPR. These organisms are threatening the agricul-

tural economy as they infect virtually all modern crop species. Interestingly, taxonomy is not a 

clear indicator of pathogenicity and species heavily associated with pathogenicity have repeat-

edly also included non-pathogenic isolates. With Pseudomonas spp., pathogens are particularly 

prevalent in the P. syringae group but also in the P. fluorescens, P. corrugata, and P. asplenii 

subgroups of P. fluorescens [111, 208–212]. The P. syringae group has been studied extensively 

and is one of the best understood phytopathogens today [111]. Its pathogenicity stems from a 

tripartite pathogenicity island which includes a type three secretion system (T3SS) and several 

conserved and variable T3SS effector molecules (T3E). It is also able to cause host cell death 

(termed “hypersensitivity”), ice nucleation, and inactivate auxins. This results in an opportun-

istic pathogen that can sustain itself on the phylloplane with no symptoms before it breaches 

the surface and enters the plant tissue. Other than T3SS, P. syringae strains produce the lipodep-

sipeptide CLPs syringopeptin and syringomycin. While they are not essential for pathogenicity 

in P. syringae, they do contribute substantially to virulence, and other species that produce 

structurally similar metabolites are similarly pathogenic [124, 213]. In fact, many virulence 

factors of plant pathogenic pseudomonads are secondary metabolites that are controlled by the 

Gac/Rsm regulon, along with plant-beneficial metabolites [214]. P. marginalis pathogenicity 

originates from its pectate lyase and protease activity, which is essential for plant pathogenicity 

[209], Pseudomonas tolaasii produces the tolaasin CLPs which causes brown blotch on edible 

mushrooms [215], and P. corrugata produces corpeptin A and B [216]. Thus, it seems that 

Pseudomonas plant pathogenicity is strongly associated with secondary metabolomes and that 

pathogenicity can be controlled via the Gac/Rsm system. The evolution of pseudomonads to 

become pathogenic or plant growth promotional is yet to be elucidated, and more research is 

needed to understand if pathogenicity generally stems from vertical or horizontal evolution. 

However, the association of specific lipodepsipeptides with pathogenicity is intriguing: Did 

pathogenicity cause CLP function or is the reverse true? 
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Chapter 4 – Predicting microbial interactions 

Phylogeny is the study of evolutionary relationships between organisms. Originally proposed 

by Ernst Haeckel in the late 19th century, phylogeny was inferred from morphological traits in 

a similar manner to how Charles Darwin examined the beaks of Galapagos finches [217]. In 

“The Origin of Species”, Darwin described how he expected closely related organisms to be 

more likely to compete due to potential niche overlap which would be less prevalent in organ-

isms that were distantly related [218]. In the same century, Thomas Huxley observed how sim-

ilar traits can evolve independently in convergent evolution [219], explaining the low phylo-

genetic accuracy that morphology provides. Once nucleotides were discovered to encode the 

genetics of organisms, conserved DNA elements were rapidly adopted as novel tools of phylo-

genetic inference, sparking a revolution in phylogenetics and taxonomy. At this point, phylog-

eny became quantifiable and phylogenetic trees, describing the evolutionary relatedness be-

tween organisms, progressed from visualizations to analytical tools. Taxonomy (the classifica-

tion of organisms into hierarchical levels) followed the development of phylogeny and organ-

isms were divided into genera and species based on specific DNA sequences. For decades, the 

gene encoding the small ribosomal subunit has been the gold standard for phylogenetic analysis 

of bacteria as well as for taxonomic classification [220]. Decades of 16S analysis have revealed 

its strengths and weaknesses. To this day, sequencing of genes encoding the 16S subunit re-

mains favorable due to low cost and high speed, but with their limited length, 16S-encoding 

genes carry only a portion of available phylogenetic information. Additionally, some organisms 

have been found to be polyallelic for ribosomal subunit genes, with distinct information on 

each allele, complicating both phylogenetic analysis and taxonomic classification (Bacillus is 

polyallelic for 16S) [221]. With the exponential developments in whole-genome sequencing, 

phylogeny is now often inferred from entire genomes increasing the available nucleotide infor-

mation several thousand-fold [222, 223]. Even still, accurate prediction from bacterial phylo-

genetics proves difficult. In addition to vertical evolution, bacteria also undergo a significant 

amount of horizontal evolution. Naturally competent cells can take up DNA and incorporate it 

on their own genomes or as transferable genetic elements. Pathogenicity islands and bacterio-

phage elements can have sequence lengths of hundreds of thousands of base pairs and comprise 

a substantial part of the bacterial genome [111, 224]. Thus, an otherwise clonal population can 

diverge enormously with a single horizontal gene transfer event. 

Darwin’s hypothesis of relatedness sparking competition later became, together with the 

Environmental Filtering hypothesis (differences in environmental tolerances increase with 
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phylogenetic distance), the focus of understanding ecology using phylogenetics. These studies 

investigate the role of “relatedness” in interactions between organisms. Relatedness here is a 

broad term. Two phylogenetically distant organisms can converge on similar spatial and nutri-

tional niches. Therefore, microbiologists often describe both phylogenetic and metabolic relat-

edness [57]. Indeed, close metabolic relatedness has on multiple occasions followed the com-

petition-relatedness hypothesis [225, 226], but close phylogenetic relatedness can result in non-

competitive kin recognition [227]. Some studies find an antagonistic “peak” at an intermediate 

phylogenetic relatedness that is distant enough to not outcompete kin, yet not so distant that 

the two organisms have nothing in common [225, 228]. Interestingly, this peak is present both 

with resource and interference competition, suggesting that interference competition is a mech-

anism of resource competition (i.e., organisms competing for resources utilize antimicrobials 

to outcompete each other). However, some argue that the interplay between exploitative and 

interference competition is evidence that the theorized relationship between phylogeny and 

competition should be put under scrutiny. Naughton et al. (2015) cocultured eight species of 

green algae and found no correlation between phylogenetic and competitiveness, arguing that 

most studies concurring with the competition-relatedness investigate pairwise interactions, 

which do not translate to communities (see Translatability of Pairwise Interactions) [229]. A 

large-scale study on prediction of pairwise interactions did demonstrate that phylogenetic dis-

tance correlated positively with predictive ability, and interactions proved conserved within a 

taxonomic unit but vary between units [57]. Additionally, phylogenetic and metabolic distance 

were found to be equally good predictors, and both were outperformed by information on mon-

oculture growth which proved a superior predictor (i.e., a fast-growing organism outcompetes 

a slow-growing organism irrespective of relatedness). Others have found that the (lack of) phy-

logenetic accuracy has obscured interaction patterns, solidifying the necessity of well-defined 

taxonomy or accurate measures of phylogeny [230]. 

An alternative explanation could be that phylogenetics cannot explain patterns of interac-

tions and community assembly. When coculturing closely related Streptomyces soil isolates 

from a single grain of soil, interactions were demonstrated to be broadly and bimodally distrib-

uted and an isolate either inhibited or facilitated most other isolates [231]. These interactions 

were, however, dramatically different even across isolates with almost identical 16S rDNA 

sequences, demonstrating a low correspondence between phylogeny and interaction sign and 

strength. A comparison of Streptomyces interactions between three soil sites, found interaction 

network distributions to differ significantly, such that each site displayed a separate preference 
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for triad interactions despite the high phylogenetic relatedness between samples [232]. The 

authors of these studies assert that rapid co-evolution contributes to the development of inter-

action networks and that a continuous co-evolutionary arms race is responsible for inhibitory 

interactions. In a recent preprint, Pomerleau et al. (2023) subjected B. subtilis to adaptive la-

boratory evolution with three strains of fluorescent pseudomonads and found that rapid evolu-

tion increased the competitive potential of B. subtilis [191]. With the distant phylogenetic re-

latedness between Bacillus and Pseudomonas, members of these genera are not expected to 

compete under the competition-relatedness hypothesis. However, if local co-evolution is a 

stronger determinant for intermicrobial interactions than phylogeny, it could explain the prev-

alence of antagonistic interactions among bacilli and pseudomonads. It does not, however, ex-

plain the taxonomic conservation of interactions.  

 

Taxonomy of Pseudomonas spp. predicts interactions with B. subtilis 

In place of phylogeny, many microbiologists turn to taxonomy. In zoology, traits can often be 

inferred from morphology and reveal much information about the lifestyle of an animal. Mi-

crobes are too small for rapid morphological analysis, and elucidating their traits requires spe-

cialized equipment. Thus, traits are often inferred from homology. When an organism is found 

to exhibit some phenotype, organisms of the same taxon are expected to present a similar phe-

notype. Taxonomic classification is often a first step in describing a microbiological isolate, 

and once placed in a genus or species, much can be deduced about its metabolism and physi-

ology without requiring high phylogenetic accuracy. This does require a certain degree of trait 

conservation within taxa. As interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas are mediated by 

their secondary metabolites [20], BGCs represent traits that must be taxonomically conserved 

to be useful for interaction predictions. Indeed, as noted previously, Pseudomonas accessory 

genomes have evolved with their core genomes [110, 114], suggesting little horizontal gene 

transfer, and consequently high species-specific BGC conservation. In contrast, a key property 

of bacilli is their natural competence, which can cause divergent phylogeny between B. subtilis 

isolates. Even so, BGCs have been demonstrated to be conserved across B. subtilis isolates 

[126].  

In Study 3, we attempted to predict interaction outcomes between B. subtilis and fluores-

cent pseudomonads from taxonomy. A fluorescently labeled B. subtilis strain was cocultured 

with 720 soil isolates revealing a context-dependent taxonomic conservation of interactions. 

Interaction signs and strengths were quantified in one direction (isolate affecting Bacillus). We 
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chose the B. subtilis pellicle as our model system as pellicle formation has been shown to cor-

relate positively with plant root colonization [88]. With a medium-throughput screen based on 

a spinning disc confocal microscope, the pellicle biovolume could be determined in monocul-

ture and coculture and interaction strength could be expressed as the fold change in pellicle 

biovolume (Fig. 9). The isolate library was screened in two types of media either rich (tryptic 

soy broth - TSB) or diluted (LB supplemented with glycerol and manganese - 0.1 × LBGM). 

Context dependency was immediately apparent from the stark difference in interaction distri-

butions in the two types of media. In rich media, interactions were predominantly neutral, while 

diluted media yielded equally many neutral and negative interactions. Based on their interac-

tion with Bacillus in dilute media, we categorized each isolate either as neutral, negative, or 

positive and used an amplicon sequencing approach to taxonomically classify the isolates at 

the species-level (Fig. 10). 

The taxonomy of the soil isolates revealed a statistically significant enrichment for specific 

taxa in each screening category suggesting that P. protegens and P. capeferrum are likely to 

harbor strains that negatively affect B. subtilis, while Pseudomonas trivialis and P. lini likely 

comprise strains that positively affect B. subtilis. Intriguingly, we confirmed our taxonomic 

predictions by coculturing B. subtilis with closely related reference strains from separate isola-

tion sites. Thus, we demonstrated the ability to predict B. subtilis fates from Pseudomonas 

taxonomy. However, these predictions are (like the interactions themselves) context dependent. 

For instance, P. capeferrum was able to inhibit B. subtilis in pellicle regardless of medium 

concentration, but it was unable to inhibit on agar surfaces. Still, the fact that most interactions 

between B. subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads are negative contrasts the competition-re-

latedness hypothesis. One explanation could be that their metabolic relatedness is high due to 

convergent evolution. A systematic investigation of Bacillus and Pseudomonas metabolomes 
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have yet to be performed. Metabolic simulation of communities with up to 40 members have 

revealed interaction polarization into cooperative and competitive communities, diverging in 

genome size, metabolic potential, and antimicrobial production. Competitive isolates feature 

larger genomes and are mainly present in soils, both of which are characteristics of bacilli and 

pseudomonads. 

Figure 9 - Pseudomonads negatively affect B. subtilis. a: B. subtilis DK1042 constitutively expressing mKate2 was mixed 

pairwise with 720 fluorescent soil isolates and grown statically for 24 h at 30 ºC in a microplate format. Monocultures of 

DK1042 (purple wells) were used for comparison of pellicle formation, and wells with non-inoculated medium (yellow wells) 

were used to control for contamination. Each well was imaged in four positions with a Perkin Elmer Opera QEHS, acquiring 

images in the Z-direction every 2 µm to obtain a cube with height 40 µm. Media was removed prior to microscopy. b: DK1042 

biovolumes were compared between co- and monoculture to yield a log2(Fold Change). Points represent median of three 

replicates. Neutral, negative, and positive categories were assigned based on median and interquartile range. Figure from Study 

3. 
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Thus, the prevalence of competition between these two genera may stem from their large 

genomes and high potential for secondary metabolite production, and these may have evolved 

due to a continuous arms race, that does not depend on phylogeny. Were this to be the case, it 

would be rather remarkable that the interactions are conserved on a taxonomic level. This sug-

gests that bioactive secondary metabolites (in these genera) are highly conserved and can be 

Figure 10 - Screen categories are enriched for species-specific taxa. a: Fluorescent isolates were assigned a category based 

on median and interquartile range, such that negatives resulted in Bacillus subtilis DK1042 log2(FC) < -1 and positives in 

log2(FC) > 1. n and percentages are from screen in 0.1 LBGM. b: Isolates were grown in precultures and pooled in equal cell 

numbers according to their categorization, to taxonomically characterize each category on a species level with rpoD amplicon 

sequencing. c: Relative abundance of Pseudomonas spp. in each category. Parentheses indicate group or P. fluorescens sub-

group. Taxons comprising less than 2% of a pool has been merged. Figure from Study 3. 
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inferred from taxonomy. With the effort in coculturing PGPR for emergent traits, there may be 

value in determining taxon-specific interaction outcomes under relevant conditions. Once the 

molecular mechanism of the interaction is identified, the presence of that specific trait can be 

used as a biomarker. As others before us, we found that the antagonistic activity of P. protegens 

was likely conferred by DAPG production [78, 201] and were able to use the biosynthetic gene 

phlD as a biomarker for B. subtilis inhibition. We did not identify effector molecules for P. 

capeferrum inhibition or for P. trivialis and P. lini pellicle promotion but once identified, such 

molecules could potentially be used for future screenings of Bacillus-compatible pseudo-

monads. 

An important caveat of our study continues to be the translatability of pairwise interactions. 

The interactions in our setup depended on both nutrient composition and cultivation lifestyle, 

and it is very probable that an increase in complexity (via the addition of microbes) will alter 

the interaction outcome. It would be interesting to expand our screen and test how the presence 

of Pseudomonas spp. affects B. subtilis in a community.  
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Chapter 5 – The sociomicrobiology of iron  

Iron is one of the most abundant metals in the soil. However, most iron is oxidized into the 

insoluble ferric state that precipitates into particles too large for cells to take up. The propensity 

of iron to undergo redox reactions renders it essential to many biological processes. Thus, or-

ganisms need to scavenge iron in fierce competition with each other often utilizing sidero-

phores [136]. The physiological consequences of iron competition have been studied ever since 

desferrioxamine was discovered in 1949 and are very well understood. Less rigorously studied 

is the ecological impact of siderophore- and iron competition. 

Siderophores are not the only iron uptake mechanisms in bacteria. Many organisms addi-

tionally possess the EfeOUB system for uptake of soluble Fe(II) (ferrous iron) and systems for 

uptake of Fe(III) bound in organic molecules such as citrate and heme [233]. But it is arguably 

siderophores that drive most of iron-mediated microbial ecology. Most species have a primary 

siderophore (i.e., the siderophore with the highest affinity for iron) and can have secondary 

siderophores as well[108, 139]. When the molecules are secreted to the surroundings, they 

dissolve Fe(III) bound in <10 nm hematite (Fe2O3) and ferrihydroxide (Fex(OH)y) particles, by 

displacing oxygen bonds with those located in the siderophore functional groups [234, 235]. 

The amino acid backbones facilitate dissolution of the ferri-siderophore complex, and the in-

soluble mineral deposits are converted into Fe(III) that can be taken up by a cell. Uptake of 

ferri-siderophore complexes occurs through specialized systems specific to the siderophore. 

Gram-negative species typically utilize membrane-bound receptors to recognize the iron-

loaded siderophore and transport it across the outer membrane [136]. Much of Pvd post-syn-

thetic modification happens in this periplasmic space, and it is here that iron dissociates from 

Pvd before it is transported into the cytosol [140]. Pvd, however, is not present in the cytosol. 

When Pvd is synthesized, the initial NRPS product is a non-fluorescent ferribactin. This is 

transported into the periplasmic space where it matures to functional Pvd. When Pvd has col-

lected iron extracellularly, it can be recycled in the periplasmic space for additional use. Gram-

positives do not possess an outer membrane and therefore transport their siderophore directly 

into the cytosol via ATP-binding cassette transporters [106]. 

 In addition to their own primary siderophore, bacteria can utilize secondary siderophores 

and even foreign siderophores from other species [236, 237]. Thus, siderophores can be com-

mon resources, which potentiates their involvement in all resource-based interactions described 

in Chapter 2 – Interactions in microbial ecology and indeed, siderophores have been the sub-

ject of syntrophy, division of labor, cheating, and competitive exclusion [136]. Pyoverdines, 
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are often shared among Pseudomonas spp. In Gram-negative bacteria, siderophores are taken 

up by TonB-dependent receptors, and though they are quite specific and bind molecules other 

than siderophores [238], the abundance of receptors encoded in the genome roughly correlates 

with the number of foreign pyoverdines a strain can internalize [239]. As such, pseudomonads 

can cross-feed on pyoverdines that are structurally dissimilar from their own cognate pyover-

dine. P. thivervalensis LMG21626T has been shown to utilize 13/31 foreign pyoverdines with 

6-10 amino acids [240], P. protegens Pf-5 can utilize 17 distinct pyoverdine structures [241], 

and P. entomophila L48 16/24 [242] (pyoverdine structures differ across studies and cross-

feeding capability cannot be directly compared between strains). Interestingly, pyoverdine 

cross-utilization is not shared between closely related strains [242], suggesting horizontal gene 

transfer. Indeed, Cornelis and Bodilis (2009) found that 11 genomes from the P. aeruginosa, P. 

putida, and P. syringae groups shared only a single core TonB-dependent receptor, while the 

rest were accessory genes, some of which were strongly orthologous between phylogenetically 

distinct genomes [243]. Some receptor-encoding genes were duplicated or even triplicated, and 

others clustered on “receptor islands”. In P. aeruginosa, it has been demonstrated that adapta-

tion to the cystic fibrosis lung involves deletion of TonB-dependent receptor genes, illustrating 

that such rearrangement is possible [244]. Butaité et al. (2017) examined a collection of 315 

Pseudomonas isolates from soil and freshwater sources and found that 9% were pyoverdine 

non-producers that were facilitated in low-iron environments by pyoverdine producers [245]. 

Thus, pyoverdine cross-utilization is a major influence on shaping the ecology of pseudo-

monads. 

A similar structural diversity is not present with BB, and thus B. subtilis ecology does not 

seem to depend on the acquisition of different bacillibactin receptors. It is, however, capable 

of taking up xenosiderophores from distantly related genera in a process known as siderophore 

piracy. Enterobactin (Ent) is structurally similar to BB and both are internalized by FeuABC-

YusV, but in the cytoplasm, each siderophore is hydrolyzed by a distinct esterase (BesA for BB 

and YbbA for Ent) [237]. Transporters have also been found for petrobactin (produced by B. 

cereus), ferrioxamine E (Streptomyces olivaceus), ferrichrome (Ustilago maydis), arthrobactin 

(Arthrobacter pascens), and ferri-dicitrate (Bradyrhizobium japonicum) [246]. Interestingly, 

reports of siderophore piracy by Bacillus describe induction of differentiation. Upon hydroly-

zation of exogenous and endogenous siderophores, sporulation is induced, likely by an iron-

mediated regulation [237]. In contrast, perception of enantio-pyochelin from P. sessilinigenes 

stimulates the production of bioactive secondary metabolites in B. velezensis [18]. The small 
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structural similarity between BB and Ent is expected to stem from divergent evolution, though 

the order of appearance is unknown [247].  
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Dummy text here 

Figure 11 – Bacillibactin-dependent antagonism. a: B. subtilis DK1042 (mKate2, magenta) and P. marginalis PS92 (msfGFP, green) were 

cocultured on KB agar with 5 mm between colony centers and imaged every 24 h. Scale = 5 mm. b: Coculture colony area was normalized 

against monoculture colony area and plotted for each partner (x-axis) in the two interactions (facets). The dashed line indicates coculture = 

monoculture. The p-value was calculated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) within groups (n = 40 colonies from two independent experiments). 

c: Colony-forming units were determined from the macrocolonies in co-culture and monoculture. Significance stars are from Student’s t-tests 

(n = 10 colonies from two in-dependent experiments; **p <0.01, ****p <0.0001; ns: not significant. d: Ultra-violet quantification of LC-MS 

on DK1042 monocultures at λ = 312 nm. Bacillibactin and isomers in KB (above) and LB (below). BB, Bacillibactin; BB B, Bacillibactin B; 

BB C, Bacillibactin C. Inset: Peak area under the curve (AUC) of bacillibactin and isomers in KB and LB. Labels are p-values from Student’s 

t-test (n = 3 independent experiments). Figure from Study 4. 
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The presence of Ent-utilizing mechanisms in B. subtilis suggests that BB evolved from Ent, 

and the associated sporulation response would therefore be part of the typical regulatory frame-

work in Bacillus. The secondary metabolite-mobilizing response to P. sessilinigenes sidero-

phores was found to be stronger in the presence of enantio-pyochelin than pyoverdine, sug-

gesting that iron is not the mediator of this response [18]. Thus, it seems that Bacillus can use 

iron from siderophores when their uptake systems have been evolutionarily preserved but that 

siderophores that are not evolutionarily related to Bacillus instead may function as signal mol-

ecules for perceiving competitors. 

  

B. subtilis and Pseudomonas compete for iron 

The competition for iron between Bacillus and Pseudomonas is largely understudied. With 

Study 4, we investigated the implication of BB in pairwise interactions between B. subtilis and 

P. marginalis. We found that BB is essential for proper inhibition of P. marginalis by B. subtilis 

(Fig. 11). This inhibition was context dependent, such that only growth on solidified sidero-

phore-inducing KB medium produced the phenotype. Growth in liquid media or in lysogeny 

broth (LB) did not reproduce the bacillibactin-mediated antagonism. Liquid chromatography 

mass spectrometry (LC-MS) suggested this to be a consequence of a strong reduction in BB 

production on all media types other than solidified KB. We confirmed that BB and not DHB 

was the mediator of antagonism by coculturing single gene deletion mutants each disrupted in 

a gene of the dhbA-F-operon next to P. marginalis and demonstrating that no mutant (regardless 

of gene disruption) was able to antagonize Pseudomonas. Interestingly, we found that interme-

diates of the Dhb pathway could be secreted and utilized as common resources by the mutants. 

Specifically, a mixture of ΔdhbA and ΔdhbF mutants were able to complement each other to 

antagonize P. marginalis to a similar degree as the wild type. The ΔdhbA mutant was severely 

reduced in biofilm formation, to a stronger degree than the other Δdhb mutants. Correspond-

ingly, ΔdhbCEF were less inhibited than ΔdhbA, corroborating the hypothesis that Bacillus 

biofilm formation is important for protection against pseudomonads. 

The mutual inhibition was determined to be dependent on iron, and any addition of iron 

regardless of source and concentration restored ΔdhbA fitness. The antagonism of a ΔfeuA mu-

tant, unable to internalize ferri-BB, could not be restored by FeCl3 but was restored in a con-

centration-dependent manner by ferric citrate (which is not taken up by BB), suggesting that 

antagonism is mediated by an antibiotic that is regulated through iron homeostasis. However, 

transcriptomic and metabolomic analysis of the cocultures did not identify any well-known 
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secondary metabolite to be differentially expressed in the B. subtilis WT compared to ΔdhbA 

(Fig. 12). Rather, genes involved in sporulation and germination were generally downregulated 

in ΔdhbA, but when testing a sporulation-deficient ΔsigF mutant, antagonism was not abol-

ished. Mass spectrometry imaging additionally revealed that P. marginalis pyoverdine produc-

tion was repressed in coculture with B. subtilis WT compared to ΔdhbA. From the tran-

scriptomic data, we found that most of the Gac/Rsm regulon was downregulated in the WT 

interaction, including pyoverdine, type six secretion system, and alginate. The increase in pvdS 

transcription defied our expectations, and as explained in Chapter 3, is indicative of a negative 

regulation by GacA, under the conditions outlined by Peng et al. (2020) [173], though it con-

trasts the findings of Frangipani et al. (2013) [174].  

Whether iron starvation or repression of Gac (or both) is the antagonizing factor is yet to 

be studied. Experimentally, this could be determined via competitive culturing with heterolo-

gous apo-siderophores or single-gene deletion mutants. Both outcomes have interesting impli-

cations in biocontrol and in the use of coculture formulations of Bacillus and Pseudomonas. 

We cocultured B. subtilis with a collection of local Pseudomonas soil isolates and found the 

surrounding and restriction of the Pseudomonas colony on KB to be conserved across species. 

These pseudomonads belong to the P. fluorescens group and comprise both PGPR and phyto-

pathogens. Understanding the ecology between them and Bacillus allows for a more efficient 

formulation of cocultures and a better comprehension of the consequences of applying each 

bacterium to agriculture. However, to fully understand the implications of BB on Pseudomonas 

soil ecology, these hypotheses should be tested in situ. As explained in Chapter 2, microbial 

interactions are always context-dependent, and the medium-dependency of this interaction un-

derpins this notion. Thus, additional experimentation will be needed to determine if these re-

sults can be translated to applied settings. 
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dummy text here 

Figure 12 – B. subtilis alters P. marginalis transcriptome and metabolome via gacS a: ΔdhbA downregulates genes related to sporulation 

and germination independently of having PS92 as its interaction partner. DK1042-upregulated genes of the same category only when in cocul-

ture with PS92. Dashed lines indicate log2(FC) = |2|. b: Several biosynthetic pathways related to the Gac/Rsm two-component system were 

significantly downregulated (log2(FC) <-2 and adjusted p-value <0.01) in coculture with DK1042, except for the alternative sigma factor pvdS. 

c: Mass spectrometry imaging reveals the presence/absence of select metabolites as well as their spatial localization in the interactions. Scale 

bar = 5 mm. Grey values are root mean squared intensity across all samples, and lookup tables were scaled identically across each metabolite. 

NaN pixels were set to zero. Metabolites were annotated with metaspace using the 2019 Natural Product Atlas database. m/z = 1216.5466 was 

manually annotated as a pyoverdine structure. 
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Still, the potential for an iron tug-of-war between Bacillus and Pseudomonas presents an 

interesting hypothesis. Our results suggest that in the event of a BB-Pvd iron competition, BB 

is the stronger chelator and Pseudomonas does not possess a xenosiderophore uptake system 

for BB. When Bacillus does not produce BB, the tides turn, and Pseudomonas gains the ad-

vantage, additionally suggesting that Bacillus is unable to take up Pseudomonas siderophores. 

Both bacilli and pseudomonads have previously been shown to take up xenosiderophores, but 

only if they are structurally similar to their own primary siderophore [237, 248]. The Gram 

status of the xenosiderophore producer is not important, with Bacillus and Pseudomonas pirat-

ing siderophores from E. coli and Streptomyces ambofaciens, respectively. Thus, the fact that 

bacilli and pseudomonads do not pirate each other leaves one wondering about their co-evolu-

tionary status. Are pirated siderophores the product of co-evolution or simply a stochastic co-

incidence? Have bacilli and pseudomonads co-evolved in soil environments or do they actually 

not associate? 
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Chapter 6 – Concluding remarks 

The world is made up of microbial interactions. Positive or negative, there is no denying the 

influence of microbial interactions. Much research has been dedicated to understanding how 

microbes interact and what the impact of their interactions are. Be it top-down approaches 

investigating the community diversity responses to environmental flux or bottom-up ap-

proaches elucidating community assembly structures via combinatorial pairwise interactions.  

In this thesis, I have discussed microbial interactions with an emphasis on plant-growth 

promoting bacilli and pseudomonads. Strains in these genera represent enormous biotechno-

logical potential in their biocontrol and biostimulation properties, that may supplement or even 

replace current synthetic pesticides and fertilizers. Replacing synthetic products will not only 

alleviate the environmental strain they pose, but it will also continue to provide high agricul-

tural yields necessary for sustaining the growing human population.  

We have found that both bacilli and pseudomonads are bacteria with complex lifestyles, 

capable of growing in virtually any environment due to their large metabolic capacity. They 

are also powerful producers of bioactive secondary metabolites that contribute to their compet-

itive capacity and their biocontrol abilities. When microbes from these genera meet, they gen-

erally engage in negative interactions, mediated by their antimicrobial molecules, possibly 

evolved by consistent encounters. As such, antagonisms have countermeasures, and offenses 

are opposed by defenses. Most interactions are species-specific, owing to a high degree of 

conservation of biosynthetic gene clusters. This allows for predictions of interaction outcomes 

based on taxonomy. With our studies, we found that P. protegens and P. capeferrum inhibited 

B. subtilis regardless of isolation source. For P. protegens, a biomarker was identified in 2,4-

diacetylphloroglucinol, and we hypothesize that additional biomarkers exist for other taxonom-

ically conserved interactions, though, they have yet to be found. 

Though interactions are taxonomically conserved, they are also context dependent and 

likely change as community complexity increases. Future studies should investigate how Ba-

cillus-Pseudomonas interactions develop as phylogenetic richness increases. This would also 

increase our understanding of the impact of mixed-species consortia in agricultural settings.  

Bacillus and Pseudomonas also compete for iron. Using their respective high affinity sider-

ophores, they restrict iron from each other in a tug-of-war to gain a competitive advantage. 

Bacillibactin seems to be the stronger siderophore, and B. subtilis restricts the growth of many 

species of Pseudomonas when it can produce its primary siderophore. Cocultivation of B. 
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subtilis with P. marginalis on King’s B agar yields a negative regulation of the Pseudomonas 

regulator of secondary metabolism, GacS. 

Organisms that carry large genomes and metabolic potential are likely the seen minority. 

These species have adapted to wide ranges nutritional niches and lend themselves well to la-

boratory cultivation. Their ubiquity and prevalence must signify some impact on their sur-

rounding ecology. But they are not alone. They appear in communities mainly composed of the 

unseen majority; species that cannot be cultivated in laboratory conditions. The nutritional 

needs and metabolic potentials of unculturable organisms are still a complete unknown, ren-

dering predictions of community interactions challenging if not (currently) impossible. While 

much valuable information can still be garnered with known unknowns, understanding the full 

ecological potential of microbial communities is likely to revolutionize our view on their func-

tional properties. Such understanding requires the unified effort of top-down and bottom-up 

approaches. My goal for this thesis has been to make a small contribution to this effort.   
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necessarily do just ‘one thing’ in the brain,

but that its role likely spans multiple

functions including motivation, motor

control (including action selection and

inhibition), arousal, and reward encoding.

Future studies will determine whether the

functional heterogeneity of dopamine is

defined by anatomical or projection

specificity, as suggested by Lammel

et al.6 and others7, by the density and

distribution of different dopamine

receptors throughout the brain, by

interactions with other neurotransmitters

and neuromodulators, and/or by some

other, as-yet-undetermined factor. We

believe that future studies that parse the

roles of receptor subtypes in these effects

might be particularly fruitful, given

evidence that dopamine D1 and D2

receptors exert opposing effects on

approach/avoidance behaviour8,

conditioned place preference9 and

nicotine ingestion and withdrawal10.

Finally, future studies that continue to

elucidate the role of dopamine in

backwards conditioning could have

important clinical implications.While Seitz

et al.2 used appetitive outcomes to show

that backward-paired cues bias

responding towards actions earning

alternative rewards, studies using

aversive outcomes show that backward

conditioning may imbue cues with

desirable associations. For example,

studies of wheel running in rodents show

that although forward flavour–running

pairings generate a conditioned taste

aversion, flavours consumed after running

are relatively more preferred11, and a

conditioned place preference develops

for neutral contexts exposed after

running12. It has also been suggested that

foods consumed after chemotherapy

sessions may be less likely to become

aversive than those consumed before13.

Thus, in addition to the potential

implications of this work for pathologies

such as schizophrenia noted by Seitz

et al.2, if dopamine activity is necessary

for the formation of aversive as well as

appetitive backwards associations, it is

also possible that these useful backwards

associations could be facilitated through

the use of pharmaceuticals that target

dopamine function.
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Many bacterial species are capable of differentiating to create
phenotypic heterogeneity. Using the aggregate-forming marine
bacterium Vibrio splendidus, a new study reveals how this organism
differentiates to form spherical structures with a motile, carbon-storing
core and a non-motile shell.

Contrary to long-standing assumptions

about the simplicity of bacterial

communities, we now know that many

are capable of forming complex

multicellular structures, such as

biofilms, with distinct subpopulations.
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Biofilms offer an opportunity to

dissect the fundamental principles

underlying how and why this complex

multicellularity arises. Multicellular

bacterial communities often enjoy

environmental advantages, mostly

provided by the extracellular matrix

secreted by cells in the biofilm.

However, matrix components cannot

stand alone and owe much of their

effectiveness to the communal

assembly of individual cells1.

Nevertheless, assembly of cells leads

to an increased concentration of

extracellular polysaccharides, proteins,

and DNA that confers novel properties

otherwise impossible for individual cells

to achieve. These properties often

manifest themselves through a division

of labor, where costly public goods are

secreted by producers for the benefit of

the entire population and provide a

fitness advantage to the community that

would be unattainable by an individual

cell. This division in production mainly

occurs because cells in biofilms can

differentially regulate their gene

expression, driven mainly by changes in

the microenvironment, leading to

phenotypic heterogeneity2.

A prime example of how phenotypic

heterogeneity can lead to the emergence

of multicellular complexity is reported by

Schwartzman and colleagues3 in this

issue of Current Biology (Figure 1A). Here,

the authors work with Vibrio splendidus

(12B01), a marine bacterium that grows

on alginate as a carbon source and forms

multicellular particles. Using this model,

Schwartzman et al. show how this

bacterium differentiates from isoclonal

single cells to heterogeneous aggregates

with specialized metabolic compartments

in the presence of alginate. The authors

demonstrate how these aggregates

develop over time from individual

cells — first to small, differentiated

aggregates and later to larger spheres

approximately 40 mm (or larger) in

diameter with a motile core and a non-

motile outer shell that eventually ruptures

to free core-based cells, becoming a

hollow shell.

By separating aggregates at different

developmental stages and performing

transcriptomics on the cells within each

fraction, the authors reveal how the

outer-shell-residing cells express the

genes involved in production of adhesion

structures, whereas cells in the core

upregulate genes associated with carbon

storage, nitrogen assimilation, and

alginate catabolism, prompting the

authors to hypothesize that the core

must be experiencing nitrogen limitation.

Using fluorescence microscopy and

staining for carbon storage with Nile Red,

the authors were able to test this

hypothesis and show how the core cells

store carbon when they are subjected to

nitrogen limitation. Interestingly, the

transcription of extracellular matrix

genes was not increased in cells

harvested from the aggregates. Thus,

Schwartzman and colleagues have

elegantly demonstrated how isoclonal

populations differentiate to form

specialized compartments within

multicellular aggregates, adding to the

growing body of literature showing how

phenotypic heterogeneity in bacteria is

almost exclusively coupled to spatial

organization.

Two observations especially stand

out from this publication: first, the

compartmentalization facilitates

rearrangement of cells within the core;

secondly, the inner core is nitrogen-

limited and carbon-storing. The Cordero

lab previously investigated this same

strain of V. splendidus and found that,

even though it was a weak degrader of

alginate not expected to produce

aggregates larger than 10 mm (based on

mathematical modeling), the bacterium

surpassed the initial mathematical model

by rearranging the cells within the core,

allowing some aggregates to grow to

sizes larger than 50 mm4. How was this

achieved? The mixing of the cells within

the core facilitated the distribution of the

public-good enzyme alginate lyase,

allowing the aggregate to overcome
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Figure 1. Metabolic heterogeneity in spatially structured microbial assemblies.
(A) Vibrio splendidus 12B01 assembles into spherical aggregates in the presence of alginate, where the
core is composed of motile cells that rearrange themselves to make alginate lyase available as a public
good to the entire population, while simultaneously storing carbon. (Adapted from Schwartzman et al.3

and Ebrahimi et al.4.) (B) Bacillus subtilis microcolonies oscillate in metabolism accumulating stress
during growth at the periphery, which is alleviated at a threshold, allowing for the core cells to
catabolize glutamate to ammonia, which diffuses out to the fast-growing periphery. The oscillation is
mediated by potassium ions to regulate metabolism even between two separate colonies. (Adapted
from Liu et al.7, Prindle et al.8, and Liu et al.9.) (C) B. subtilis floating pellicle biofilms produce matrix
components that are shared as public goods. The population exhibits a transcriptional heterogeneity,
dividing matrix producers into one of three categories: those cells that produce both
exopolysaccharides and the amyloid protein TasA, those that produce only exopolysaccharides, and
those that produce neither. (Adapted from Drago�s et al.6.) (D) A mixed-species biocarrier from a
wastewater treatment plant reveals spatial distribution of genera, dividing the biofilm into an outer layer
responsible for denitrification and an inner structure responsible for nitrification and phosphate
mobilization. (Adapted from Villard et al.11.) This figure was created with BioRender.com.
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diffusion limitations of both substrate and

enzyme.

Sharing of public goods is crucial for

bacterial multicellularity, although in

some microbes, motility is completely

lost upon the switch to multicellularity,

preventing active rearrangement.

Instead, closely associated cells

differentiate to produce separate public

goods to share with their immediate

neighbors5,6. This has been observed,

for example, with Bacillus subtilis, which

produces biofilms with heterogeneous

expression of matrix-associated genes

(Figure 1C), and with Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, which was recently shown

to produce biofilms with high degrees of

heterogeneity, wherein subpopulations

of cells specialize to metabolize

nutrients based on local concentration

gradients.

Clearly, different organisms exhibit

distinct patterns of spatial organization,

be it free-floating aggregates or surface-

associated biofilms. From Schwartzman

et al.3, as well as other studies, it seems

likely that the spatial organization

influences phenotypic differentiation

where the multicellular structures either

contain cells that are all producers but

rearrange themselves to share public

goods with the entire population or

comprise locally differentiated clusters of

producers. The multicellular fate of a

population is likely influenced by many

factors including the strength of

producers, the surrounding environment,

and the size of the multicellular structure.

Whereas V. splendidus assembles into

relatively small aggregates, P. aeruginosa

biofilms often cover surfaces spanning

hundreds of thousands of cell lengths,

rendering it infeasible to use free-floating

cells to move nutrients from one end to

the other.

Large structures may instead use long-

distance signals to regulate the

physiological states of cells, both within

biofilms and between biofilms. This is the

case for B. subtilis biofilms formed in

microfluidic chambers that oscillate in

growth and metabolism to periodically

reduce starvation of cells in the inner

core7. This oscillation was shown to be a

response to nitrogen limitation and was

coordinated by potassium ions that even

led to electrical signaling, facilitating a

form of electrical communication

between separate biofilms8,9.

An interesting common thread can be

noted between the V. splendidus

alginate-degrading particles and the

B. subtilis biofilms: nitrogen limitation

at the center of the multicellular

community. Schwartzman et al.3 found

that nitrogen for biomass production

was abundant in the outer shell but

limited in the core. Similarly, in the

B. subtilis studies7–9 the inner core was

shown to degrade the nitrogen source

(glutamate) into ammonia, which was

then transferred from the core to the

periphery of the biofilm (Figure 1B).

Although not explicitly stated, there

seems to be a general tendency for

multicellular microbes to leave

catabolism to the cells in the inner parts

of the population and then transfer the

metabolic products to the outer parts of

the biofilm to increase biomass at the

frontiers. This fits nicely with the current

paradigm of multicellularity of biofilms

having the outer periphery of cells die to

protect the inner core. Based on the

findings by Schwartzman et al.3, one

might speculate that carbon storage in

spatially structured bacterial assemblies

is then a general strategy utilized in the

event of dispersal or for protection of

the metabolically robust core.

The studies discussed up until this

point all investigate single-species

populations. However, in most natural

settings, biofilms are mixed-species

communities, sometimes with high

degrees of taxonomic diversity. With high

diversity, one might ask if these

generalities still hold true. In one study,

the authors found that mixing cross-

feeding overproducers of histidine and

tryptophan led to a high degree of

intermixing during growth on solid

medium10. When non-cooperating

auxotrophs were introduced to the

community, they were excluded from

the colony, resulting in segmented

colonies where cooperators and non-

cooperators were spatially segregated.

When the three strains were cultivated

in liquid culture, the productivity of

the community decreased as a result

of the fitness cost associated with

overproducing amino acids while having

a non-cooperator taking a share of the

public goods.

Thus, the spatial organization of mixed-

species communities determines the

distribution of metabolically specialized

cells. This was also recently shown in a

natural wastewater treatment system

where biocarriers with mixed-species

biofilms were disrupted into spatial

fractions from the outer layer to the inner

structure11 (Figure 1D). Metagenomic

analysis of the fractions revealed

differential abundances of genera in the

different fractions of the biofilm, which

contained complementary nitrogen-

metabolizing genes. As such, the authors

hypothesized that the outer layer of the

biofilm, comprised of Flavobacterium,

was responsible for a part of the

denitrification pathway, whereas the cells

in the inner structure, belonging to

Phyllobacteriaceae, Intrasporangiaceae,

and Betaproteobacteria, were

responsible for the rest of denitrification,

as well as nitrification and phosphate

mobilization.

It appears then that there may be a

general trend in the metabolic division of

labor of multicellular aggregates. A trend

that may even surpass taxonomy and

manifest in mixed species structures. It

will be exciting to see if future studies of

single- and mixed-species microbial

assemblies further converge on the same

principles.
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A new study has found that, in primates with highly specialized visual systems, a corollary discharge of motor
commands to make exploratory saccades arises in the midbrain, propagates to the thalamus, and then
reaches hippocampal circuits in the depths of the temporal lobe where it shapes the making of memories.

In systems neurophysiology, a corollary

discharge is a signal copy of commands

originating inmotor regions of the nervous

system that reaches sensory brain areas

carrying information about incoming

actions1. The corollary discharge makes it

possible to distinguish whether signals

activating sensory receptors are

generated by external forces, such as an

object touching us, or by our own actions,

for example when we touch the object.

Indeed, disfunction of corollary discharge

signals has been suggested to be a factor

in schizophrenia, a human brain disease

in which self-monitoring functions are

impaired2. In this issue ofCurrent Biology,

Katz et al.3 report evidence that a

corollary discharge signal reaches the

human hippocampus where it influences

long-term memory formation.

In organisms with highly evolved visual

systems, such as humans and other

primates, which explore their environment

through gaze shifts, a corollary discharge

of motor commands that drive eye

muscles enables perceptual stability.

Consider that saccades are made at a

rate of three to four per second, and with

every saccade the eyeball carries the

retina at speeds greater than 150 degrees

per second. Without a corollary discharge

that inhibits visual processing while the

retina is in motion, saccades would

produce retinal smear impairing

perceptual stability, comparable to the

effect of fast camera motion on a

photograph4. The corollary discharge

signal can also be used to fill the trans-

saccadic gap in visual perception by

producing re-mapping of receptive fields

in visual areas5. In non-human primates, a

corollary discharge of saccade

commands originates in the superior

colliculus of the midbrain, travels to the

thalamus, and then propagates to various

levels of the visuomotor processing

hierarchy5 (Figure 1A). One issue that has

been a matter of recent debate is whether

the corollary discharge also serves other

brain functions.

Some studies have proposed that in

humans and other primates, the corollary

discharge signal accompanying

saccades impacts memory formation6.

The rationale is that in primates with

high-resolution foveal vision, goal-

directed saccades select behaviorally

relevant information in a visual scene7.

Behaviorally relevant information is

most likely to enter the deepest levels

of the visual hierarchy including the

hippocampus and be stored as long-term

memories to be used in the future for

guiding behavior.

Katz et al.3 recorded from single

neurons in the medial temporal lobe of

human subjects with epilepsy who had

been implanted with microwire

electrodes8. Subjects performed a visual

search task on stationary images

presented on a computer screen while

their eye movements were measured

using video-based eye tracking. Subjects

searched for an odd target object in a

scene and then associated the object with

the scene elements for future recall. This

task requires the formation of long-term

associative memories, which requires the

integrity of hippocampal circuits9.

The authors found that, during the

encoding phase, 20% of recorded single

neuron responses in the hippocampus

were modulated before and around the

time of saccades. Most neurons showed

response suppression and were in their

majority broad spiking. In mammalian

cortex, including the hippocampus, most

neurons are excitatory, generally

pyramidal cells that fire broad action

potentials10,11, so the authors inferred
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Review

Frenemies of the soil: Bacillus and
Pseudomonas interspecies interactions

Mark Lyng1,@ and Ákos T. Kovács 1,2,@,*

Bacillus and Pseudomonas ubiquitously occur in natural environments and are
two of the most intensively studied bacterial genera in the soil. They are often
coisolated from environmental samples, and as a result, several studies have
experimentally cocultured bacilli and pseudomonads to obtain emergent proper-
ties. Even so, the general interaction betweenmembers of these genera is virtually
unknown. In the past decade, data on interspecies interactions between natural
isolates of Bacillus and Pseudomonas has become more detailed, and now,
molecular studies permitmappingof themechanismsbehind their pairwise ecology.
This review addresses the current knowledge about microbe–microbe interactions
between strains of Bacillus and Pseudomonas and discusses how we can attempt
to generalize the interaction on a taxonomic and molecular level.

Bacillus and Pseudomonas in microbial ecology
Most of the biomass of the earth is made up of microbial life that drives countless natural and
biotechnological processes [1]. The environmental distribution of microbes is determined by
microbial ecology, that is, the ecological interaction (see Glossary) of microbes with their envi-
ronment, plants, animals, and each other. For a long time, intermicrobial relations were neglected
in favor of understanding how individual microbes affected their hosts and surrounding environ-
ment. This has been most common for plant–microbe interactions, in which the bacterial genera
Bacillus and Pseudomonas are heavily represented. While the ability of both genera to suppress
plant pathogens was appreciated, little attention was paid to how they affect the rest of
the microbiome. Additionally, although both genera are environmentally ubiquitous and often
coisolated [2–7], it remains ambiguous whether the two genera generally engage in positive or
negative interactions. In the past few decades, this problem has come closer to being solved,
and not only do we now have genomic, transcriptional, and metabolic information on the inter-
species interactions of many bacilli and pseudomonads, but studies are also starting to map
the molecular mechanisms behind intermicrobial interactions.

Therefore, the aim of this review is to provide an overview of the current knowledge of interspecies
interactions between Bacillus spp. and Pseudomonas spp. pairwise and in more complex
communities and environments with an emphasis on phylogeny and molecular mechanisms.

Most reported Pseudomonas–Bacillus interactions represent competition
The environmental ubiquity of the Pseudomonas and Bacillus genera provides natural opportuni-
ties for individual strains to come into contact and coexist [2–4]. The fact that Pseudomonas and
Bacillus are often coisolated suggests that species of these genera generally settle into a stable
coexistence (i.e., they are, in principle, compatible) [5–7]. Indeed, interactions between members
of the two genera range from mutualism to competition depending on media, bioactive com-
pound potential, and – to a lesser extent – phylogeny (Figure 1). However, the majority of the
currently reported cocultures of bacilli and pseudomonads interacting directly with each other
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reveal either competition or amensalism mediated by bioactive natural products (Table 1; see
Box 1 for an overview of how interactions are studied). It is important to recognize that the vast
majority of published interactions between bacilli and pseudomonads are from cocultures of iso-
lates originating from plants (either the phyllosphere or rhizosphere) and soil (Table 2). Pairwise
interactions with microbes from these environments generally follow the distribution obtained
by Kehe et al. (2021) [8], although they similarly cocultured soil isolates and not isolates from
other niches. Although, the number of Bacillus–Pseudomonas interactions is sparse, interactions
with pairs from other niches do not follow a similar distribution, possibly due to the diverse levels
of nutrient availability in other niches. Still, negative interactions seem to be common when
coculturing bacterial species in pairs [8,9], but the debate is currently heavy on whether these
findings fail to reflect natural systems which are often much more complex than cultivations in
the laboratory. Natural environments harbor multitudes of species, all engaging in a vast network
of higher-order interactions [10]. Indeed, what may seem like a negative interaction in a pairwise
system, can equilibrate into a competitive balance where numerous species coexist [11,12] or
when intraspecific competition is greater than interspecific competition [13], though it remains
to be experimentally proven if that is the case for Bacillus–Pseudomonas interactions as well.
An example of stable competition is observed in the case of the THOR tri-species synthetic
community (SynCom), where a Bacillus cereus isolate was found to contain the ‘hitchhikers’
Pseudomonas koreensis and Flavobacterium johnsonii [7]. This community synergistically
increases biofilm formation when all three species are present, even though P. koreensis chem-
ically restricts the growth of F. johnsonii, as B. cereus limits the concentration of the koreenceine
antibiotic from P. koreensis. Intriguingly, the interactions in this SynCom are highly temperature-
sensitive; a seemingly positive effect at one temperature becomes negative at a different temper-
ature [14].

Studies reporting a net negative interaction between Bacillus and Pseudomonas therefore might
potentially conceal a coexistence when abundances equilibrate in the long term. In addition to
this complexity, interaction outcomes seem to lack conservation at the species level, resulting
in interplays between pseudomonads and bacilli as diverse as the genera themselves (Table 1).
Rather, interactions associated with the metabolomic arsenal of the interacting strains and strains
of identical species, but with differing natural product potential, can yield distinct interaction
outcomes [15]. This arsenal is mostly composed of bioactive secondary metabolites, but also by
other – less obvious –molecules, proteins, and pseudo-organelles. Only some of these molecules
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Figure 1. Bacillus–Pseudomonas interactions range from mutualism to competition. The pairwise ecology
of bacilli and pseudomonads is highly dependent on media and secreted molecules and less dependent on phylogeny.
Left: mutualistic coculture with Bacillus subtilis 3610 (green) spotted next to Pseudomonas stutzeri XL272 (magenta) on
tryptic soy agar and incubated at 37°C for 72 h. Scale bar: 3 mm. Center: neutral coculture with Bacillus velezensis GA1
spotted next to Pseudomonas chlororaphis JV497 on casamino acid agar and incubated at 30°C for 24 h. Adapted from
[25]. Right: competitive coculture with Bacillus amyloliquefaciens FZB42 spotted next to P. chlororaphis PCL1606 on
King’s B agar and incubated at 30°C for 24 h. Adapted from [22].
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2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG):
a plant-growth-promoting polyketide
produced by certain pseudomonads of
the P. fluorescens group.
Autoinducer II (AI2): a signaling
molecule involved in quorum sensing.
Cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs): a group
of nonribosomal peptides often
exhibiting bioactivity.
Ecological interactions: relationships
between pairs of organisms are
described by the effect of the relationship
on each partner; that is, positive (+),
neutral (0), or negative (–). Ecological
interactions are divided into mutualism
(+/+), competition (–/–), predation/
parasitism (+/–), commensalism (+/0),
and amensalism (–/0).
Elongation factor G (FusA): a
prokaryotic elongation factor involved in
protein translation.
N-acylhomoserine lactone (AHL): a
signaling molecule involved in quorum
sensing.
Plant-growth-promoting
rhizobacterium (PGPR): a bacterial
strain associated with plant growth
promotion.
Pseudomonas quionolone signal
(PQS): a Pseudomonas-specific
quorum sensing system.
Quorum sensing: a bacterial signaling
system dependent on local signaling
molecule concentrations.
Synthetic community (SynCom): a
combined population of microbial
species, the composition of which has
been designed synthetically.
Type VI secretion system (T6SS): a
needle-like pseudo-organelle used by
some bacterial strains to inject toxins
into competitors.
White-line-inducing principle
(WLIP): a CLP encoded by some
Pseudomonas spp.
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Table 1. Outcome of pairwise cocultures with Bacillus and Pseudomonasa

Net
Interaction

Direction Bacillus sp. Pseudomonas sp. Effector Refs

Negative Amensalism
against
Bacillus

B. cereus Pseudomonas. sp. Unknown antagonist [12]

B. cereus P. fluorescens Unknown antagonist [76]

B. subtilis P. chlororaphis T6SS effector [20,21]

B. thuringiensis P. fluorescens Unknown antagonist [93]

B. velezensis P. sessilinigenes Lipopeptide [25]

B. velezensis P. kilonensis Lipopeptide [25]

B. velezensis P. chlororaphis Lipopeptide [25]

B. subtilis P. protegens DAPG [24]

B. subtilis P. putida DAPG [24]

Amensalism
against
Pseudomonas

Bacillus. sp. P. fluorescens Pr. Metabolism [66]

B. stratosphericus P. syringae Unknown antagonist [94]

B. subtilis P. syringae Lipopeptide [95]

B. subtilis P. aeruginosa Quorum quencher [68]

Competition B. amyloliquefaciens P. chlororaphis Bacillaene and
unknown antagonist

[22]

B. thuringiensis P. fluorescens Pr. Metabolism [11]

B. velezensis P. protegens Lipopeptide [25]

B. velezensis P. tolaasii Lipopeptide [25]

B. cabrialesii P. syringae Unknown antagonist [15]

B. subtilis P. syringae Unknown antagonist [15]

B. velezensis P. syringae Unknown antagonist [15]

Neutral Neutralism B. aerius P. monteilii [6]

B. aerius P. aeruginosa [6]

B. cereus P. fluorescens [89]

B. pumilus P. monteilii [6]

B. pumilus P. aeruginosa [6]

B. subtilis P. putida [33]

B. subtilis P. monteilii [6]

B. subtilis P. aeruginosa [6]

B. thuringiensis P. fluorescens [96]

B. velezensis P. protegens [25]

B. velezensis P. lactis [25]

B. velezensis P. chlororaphis [25]

B. velezensis P. mosselii [25]

Positive Mutualism B. cereus P. koreensis Pr. Metabolism [7,14,67]

B. cereus P. fluorescens Pr. Metabolism [77–80]

B. flexus P. azotoformans Pr. Metabolism [86]

B. velezensis P. stutzeri Pr. Metabolism [73]

aPr. Metabolism: An interaction characterized by resource competition and not bioactive secondary metabolites.
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Box 1. Experimental coculture setups

Research of the interactions between microbes has generally followed quite similar experimental setups (Figure I). For
growth kinetics, partners are coinoculated into a medium of interest and cultivated planktonically to determine synergy
in growth rate, carrying capacity, or total live colony-forming units (CFUs). In planktonic cocultures, the direction and
strength of an interaction is often derived from the carrying capacity of each pair compared to monoculture growth.
An increased abundance of both partners is interpreted as mutualism, while a decreased abundance of both implies
competition. In cases where a study aims to determine the effect of a natural product, the focal species is inoculated
into a medium containing either a concentrated crude extract from the producer or the purified effector molecule. This
approach has been useful in determining minimal inhibitory concentrations and in providing evidence for whether an
effector molecule is secreted at concentrations that are bioactive against the focal strain. However, planktonic cultures
often do not represent natural systems; thus, a favored and appropriate alternative would be to culture strains on solid
agar where interacting molecules can diffuse through the agar at concentrations that mimic natural systems more
closely. Many bacterial species activate transcription of biofilm-related genes on solid media and differentiate into
spatial heterogeneity, increasing the accuracy (and complexity) of the interaction system. Solid medium interaction
assays typically involve culturing strains in close proximity as macrocolonies or on top of each other as variations of
the Burkholder plate assay. Experiments like these are valuable for insight on how molecules secreted in ecologically
relevant concentrations affect a partner, and the experimenter uses inhibition zones or growth-free ‘halos’ to infer
competition. For information on natural product bioactivity, variations of the Kirby–Bauer disc assay are a common
choice, where the size of a growth-free ‘halo’ correlates with bioactivity; however, a researcher must interpret the
strength of bioactivity in the context of the tested concentration which often is comparable to natural concentrations.
For especially intricate hypotheses, researchers often establish a complex model biofilm system imitating the natural
environment where the interacting strains are likely to meet. This can be achieved through substrate mimicking, host
colonization, etc.

While antagonism and agonism are often identifiable through coculturing, the effector molecules and molecular mech-
anisms are not. Therefore, researchers use a multi-omics approach comprising transcriptomics and metabolomics.
RNA-sequencing is used to analyze the transcriptomic responses to effector molecules or interaction partners, while
chromatography and mass spectrometry are utilized for identification of effector and response molecules. In recent years,
developments in mass spectrometry imaging have made it possible to visualize the spatial localization of metabolites
during interspecies interactions, allowing for novel hypotheses regarding the distribution of metabolites in addition to
the quantity.

TrendsTrends inin Microbiology Microbiology 

Figure I. Experimental coculture setups. Pairwise interactions are typically assessed via three experimental setups:
planktonic cocultures, agar cocultures, and complex biofilm cocultures. Each methodology seeks to understand
different aspects of a pairwise interaction from growth kinetics to spatial metabolomics to higher-order interactions in
natural systems. Figure created with BioRender.com.
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are conserved among members of a species and even fewer within members of a genus. Instead,
many are likely inherited through horizontal gene transfer, possibly originating from a distantly
related organism [16]. Few studies report interactions mediated by primary metabolism, though
all positive interactions reported in Table 1 are products of cross-feeding or other ways to share
resources. This findingmay be biased by the underwhelming number of competition assays exam-
ining mechanisms such as resource competition.

With the current body of literature on Bacillus–Pseudomonas interactions, it is impossible to
accurately predict the outcome of a pairwise contact from the phylogeny of the interacting partners.
In addition, recent evidence shows that phylogeny might not be the best predictor for pairwise
interactions [17], and therefore, the undergoing intensification in research on bioactive compound
potential could provide a stronger understanding on Bacillus–Pseudomonas ecology.

Physical interactions
The literature investigating interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas has generally
focused on how secreted chemicals from one strain affect the interacting partner (Box 1). As
such, the number of examples describing physical cell-to-cell interactions are scarce.

Several species of Pseudomonas are well known for carrying a type VI secretion system
(T6SS) [18,19], which works as a toxin-injecting syringe, activated upon cell-to-cell contact
with competitive species. When cocultured next to Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas chlororaphis
uses a T6SS to compete for space, triggeringB. subtilis cells to undergo sporulation as a defense
mechanism [20]. This is most evident in situations where Bacillus is unable to produce biofilm
matrix components, which it employs as a defensive barrier. The effector toxin was recently
defined as Tse1, a peptidoglycan hydrolase, whose gene is located in a T6SS gene cluster that
is shared across a number of Gram-negative bacteria [21]. Interestingly, T6SS might be a last
line of defense, provided that chemical inhibitors prove ineffective against a competitor allowing
for cell-to-cell contact. Close-by macrocolonies of Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and
P. chlororaphis result in a distinct zone of inhibition with no physical contact between colonies.
In this case, P. chlororaphis downregulates T6SS gene expression in favor of the type II secretion
system and production of several secondary metabolites [22].

Chemical interactions
Both Pseudomonas spp. and Bacillus spp. are well known for their massive arsenal of secondary
metabolites (Box 2). Many secondary metabolites display antimicrobial activity, though some
are used to gain colonization advantages in competitive niches without killing other microbes.

Table 2. Niches of isolates and the outcomes of pairwise interactionsa

Isolation niche Positive Neutral Negative Total (n)

Plant 13% (4) 20% (6) 67% (20) 30

Soil 10% (1) 40% (4) 50% (5) 10

Animal 0% (0) 70% (7) 30% (3) 10

Marine 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (4) 4

Laboratory standard 50% (1) 0% (0) 50% (1) 2

Other 50% (4) 0% (0) 50% (4) 8

Combined 15% (10) 26% (17) 58% (38) 65

aSixty-five interactions (cocultures or challenges with cultured media) were summarized based on the isolation environment
of the interacting pairs. Interactions with pairs from different origins were excluded except in cases with standard laboratory
strains. In these cases, the niche is denoted as that of the isolate.
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In the case of interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas, a general view suggests that
Pseudomonas spp. are most often offensive (i.e., they produce bactericidal or bacteriostatic
molecules) [20,22–24], while Bacillus spp. more often defend themselves (i.e., they neutralize
offensive molecules or prevent being overtaken by a competitor) [25–27] (Figure 2).

Several studies have demonstrated the antimicrobial effect of secreted molecules through varia-
tions of the disk diffusion assay (Box 1). This approach allowed researchers to identify saponins
and alkaloids (specifically phenetyl acetamide) produced by B. cereus, Bacillus thuringiensis, and
B. subtilis that inhibit Pseudomonas aeruginosa [28,29], while 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol
(DAPG), pyocyanin, and several bacteriocins fromPseudomonas protegens,Pseudomonas putida,
and P. aeruginosa have been able to inhibit B. subtilis, Bacillus licheniformis, B. cereus, and
B. thuringiensis [24,30–33]. While these studies are valuable in identifying effector molecules and
their range of effect, their contribution to ecological or mechanistic insight is sparse as they did not
report the concentrations of the molecules in the environments where they were produced.

Pseudomonas cyclic lipopeptides are deadly (and) specific
The cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs) comprise one of the most structurally diverse groups of
secondary metabolites produced by both bacilli and pseudomonads [34]. Bacillus spp. are

Box 2. Secondary metabolites

Secondary metabolites (also known as natural products) are non-essential compounds produced by an organism to
confer a selective advantage. Two molecular families dominate the secondary metabolite group: nonribosomal peptides
and polyketides. The functions of these metabolites range from toxic antagonism [97] to signaling molecules [98,99],
cellular differentiators [24], or entries into novel nutritional niches [100].

In pseudomonads, production of secondarymetabolites is controlled by the global Gac/Rsm regulonwhich is responsible for
regulating the expression of approximately 10% of Pseudomonas genes [101]. Though the signaling pathway is activated by
the sensor kinase GacS, it is currently unknown which environmental stimulus causes the initial activation. In bacilli, second-
ary metabolite regulation is more decentralized, with specific regulons for different classes of compounds [102].

Notable examples are the cyclic lipopeptides (CLPs): surfactin, iturins, and fengycin/plipastatin from Bacillus, and viscosin,
tolaasin, and syringopeptin from Pseudomonas which are known for their bioactivity against fungi and/or other bacteria.
In addition, the Pseudomonas polyketide 2,4-diacetylphlorogucinol (DAPG), produced by some members of the
P. fluorescens group, is of great interest due to its apparent plant-growth-promoting and antimicrobial activities. Secondary
metabolism of Bacillus is reviewed more extensively in [102,103], and of Pseudomonas in [104].

CLPs, T6SS
Bacteriocins

DAPG

Quorum quenchers

Alpha-amylase
Exopolysaccharide

Rhamnolipids
DAPG

Bacillus

Pseudomonas

Surfactin
Bacillaene

Surfactin
Matrix

Sporulation
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Figure 2. Pseudomonads are
offensive, bacilli are defensive.
Pseudomonas and Bacillus use a
range of bioactive compounds to
interact with each other, mainly in
net negative relations. Especially
Pseudomonas cyclic lipopeptides
(CLPs) and 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol
(DAPG) directly antagonize multiple
Bacillus spp. In cell-to-cell contact,
Pseudomonas utilizes type VI secretion
systems (T6SS) to puncture Bacillus
and inject toxins intracellularly.
Bacillus spp. rarely directly antagonize
Pseudomonas. Instead, they either
sequester offensive molecules, produce
protective matrix, or undergo sporulation

to preserve part of the population. However, bacilli do contain multiple molecules to prevent or disrupt biofilm formation of
pseudomonads.
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primarily known for surfactin, iturins, and fengycins, while Pseudomonas spp. carry the potential
for producing up to 14 distinct groups of CLPs [35].

The bioactivity of Pseudomonas CLPs is specific to their molecular structure, and mainly
CLPs from the viscosin, tolaasin, and syringopeptin groups have been demonstrated to
inhibit growth of bacilli. Syringopeptin 22A, syringopeptin 25A, corpeptin, tolaasin, and WLIP
(‘white-line-inducing principle’) all inhibit Bacillus megaterium [36–38], while massetolide
A, syringomycin E, orfamide A, arthrofacin, and entolysin B do not [39,40]. Even within CLP
groups, bioactivity varies. Though massetolide A is unable to antagonize B. megaterium,
massetolide E, from Pseudomonas lurida, strongly inhibits B. thuringiensis [39]. Within the
viscosin group, a hierarchy of effect has been established on the antagonism of B. subtilis
and B. cereus with pseudodesmin being the most active, closely followed by viscosinamide
and finally viscosin and WLIP showing almost no inhibition [41].

The lipopeptides ofBacillus – fengycin, iturin, and surfactin – are all well known for their bioactivities.
Fengycin and iturin are generally regarded as antifungal [42], and accordingly demonstrate very
weak activity against Pseudomonas. Concentrations must reach more than 200 μg/ml, at which
point fengycin kills P. aeruginosa cells by altering the cell topography, causing leakage of the intra-
cellular content [43]. More examples exist of surfactin bioactivity against pseudomonads, and
against Pseudomonas fluorescens, it is bactericidal down to 25 μg/ml, inhibiting tomato root
colonization [42]. Though best known for enhancing motility during swarming [44] and sliding
[43,45], surfactin produced by Bacillus velezensis also functions as a chemical trap to sequester
the Pseudomonas sessilinigenes cyclic lipopeptide sessilin [25]. This reduces the toxicity of sessilin
to a level whereB. velezensis is not eradicated in a coculture. Interestingly, this chemical interplay is
specific to sessilin and does not carry over to other Pseudomonas CLPs.

Bacillus defends itself by producing biofilm matrix and committing to sporulation
Both B. subtilis and B. amyloliquefaciens have been shown to defend themselves against com-
petitors using biofilmmatrix components and, as a last resort, by inducing sporulation to preserve
part of the population [20,22]. In several reported cocultures, bacilli have entered sporulation with
no evidence that Pseudomonas is able to destroy Bacillus endospores. To date, only a single
study has provided evidence of Bacillus directly inhibiting the growth of pseudomonads with
bacillaene produced by B. amyloliquefaciens that interacts with P. chlororaphis elongation
factor G (FusA) inhibiting protein synthesis without killing Pseudomonas [22]. More examples
exist that report indirect inhibition ofPseudomonas by priming plant systemic resistance, for example
with B. cereus instigating Arabidopsis thaliana systemic resistance against P. syringae pv. tomato
both dependently and independently of salicylic acid, jasmonic acid, and ethylene signaling [46–48].

Bacillus biofilm formation can be inhibited by Pseudomonas species of the fluorescens and
protegens subgroups through the production of the antimicrobial secondary metabolite DAPG
[24]. Although DAPG-producing pseudomonads are often applied in biocontrol, the compound
antagonizes more than just plant pathogens. DAPG at high concentrations suppresses the
growth of B. subtilis, while subinhibitory concentrations reduce biofilm formation and delay spor-
ulation [24]. The mechanism is unknown but speculated to be due to an interaction with Spo0A,
the global regulator of sporulation in Bacillus. Interestingly, a combination of B. subtilis with
DAPG-producing pseudomonads still led to synergistic biocontrol [49]. Additionally, Bacillus
surface-associated biofilm can be prevented and dispersed by the rhamnolipid biosurfactants
of Pseudomonas [50–52]. The current consensus suggests an altered surface hydrophobicity
without experimental proof so far [53]. However, as most studies assess biofilm functionality
in vitro, the ecological relevance of biofilm requires further testing.
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Bacillus carries a vast arsenal of quorum quenchers
Bacillus spp. have demonstrated the ability to prevent competitors from establishing themselves,
particularly by disrupting or inhibiting their biofilm formation. Isolates of Bacillus pumilus, Bacillus
paralicheniformis, B. subtilis, andB. thuringiensis have all demonstrated some sort ofPseudomonas
quorum sensing inhibition [16,26,54–57]. At this point, Bacillus isolates have been experimentally
shown to quench quorum sensing systems that depend on N-acylhomoserine lactones (AHLs)
and Pseudomonas quinolone signal (PQS), but not autoinducer II (AI2)-dependent cell–cell
communication. Interestingly, supplementation of AI2 seems to inhibit initiation of the sporulation
process in B. velezensis [58]. Particularly, the lactonase AiiA has been shown to degrade both
short-, medium-, and long-chain AHLs, thus disrupting quorum sensing and downstream effects
in P. aeruginosa and plant pathogenic pseudomonads [54,56,59]. AiiA was originally discovered
in endophytic B. thuringiensis isolates [56]; however, additional research revealed conservation
of lactonase activity in the entire B. cereus group. Noor and colleagues reported that 22 out of
64 B. subtilis soil isolates carry homologs of AiiA, conserved with 84.4% amino acid identity [57].
A second lactonase, YtnP, was identified in a soil isolate of B. paralicheniformis and shown to
degrade AHLs from multiple Gram-negative strains, including P. aeruginosa, Pseudomonas
extremeorientalis, and Pseudomonas lini [55]. Similarly, B. pumilus disrupts quorum sensing by
producing an acylase that enzymatically deacetylates AHLs [26], while a marine Bacillus sp. isolate
produces a non-enzymatic antagonist of AHL without enzymatically changing the Pseudomonas
autoinducers [60]. None of the identified quorum quenchers exhibit direct growth inhibition against
any tested Pseudomonas spp. strains.

Recently, B. subtilis isolates were shown to encode Stigmatellin Y: an orthosteric antagonist for
quinolones in PQS quorum sensing [16,61]. It is speculated that StigY is not conserved in Bacillus
spp. but rather was horizontally transferred from Stigmatella aurantiaca. Other than quorum
quenching, some bacilli use specialized exopolysaccharides to reduce the surface hydrophobicity
of Gram-negatives and thus suppress adherence and biofilm formation [62].

Certain bacilli are also capable of degrading already established Pseudomonas biofilm, as
experimentally demonstrated by exopolysaccharide degradation by α-amylase and through an
unknown mechanism facilitated by an antimicrobial protein [52,63,64]. However, it is likely that
the concentration required for biofilm degradation far surpasses that produced in natural
systems. Importantly, these studies recognize the potential of quorum quenching as a treatment
option via these Bacillus effector molecules, but no experimental test has been reported to prove
that quenching occurs in natural settings or even within in vitro cocultures.

Transcriptional responses are unique to a coculture partner
An unresolved question in microbial ecology is whether an interaction is caused by a specific
response or is simply the passive consequence of microbes being in the vicinity of molecules
secreted by other microbes. Additionally, if a strain responds to the presence of an unrelated
neighbor, is its metabolism regulated based on the specific interaction partner or is it simply a
general response to any microbe or stress condition [65]?

For Pseudomonas, evidence of specificity is derived from transcriptomic and gene essentiality
studies, where proximal macrocolonies with different neighboring organisms led to distinct tran-
scriptional and gene essentiality profiles [66]. Although differential expression and conditional
essentiality are shared between all organisms, most genes are highly dependent on the specific
organism. Interestingly, patterns diverge when coculturing one Pseudomonas strain next to
different bacilli, suggesting that the metabolome of the interacting Bacillus strongly influences
the response of Pseudomonas [20,22], though this, too, may be species- or even strain-specific
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[67]. Although fewer examples exist of Bacillus transcriptomic responses to Pseudomonas, there
is evidence that B. subtilis alters its metabolome in response to secreted molecules from
P. aeruginosa, increasing its antibiofilm activity [68]. A recent study using the THOR SynCom
also demonstrated that, in the three-species community, B. cereus was the member that modu-
lated its expression of biosynthetic gene clusters primarily when cocultured with P. koreensis. The
metabolome and transcriptome of P. koreensis were not altered dramatically in coculture with
B. cereus, and both B. cereus and P. koreensis were unresponsive towards F. johnsonii [67].
Additionally, P. chlororaphis has been shown to produce antagonistic molecules that select for
specific genetic variants of B. amyloliquefaciens [22].

How these interaction patterns fit together is difficult to conclude based on the current literature.
Nevertheless, a candidate regulatory system that is likely involved in interspecies interactions of
Pseudomonas is the main controller of secondary metabolism, the Gac/Rsm two-component
system (or its orthologs – see [69]). In addition to secondarymetabolism, Gac/Rsm controls several
primary metabolic lifestyles such as motility, quorum sensing, and biofilm formation. Generally,
GacS activation results in an increased production of offensive and defensive molecules, secreted
or retained intracellularly [70–72].

On secondary metabolism-inducing King’s B agar, P. chlororaphis GacS was reported to be
essential for antagonism against B. amyloliquefaciens in a transposon library screen, but
transcriptomic analysis of the same interaction revealed no differential expression [22]. When
competing P. fluorescens Pf0-1 with Bacillus sp. V102 on a carbon-limited water-agar medium,
gacS and gacA were also not found to be differentially expressed, though several other two-
component systems were transcribed at increased levels in coculture compared to monoculture
[66]. In a similar setup, competition of P. protegens against B. subtilis and several other soil
microbes demonstrated that P. protegens GacS was not essential in interactions with B. subtilis
but was essential in coculture with another Pseudomonas strain and even disadvantageous in
interactions with fungal plant pathogens [23]. Future comprehensive molecular ecology studies
will hopefully reveal the emerging and common patterns in Bacillus–Pseudomonas interactions.

Mutually beneficial coexistence
Only few Bacillus–Pseudomonas coculture studies have been reported with the aim of identifying
and understanding positive interactions. This could explain the abundance of net negative inter-
actions and the lack of direct positive interactions. In recent years, however, the field has started
to report studies providing evidence for commensalism and even mutualism.

An important recent study supports the coexistence of bacilli and pseudomonads: Sun and
colleagues [73] inoculated cucumber roots with the plant-growth-promoting rhizobacterium
(PGPR) B. velezensis SQR9 and found that, in particular, Pseudomonas spp. were enriched in
the rhizosphere compared to non-inoculated controls. With a combination of transcriptomics,
metabolomics, andmolecular biology, a mutualistic relationship was ultimately identified between
B. velezensis and a Pseudomonas stutzeri soil isolate potentially facilitated by cross-feeding of
branched amino acids. Similarly, combinations of bacilli and pseudomonads increase the growth
of the plantCannabis sativa by up to 70%, with Bacillus spp. being the main modulator of the soil
microbiome while Pseudomonas spp. are more associated with plant growth promotion [74].
Apparently, Bacillus arrives first and subsequently recruits Pseudomonas via metabolic
byproducts. However, only few studies reporting synergy have also evaluated the compatibility
of the consortium members, instead concentrating primarily on the application efficiency and
thus lack specific insights on the distribution and the interaction of the mixed species. As such,
it is impossible to deduce the net outcome of the pairwise interaction and whether synergy
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stems from positive or negative interactions. Some of these studies show positive interactions
and subsequent synergy [75], while others report competition and synergy [76]. For instance,
in a series of coculture studies with B. cereus and P. fluorescens, initial planktonic cocultures
revealed antagonism by P. fluorescens against B. cereus [76]. In biofilm reactors, inhibition was
absent, and instead, biofilm matrix formation increased synergistically with more protein present
in the coculture biofilm [77,78]. Interestingly, despite the synergistic increase in biofilm formation,
coculture biofilm could be removed more efficiently with a quaternary ammonium disinfectant
[79,80]. The complexity of such interactions means that one should be careful oversimplifying
and attempting to generalize pairwise interactions.

Applicability of Bacillus–Pseudomonas cocultures
With their status as plant-growth-promoting rhizobacteria, Bacillus and Pseudomonas have been
studied extensively for their potential as alternatives to chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Species
from either genus have been successfully applied as growth promoters and biopesticides, but
several studies have also shown how consortia of bacilli and pseudomonads act in synergy to
produce emergent properties not possible by any of the partners in isolation. Such synergy has
led to the control ofCephalysporium in maize [81], of Fusarium in beans [82], and blight in cucum-
ber, radish, and cotton [49,83]. As with interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas,
secondary metabolites are the main mediators of biocontrol, and the cocultivation of species
has resulted in additive effects of metabolites produced in monocultures, but also in novel com-
pounds produced only in coculture. In the case of plant growth promotion, synergy may again
stem from additive effects of molecules produced by each microbe [84], or the enhanced ability
of cocultures to establish themselves on plants compared to pure cultures [85], allowing higher
production of effector molecules [5,49,81–87].

Pairs of bacilli and pseudomonads clearly can create biotechnological value, and it will be interest-
ing to see if future formulations will be able to outcompete chemical alternatives.

Concluding remarks
Research into pairwise interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas still leaves much unan-
swered (see Outstanding questions). With our current understanding, a reductionistic approach
using selected single isolates of each genus is insufficient, as we cannot draw clear conclusions
and identify overarching patterns. One thing that most research agrees on is that interspecies
interactions are more complex than net negative or positive associations.

Thus, the simple hypothesis that successfully applied biotechnological consortia must in general
engage in mutualism is flawed. If the scope is limited to look only for isolates that grow synergis-
tically, we risk overlooking emergent properties evident in competitive interactions that settle into
a stable equilibrium. It is well known that resource competition is a strong selective pressure that
determines species coexistence [88]. Indeed, several examples exist ofBacillus andPseudomonas
being capable of specifically controlling the differentiation and metabolism of each other indepen-
dently of secreted molecule toxicity [24,68,73]. However, pairwise interactions do not necessarily
translate to higher-order interactions in multispecies consortia. Rather, several examples exist of
bacilli and pseudomonads that outcompete each other in dual species coculture but stabilize
into coexistence in a more diverse community [67,89]. Importantly, pairwise interactions between
Pseudomonas andBacillus have greatly contributed to our understanding of the effects of second-
ary metabolites on model soil bacteria and the relevance of pairwise interactions in biotechnology.
However, it is exceedingly rare to find studies reporting concentrations (or even the presence)
of effector molecules in natural environments. This is largely due to the complexity of in situ quan-
tification. Though examples exist, they currently rely on relatively simple substrates (e.g., the
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How do pairwise interactions between
Bacillus and Pseudomonas affect natural
microbiomes?

How can knowledge of Bacillus–
Pseudomonas dynamics be applied in
the development of biotechnologically
relevant culture formulations?

What are the concentrations of effector
molecules in natural systems?
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phyllosphere) [90,91], and it has not yet been possible to quantify secondary metabolites directly
from soil. An undergoing development in mimicking natural systems and detecting molecules
from complex systems [92] means that future studies could potentially report biological functions
in the context of naturally occurring concentrations, an important advance in understanding
chemical microbial ecology.
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Abstract 

Bacilli and pseudomonads are among the most well-studied microorganisms commonly found in soil, 

and frequently co-isolated. Despite this, no systematic approach has been employed to assess the 

pairwise compatibility of members from these genera. Here, we screened 720 fluorescent soil isolates 

for their effects on Bacillus subtilis pellicle formation in two types of media and found a predictor for 

interaction outcome in Pseudomonas taxonomy. Interactions were context-dependent and both medium 

composition and culture conditions strongly influenced interactions. Negative interactions were 

associated with Pseudomonas capeferrum, Pseudomonas entomophila and Pseudomonas protegens, 

and 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol was confirmed as a strong (but not exclusive) inhibitor of B. subtilis. 

Non-inhibiting strains were closely related to Pseudomonas trivialis and Pseudomonas lini, but in this 

case, cocultures with increased B. subtilis pellicle formation were spatially segregated. Our study is the 

first to propose an overall negative outcome from pairwise interactions between B. subtilis and 

fluorescent pseudomonads, hence cocultures comprising members from these groups are likely to 

require additional microorganisms for coexistence. 

 

Keywords: Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas, microbial ecology, biofilm, competition, secondary 

metabolite  



Introduction 

Plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) possess great potential to replace traditional fertilisers 

and pesticides as a more sustainable alternative. In particular, isolates from Bacillus and Pseudomonas 

genera have been studied extensively due to their abilities to inhibit plant pathogens, induce plant 

systemic resistance, increase the growth rate of plants, and alleviate environmental stress (Bacillus 

reviewed in 1 and Pseudomonas reviewed in 2). Several studies combined isolates from the two genera 

and observed a synergistic increase in a trait of interest, be it plant growth or protection 3–7. However, 

few studies have investigated the cause of synergy, hence little information is available on the pairwise 

compatibility of Bacillus and Pseudomonas, and whether environmental isolates engage in antagonism 

or symbiosis. 

Bacillus subtilis is one of the most well-studied model organisms in biology, serving as a prototypical 

example of biofilm formation and plant root colonisation. Several strains have demonstrated 

antagonism towards other microorganisms, especially plant pathogenic fungi 8. Such interactions are 

mainly mediated by secreted bioactive secondary metabolites, of which B. subtilis produces a diverse 

arsenal. Of note is plipastatin that shows antifungal properties 9,10, while surfactin and bacillaene display 

more broad antimicrobial properties 11,12. Positive interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas have 

also been observed, such as intraspecies division of labour 13 and interspecies cross-feeding 14. 

Pseudomonas is a genus of numerous species comprising at least 166 type strains that are found in soil, 

plant rhizospheres, marine habitats and animal hosts 15–18. The impact of Pseudomonas spp. on human 

society ranges from human and plant pathogenicity to bioremediation, biocontrol and biostimulation 19–

22. Interestingly, there is a fine line between pathogenic and beneficial Pseudomonas spp. that mainly 

depends on the arsenal of secondary metabolites produced by a given strain 23,24. Similarly, 

compatibility with Bacillus spp. also seems to rely mainly on a relatively small collection of secondary 

metabolites and defence mechanisms 25. Understanding the frequency of positive and negative 

interactions between Bacillus and diverse Pseudomonas spp., as well as the underlying mechanisms of 

such interactions would be of great interest to agricultural biotechnology relying on mixed consortia of 

species from the two genera. 

Here, we cocultured 720 soil isolates selected for fluorescent Pseudomonas properties with the 

undomesticated type-strain B. subtilis DK1042 (hereafter DK1042) under floating biofilm (pellicle)-

inducing conditions and used a spinning disc-based medium-throughput screen to quantify DK1042 

biofilms. Using two types of media, we demonstrate that although positive interactions with superior 

pellicle abundance were rare in both types of media, interactions were highly medium-dependent. By 

taxonomically characterising isolates at the species level, we determined that DK1042 was least likely 

to be compatible with species closely related to type strains of Pseudomonas capeferrum, Pseudomonas 

entomophila and Pseudomonas protegens, and most likely to be compatible with Pseudomonas lini and 

Pseudomonas trivialis. We found that Pseudomonas antagonism towards DK1042 is mainly due to the 



presence of specific biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs), and that 2,4-diactylphloroglucinol (DAPG) is a 

major (though not exclusive) inhibitor of DK1042 against both pellicles and colonies. 

 

Results 

Pseudomonads negatively affect B. subtilis 

Relationships between B. subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads range from antagonism to co-existence 

and, potentially, to synergistic growth, but no systematic investigation of interaction outcomes between 

the two has been performed. To address this, we performed pairwise coculture of DK1042 and each of 

720 Pseudomonas soil isolates in 96-well plates and measured DK1042 biomass using an Opera High-

Content screening spinning disc platform (Fig. 1a). We screened the library against DK1042 

amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 constitutively expressing the fluorophore mKate2, and recorded the three-

dimensional volume occupied by Bacillus as a proxy for cell abundance. Each isolate was cocultured 

three times with DK1042 both in rich Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) medium and diluted biofilm-inducing 

lysogeny broth medium supplemented with glycerol and manganese (0.1 LBGM), and biovolume in 

coculture was compared with that in monocultures as log2(Fold Change) (Fig. 1b).  

The distribution of log2(FC) differed substantially between media types, suggesting that many neutral 

interactions in rich media become negative in diluted media, in line with stronger resource competition 

in nutrient-poor media among microorganisms 26. Examining the biovolume for each isolate (Fig. S2a) 

revealed that isolates from site P9 were more likely to antagonise DK1042 while isolates from the P8 

site more often resulted in a high DK1042 biovolume. This also differed between media types, as 

cocultures in TSB had a higher degree of within-sample variance in biovolume measurements and 

therefore also in calculated log2(FC) values (Fig. S2b and S2c). We divided each isolate into three 

categories based on median log2(FC) and found that most interactions (regardless of medium) were 

neutral (Fig. 2a), while only a very small number of isolates had a positive effect on DK1042 (Fig. 1b). 

These results indicate that fluorescent pseudomonads very rarely stimulate B. subtilis cell abundance in 

TSB or 0.1 LBGM, and that inhibition of B. subtilis by Pseudomonas spp. is strongly influenced by 

medium composition.  



Pseudomonas taxonomy predicts interaction outcome  

To determine the taxonomic distribution of isolates, we sequenced amplicons of the rpoD gene from 

pools of isolates corresponding to their screening category (neutral, negative and positive; Fig. 2 and 

Dataset S1). 

Fig. 1. Pseudomonads negatively affect B. subtilis. a: DK1042 constitutively expressing mKate2 was mixed pairwise with 720 fluorescent 

soil isolates and cultured for 24 h at 30C in a microplate format. Monocultures of DK1042 (purple wells) were used for comparison of pellicle 

formation, and wells with non-inoculated medium (yellow wells) were used to control for contamination. Each well was imaged in four 

positions with a Perkin Elmer Opera QEHS, acquiring images in the Z-direction every 2 µm to obtain a cube with height 40 µm. Media was 

removed prior to microscopy. b: DK1042 biovolumes were compared between co- and monoculture to yield log2(Fold Change). Points 

represent medians of three replicates. Neutral, negative and positive categories were assigned based on median and interquartile range.  



The species diversity of each category demonstrates how the categorisation based on B. subtilis pellicle 

formation selectively distributes specific phyla into separate categories (Permutational Analysis of 

Variance, p <0.001, Fig. S3). The total library of 720 isolates was mainly comprised of P. capeferrum, 

Pseudomonas helmanticensis, Pseudomonas koreensis and P. protegens (Fig. 2c and Table 1). A similar 

distribution occured in the neutral category, while negative and positive strains differed significantly in 

species abundance. The pool of negative isolates contained more strains associated with the P. putida 

Fig. 2. Screening categories enriched for species-specific taxa. a: Fluorescent isolates were assigned a category based on median 

and interquartile range, such that negatives resulted in DK1042 log2(FC) <-1 and positives in log2(FC) >1. n and percentages are from 

screening in 0.1 LBGM. b: Isolates were grown in precultures and pooled in equal cell numbers according to their categorisation to 

taxonomically characterise each category at the species level via rpoD amplicon sequencing. c: Relative abundance of Pseudomonas 

spp. in each category. Parentheses indicate groups or P. fluorescens subgroups (see Table 1 for details on taxonomy). Taxons 

comprising <2% of a pool were merged. 

 



group compared with the total library, but no single species was significantly depleted from this 

category. Differential abundance analysis revealed that the pool of positive isolates contained fewer 

isolates from the Pseudomonas putida group, and the P. protegens, Pseudomonas corrugata and P. 

koreensis subgroups, compared with the total library (Table 1). By contrast, P. trivialis and members 

of the Pseudomonas mandelii subgroup were enriched. As the pool of positive strains only contained 

20 isolates, the statistical power in determining differential abundance was quite low. Therefore, caution 

should be applied when inferring from statistical tests in this group, hence we refer to isolates henceforth 

as “inhibiting” (negative) or “non-inhibiting” (neutral and positive). 

Table 1: Significantly differentially abundant species in screening categories compared with the total library 

fluorescens 

subgroupa 

Pseudomonas sp. Neutral 

(log2FC) 

Negative 

(log2FC) 

Positive 

(log2FC) 

asplenii P. asplenii 1.363* -0.235 -0.153 

corrugata P. thivervalensis -0.028 -0.090 -0.921* 

P. brassicacearum -0.066 -0.263 -1.123* 

fluorescens P. trivialis -0.292 -0.381 2.900** 

P. cedrina -1.607* 0.646 -1.110 

P. libanensis -0.084 -0.038 -1.124* 

P. lurida 0.153 -1.097 -1.196* 

gesaardii P. brenneri -1.176 1.048 -1.261* 

koreensis P. helmanticensis 0.063 0.173 -0.884* 

P. granadensis 0.341 -1.736* -1.134 

P. moraviensis 0.031 -0.267 -1.244* 

mandelii P. lini -0.048 -0.425 2.623** 

P. migulae -0.510 -0.348 1.829* 

P. frederiksbergensis -0.163 -1.292 1.574** 

P. mandelii 0.088 1.007* 0.396 

protegens P. protegens -0.015 -0.090 -1.215** 

P. putidab P. mosselii -0.935 1.213** -0.830 

P. soli -1.558* 0.856 -1.443* 

P. entomophila -2.064** 1.138* -2.294** 

P. capeferrum -0.452 0.627 -2.493** 

a As described in 15. 

b Not a subgroup of P. fluorescens. 

* Differentially abundant from the total library with FDR-adjusted p-value <0.05. ** FDR-adjusted p-value <0.01. 

Bold indicates predictions. 



To test the predictions resulting from screening, we obtained four Pseudomonas strains closely related 

to species that were implicated in different interaction patterns, and cocultured them with DK1042 in 

liquid and solidified 1 LBGM and 0.1 LBGM media (Fig. 3). As predicted, P. capeferrum and P. 

protegens both inhibited pellicle formation (even in 1 LBGM), while neither P. lini nor Pseudomonas 

poae (in place of P. trivialis) reduced pellicle abundance or winkle formation (as measured via pixel 

standard deviation; Fig. 3b). However, on solid media, no pseudomonad was able to reduce the colony 

size of DK1042 on 1 LBGM, but on diluted 0.1 LBGM P. protegens strongly antagonised DK1042 

Fig. 3. Screening prediction of inhibitors and non-inhibitors. a: Cocultures of DK1042 with four reference strains that were independent 

from the soil isolate library were used to assess the validity of interaction prediction resulting from screening Pseudomonas soil isolates. 

Cultures were grown at 30C for 24 h (pellicles) or 72 h (colonies). Cultures were prepared with DK1042 reporting expression of the epsA−O 

operon using GFP. Scale bar = 5 mm. b: Pellicle wrinkle formation represented by the standard deviation in pixel intensity (i.e. high standard 

deviation equals stronger wrinkle formation). n = 6 independent experiments. c: Colony area of DK1042 spotted as monoculture or 

neighbouring the four Pseudomonas reference strains. n = 3 independent cocultures. Grouping letters are from ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer’s 

post-hoc test. Identical letters within each plot indicate a statistically significant grouping (p <0.05). 



(Fig. 3c). Thus, Pseudomonas antagonism of DK1042 not only depends on medium constituents, but 

also on mode of growth. 

Fig. 4. Specific BGCs (not abundance) predict interaction outcome. Thirteen isolates were whole-genome sequenced and compared with 

the four reference strains. a: AntiSmash predictions of biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) and BGC subgroups grouped by inhibition 

potential in colony or pellicle cocultures. Statistical tests were pairwise Student’s t-tests adjusted for multiple testing with the false discovery 

rate method. ns, not significant (adj. p >0.05). b: Pseudomonas-related natural product machinery encoded within each strain. Strain 

phylogeny is based on whole-genome sequence identity as described in TYGS 76. 

 



BGC abundance does not determine interaction outcome 

Pseudomonas secondary metabolites are often implicated in Bacillus-Pseudomonas antagonism 12,27,28, 

therefore we sequenced the genomes of 13 candidate isolates and predicted BGCs and BGC subgroups 

using antiSMASH (Fig. 4). Interestingly, there was no significant difference in the abundance of 

encoded BGCs between inhibiting and non-inhibiting isolates (Fig. 4a). Therefore, we examined each 

genome for the presence of BGCs with known products (Fig. 4b). As expected, all isolates carried a 

version of pyoverdine, a fluorescent siderophore, but many non-inhibitory isolates were negative for 

most other biosynthetic gene clusters compared with inhibiting isolates. Isolates from P. mandelii and 

Pseudomonas jesenii subgroups collectively encoded only one BGC with a predicted product (rhizoxin, 

originally isolated from Paraburkholderia rhizoxinica 29). By contrast, colony-inhibiting isolates from 

P. corrugata and P. protegens subgroups both carried genes encoding 2,4-

diacetylphloroglucinol(DAPG)-producing enzymes, while P. protegens additionally encoded enzymes 

for producing pyochelin, orfamide A, pyrrolnitrin, and pyoluteorin. 

 

Non-inhibiting isolates are spatially segregated from DK1042 

While the main biofilm mode of B. subtilis in liquid culture involves growth at the air-liquid interface 

30, Pseudomonas spp. are usually observed colonising submerged surfaces in laboratory environments, 

although examples of Pseudomonas pellicle formation do exist 31,32. The presence of pellicles in 

cocultures with non-inhibiting isolates therefore suggests three potential scenarios: either non-inhibiting 

pseudomonads are outcompeted by B. subtilis, are growing with B. subtilis in the pellicle, or are 

spatially isolated from B. subtilis on the submerged surface of the microtiter plates. To determine which 

of these scenarios occurred with DK1042, we fluorescently labelled a non-inhibitor (P9_31), cocultured 

it statically with DK1042 in liquid 1 LBGM and 0.1 LBGM, and imaged the entire depth of the well 

(Fig. 5). In both media, P9_31 was spatially segregated to the submerged surface, even when DK1042 

was mostly present in the pellicle. Interestingly, while cultivation in 1 LBGM resulted in a pellicle 



both with and without P9_31, cultivation in 0.1 LBGM required P9_31 for pellicle formation, even 

though the Pseudomonas isolate was present at the bottom of the well and not in the pellicle. 

 

DAPG is a biomarker for B. subtilis inhibition 

Four of five colony-inhibiting isolates were found to contain the conserved phl BGC operon known to 

produce DAPG 33. From 61 cocultures on solid 0.1 LBGM, 11 isolates resulted in markedly reduced 

Fig. 5. Non-inhibiting Pseudomonas is not present in the pellicle. Coculture of DK1042 (magenta) with non-inhibiting isolate P9_31 (green) 

in 1 LBGM (a) and 0.1 LBGM (b). Confocal laser scanning microscopy was employed to acquire Z-slices every 20 µm spanning the entire 

depth of a well. Plots show the mean pixel intensity of each strain over the depth of the well. Pixel intensities cannot be compared between 1 

LBGM and 0.1 LBGM. 



DK1042 colony growth (Fig. 6a). A PCR screen of the main biosynthetic gene for DAPG, phlD, 

revealed that 10 of 11 colony-inhibiting isolates carried phlD (Fig. 6b). By contrast, 0 of 7 non-

inhibiting strains tested positive for phlD. To determine if DAPG or any intermediate products from the 

PhlA−D BGC operon, we cocultured P. protegens DTU9.1 and mutants lacking phlACB (DAPG-) or 

phlACBD (phloroglucinol-, monoacetylated phloroglucinol-, DAPG-, chlorinated phloroglucinol- and 

pyoluteorin-) with DK1042 in liquid 1 LBGM and on solid 0.1 LBGM (Fig. 6c). Disrupting the 

production of DAPG in DTU9.1 markedly improved DK1042 fitness in colonies but not in pellicles. 

Thus, DAPG is a strong inhibitor of B. subtilis growth in colonies and pellicles, but not the only 

inhibiting factor. 

 

Discussion 

In this study, we propose a generalisation of Bacillus subtilis-Pseudomonas interactions based on 

Pseudomonas taxonomy. Our results suggest that fluorescent pseudomonads are very likely to inhibit 

the B. subtilis pellicle, particularly in 0.1 LBGM. Many studies have demonstrated how nutrient 

sources determine the outcome of pairwise interactions14,26,34,35. Most of our pairwise interactions were 

negative, fitting the current paradigm. Large-scale pairwise interaction studies have demonstrated that 

most pairwise interactions are negative, and that the direction of interaction depends on carbon source 

complexity26,36,37. It is interesting, however, that such a large proportion of our interactions proved to 

Fig. 6. 2,4-Diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG) is a major (but not exclusive) antagonistic metabolite. a: Inhibition potential of a selection of 

isolates and the presence/absence of phlD as determined by PCR (b). phlD was amplified with primers yielding a product of ~630 bp. Ladder 

is GeneRuler 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific). c: Cocultures of DK1042 and P. protegens DTU 9.1 and phl-mutant 

derivatives of DTU 9.1. ΔphlACB cannot produce DAPG. ΔphlACBD additionally cannot produce phloroglucinol, monoacetylated 

phloroglucinol, chlorinated phloroglucinol (PG-Cl/PG-Cl2) or pyoluteorin.  



be negative or neutral. Granted, our setup only shows the interaction outcome of one of the two 

participants, hence we cannot differentiate between mutualism (+/+) and parasitism (+/-). Even so, Kehe 

et al. (2021) reported that for 23% of their >180,000 pairwise interactions at least one participant 

benefitted from coculturing26, while we report only 2.8% positive interactions, making interactions 

between B. subtilis and fluorescent pseudomonads less likely to be positive compared with average 

interactions among culturable microorganisms. 

This could be due to our decision to coculture under pellicle-inducing conditions. DK1042 proved less 

durable in liquid broth compared with solid agar. It is likely that both the pseudomonads and DK1042 

have different metabolic profiles under the two conditions, and that antagonistic molecules are produced 

in one setting and not the other. Alternatively, the concentration gradients could be more homogeneous 

under liquid conditions; for example, DK1042 may be unable to reach adequate cell density for biofilm 

activation before being growth-inhibited. It is likely that a similar screen performed on solid agar media 

would result in fewer examples of Pseudomonas-mediated antagonism. 

Predicting interactions from phylogeny is arguably a cornerstone of ecology. Charles Darwin proposed 

what would become the competition-relatedness hypothesis, stating that closely related species are more 

likely to compete due to niche overlap38. Indeed, relatedness has consistently correlated with 

competitiveness, though some find that there is a competitive “peak” at intermediate relatedness39,40. 

Bacilli and pseudomonads are phylogenetically distant, belonging to distinct phyla, though 

metabolically similar enough that syntrophy between isolates has been reported14. As such, the 

competition-relatedness hypothesis states that members of these genera should generally compete. 

Additionally, these are organisms with large genomes and the potential to produce several antimicrobial 

compounds. Such organisms cluster into highly competitive communities in metabolic simulations41. 

Additionally, members of Bacillus and Pseudomonas are frequently co-isolated, suggesting frequent 

encounters and possible co-evolution. Interactions between Streptomyces soil isolates have argued that 

local evolution is a stronger contributor to interaction outcomes than phylogeny42,43. Interactions from 

a single grain of soil were dramatically different even across isolates with almost identical 16S rDNA 

sequences, and comparisons between three soil sites found interaction network distributions to differ 

significantly, again irrespective of phylogenetic distance. In a recent preprint, Pomerleau et al. (2023) 

demonstrated how adaptive laboratory co-evolution of B. subtilis with fluorescent pseudomonads 

increases B. subtilis competitive potential44. Thus, it is plausible that competitive interactions between 

bacilli and pseudomonads stem from co-evolution. Predicting interactions from taxonomy requires a 

certain degree of conservation within taxonomic units. Indeed, with Pseudomonas genomes, accessory 

genes have been found to evolve with core genes, suggesting little horizontal gene transfer, and thus 

conservation across Pseudomonas phylogeny45,46. Recently, phylogenetic distance was demonstrated to 

correlate positively with predictive ability in pairwise interactions, and interactions are conserved 

within a taxonomic unit but vary between units34. We propose that Pseudomonas constitutes a 

taxonomic unit with high phylogenetic predictability, at least in interactions with Bacillus. This 



predictability provides potential for future bioformulations. Both P. trivialis and P. lini have been 

implicated in biocontrol and biostimulation47–49, and their compatibility with B. subtilis therefore 

implicates them as candidates for beneficial Bacillus-Pseudomonas consortia. Future studies should 

investigate how mixed cultures function in the rhizosphere and in more diverse communities.  

Positive interactions between Bacillus and Pseudomonas have been reported before, but never with a 

fluorescent isolate. Sun et al. (2021) molecularly characterised a mutualistic relationship between 

Bacillus velezensis and Pseudomonas stutzeri (now Stutzerimonas degradans) 14, and described how B. 

velezensis arrives first and subsequently recruits Pseudomonas spp. This interaction gave rise to a mixed 

biofilm of homogeneously distributed B. velezensis and S. degradans, which we did not observe. Rather, 

we observed spatial segregation to the air-liquid interface (DK1042) and the liquid-surface interface 

(P9_31), though still with enhanced pellicle density in 0.1 LBGM. One could speculate that P9_31 

secretes a metabolite that can be distributed throughout the medium and that influences Bacillus pellicle 

formation. 

We found several antagonistic species, and, like others before us 50,51, experimentally demonstrated the 

influence of DAPG produced by Pseudomonas as a key antagonistic metabolite. However, species 

without the biosynthetic potential to produce DAPG were also characterised as antagonistic, herein 

members of the P. putida group (P. entomophila and P. capeferrum) and the P. fluorescens subgroup. 

Previous studies demonstrated how cyclic lipopeptide-producing pseudomonads can inhibit Bacillus 

spp. 52, and given their potential to produce one or more cyclic lipopeptides, the isolates presented here 

likely share a similar antagonistic property mediated by bioactive specialised metabolites. 

Understanding cocultures of Bacillus and Pseudomonas is pertinent to their applicability in 

biotechnology. Especially within agriculture, plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria are being 

investigated as alternatives to traditional fertilisers and pesticides. Both B. subtilis and many fluorescent 

pseudomonads are characterised as plant growth-promoting, and several products based on members of 

either genus are currently available 53,54. Interestingly, several studies report having successfully 

combined bacilli and pseudomonads and achieved some form of synergy 4,55. Our results suggest that 

this synergy likely does not stem from increased Bacillus growth. This does not contradict the 

aforementioned studies, which do not report on synergistic growth of members, but on outcomes of 

other parameters (often plant growth with or without stress). One study even reported biocontrol 

synergy from a mixture of B. subtilis and P. protegens 56, which suggests either that continued growth 

of both participants is not required for synergy, or that higher-order interactions abolish DAPG-

mediated antagonism of B. subtilis. 

Both species may not be required to be present at the same time. If the hypothesis proposed by Sun and 

colleagues that Bacillus recruits Pseudomonas to the rhizosphere is correct, it is possible that 

Pseudomonas is the effector of biocontrol, eradicating Bacillus in the process. However, the fact that 

many studies have isolated members of both genera from the rhizosphere provides evidence supporting 



co-existence of the two. Our pairwise interactions then suggest that other factors underpin Bacillus and 

Pseudomonas compatibility. 

Although future studies are needed to probe the entire breadth of Pseudomonas phylogeny and how it 

enables interaction predictions, our work demonstrates the relevance in doing so. 

Methods 

Culturing and genetic modification 

A library of 720 soil isolates was acquired from soil samples taken from pristine grassland in Dyrehaven 

Lyngby, Denmark, by plating solubilised soil on King’s B agar (KB; 20 g/L peptone, 1% v/v glycerol, 

8.1 mmol/L K2HPO4, 6.08 mmol/L MgSO4·7H2O) supplemented with 40 µg/mL ampicillin, 13 µg/mL 

chloramphenicol and 100 µg/mL cycloheximide. Plates were incubated at 30C for 5 days, and colonies 

were assessed for fluorescence and placed into lysogeny broth (LB; Lennox, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, 

Germany) in 96-well microtiter plates. We labelled the isolation sites as P5 (n = 237 isolates), P8 (n = 

279) and P9 (n = 224), where P5 and P9 came from short grass, while P8 came from long grass. 

DK1042 and soil isolates were routinely cultured in tryptone soy broth (CASO broth; Sigma-Aldrich, 

Darmstadt, Germany), LB, LB supplemented with 1% glycerol and 0.1 mM MnCl2 (1 LBGM), and a 

10 dilution of LBGM (0.1 LBGM) at 30C. Solid media was supplemented with 1.5% (w/v) agar. 

Antibiotics were added as appropriate in the following final concentrations: gentamycin (Gm) 50 

μg/mL, ampicillin (Amp) 100 μg/mL, chloramphenicol (Cm) 10 μg/mL, nalidixic acid (NalAc) 20 

µg/mL. 

Pseudomonas soil isolates were fluorescently tagged by inserting constitutively expressed msfGFP into 

the attTn7 site as described previously 57. 

 

High-content screening 

Precultures of isolates and B. subtilis DK1042 Phy-mKate2 were mixed in equal volumes in 96-well 

imaging microtiter plates (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) in TSB or 0.1 LBGM (Fig. 1a). Isolates 

were adjusted to a final dilution of 100-fold and DK1042 to a final OD600 = 0.01. One column contained 

DK1042 monocultures and one column non-inoculated medium (blank control). Pellicles were 

incubated at 30C for 24 h, before removing the supernatant underneath the pellicle and scanning the 

plate in an Opera QEHS high-content screening microscope (PerkinElmer) equipped with a 

UAPO20W3/340 objective with NA = 0.7. 

Focal height was adjusted using monoculture samples, and each plate was scanned by imaging four 

random locations per well, acquiring 21 Z-slices in increments of 2.0 µm from the bottom. Samples 

were excited with a 561 nm laser collecting emission light through a 690/70 nm filter for mKate2 

fluorescence. Laser power was set to 100 µW and samples were excited for 800 ms. 



Opera flex-files were imported into FIJI (2.1.0/1.53f51) 58 using BioFormats and segmented by applying 

a 55 mean convolution kernel to remove noise, a 3D median filter with radius Z = 2.0 µm to remove 

single cells or objects only present in one slice, and applying the built-in ImageJ Remove Background 

function with a rolling ball size of 100 px. Images were then thresholded using the MaxEnthropy 

algorithm 59 based on the pixel intensities in the entire volume (Fig. S1). 

Biovolume was calculated using BiofilmQ 60 by importing the segmented images and sectioning the 

segmentation into 8 µm cubes. Objects smaller than 8 µm3 were filtered out and the total biovolume 

from each image stack was determined.  

Subsequent analysis was carried out in Rstudio (2022.02.3-b492) 61 within R (4.1.1) 62 with the 

Tidyverse framework (1.3.1) 63. Log2(FoldChange) was calculated between the coculture biovolume of 

each isolate and the monoculture biovolume in the corresponding plate. Assuming that each participant 

in a biofilm is theoretically able to occupy 1/k of the space (where k is the number of participants), we 

divided the biovolume from the monoculture by k to take this lack of space into account. 

Isolates were divided into three categories (neutral, negative, or positive) based on the median and 

interquartile range of three biological replicates (Fig. 2a). 

 

rpoD-targeted amplicon sequencing 

To determine the taxonomic composition of the screen output, we employed a targeted amplicon 

sequencing approach using the species-specific gene rpoD as previously demonstrated 64.  

Precultures of isolates were adjusted to OD = 0.5 and pooled by equal volume according to their 

category. Genomic DNA was extracted twice from 100 µL of each pool using a Bacterial & Yeast 

Genomic DNA Purification Kit (EURx, Gdańsk, PL) following the manufacturer’s instructions, 

yielding 1000−1500 ng of DNA in 50 µL. DNA was also extracted from a pool of all 720 isolates and 

as a negative control, nuclease-free H2O was used in place of a bacterial pool. From each DNA 

extraction, 10 ng was used as template in two PCR amplification experiments using TEMPase hotstart 

polymerase (Ampliqon, Odense, DK) and barcoded primer pairs (Table S1), resulting in two PCR 

mixtures from each of two genomic DNA extractions. A final 25 µL PCR experiment consisted of 

TEMPase mastermix (1), forward primer (320 nmol/L), reverse primer (320 nmol/L), MgCl2 (1.75 

mmol/L), template gDNA and nuclease-free H2O. The reaction was initiated with 15 min at 95C to 

denature the DNA and activate the TEMPase polymerase, followed by 35 cycles of 30 s denaturation 

(95C), 30 s annealing (53C), 30 s elongation (70C), and a final 5 min elongation step at 70C. Read 

length was assessed by DNA agarose gel electrophoresis (1% w/v) and amplicons were purified from 

the PCR mix using a NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, DE) following 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

DNA purities and concentrations were assessed using a Denovix spectrophotometer (DeNovix, 

Wilmington, DE, USA) and a Qubit 2.0 fluorimeter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 



and a Qubit High Sensitivity kit, respectively. Optical density ratios (260/280 and 260/230) measured 

2.0 ± 0.20 and concentrations ranged from 20 to 68 ng/µL. Amplicon DNA (360 ng) from each sample 

was pooled to a total of 10 µg DNA and sent to Seqomics Biotechnology Ltd. for sequencing on a 

MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) using a MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (600-cycle). 

The resulting reads were quality-checked and demultiplexed using CutAdapt V4.0 65. FastP V0.23.2 66 

was used with default settings for quality filtering. Mapping and post-mapping filtering was performed 

using the bowtier.sh script from Lauritsen et al. 2021 64. In brief, paired reads were aligned with bowtie2 

to a custom database of 160 rpoD genes. The resulting SAM-file was then filtered for only concordant 

pairs mapped with a quality >10 using samtools. In Rstudio, a permutational multivariate ANOVA was 

performed to test for between-sample clustering. Amplicon reads were normalized with DESeq2 67 

before calculating relative abundances. Differential abundance analysis was carried out using ANCOM-

BC 68 with uncorrected read counts and multiple testing was corrected with the false discovery rate 

(FDR) method 69. 

In addition, Sanger sequencing of the rpoD gene was used for individual routine taxonomic 

identification of isolates with primers PsEG30F and PsEG790R 64. 

 

Pairwise interactions 

On agar, DK1042 amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 sacA::Peps-gfp and a candidate isolate were spotted 5.0 mm 

apart on agar surfaces using 2 µL of culture at an OD600 of 1.0. Prior to spotting, plates were dried for 

30 min in a lateral flow hood then incubated at 30C for 72 h. 

In broth, the DK1042 amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 sacA::Peps-gfp strain and a candidate isolate were mixed 

1:1 volumetrically in 1 mL liquid LBGM in 24-well microtiter plates at a final OD600 of 0.01 and 

incubated for 24 h at 30C.  

Example Pseudomonas strains were P. lini 1.6, P. poae DSM 14936 70, Pseudomonas kermanshahensis 

F8 (previously P. capeferrum) 71 and P. protegens DTU 9.1 71. 

 

Stereomicroscopy 

Colonies and pellicles were imaged with a Carl Zeiss Axio Zoom.V16 stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss, 

Oberkochen, Baden-Württemberg, Germany) equipped with a CL 9000 LED light source (Carl Zeiss) 

and an AxioCam 503 monochromatic camera (Carl Zeiss). The stereoscope was equipped with a 

PlanApo Z 0.5x/0.125 FWD 114 mm, and the filter sets 38 HE eGFP (ex: 470/40, em: 525/50) and 63 

HE mRFP (ex: 572/25, em: 629/62). Exposure time was optimised for contrast but kept constant under 

identical conditions (i.e. media types or biofilm type). 

Image processing and analysis was performed in FIJI. Contrast in fluorescence channels was adjusted 

identically on a linear scale to allow for visual comparisons between images with equal exposure time. 

Reporter fluorescence intensity was measured by segmenting the colony of interest with the Triangle 



thresholding algorithm 72 based on mKate2 signal and measuring relative eGFP intensity per area within 

the resulting region of interest outlining the entire colony. For pellicles, circles were manually fitted to 

include only the well. Standard deviation of the pixel intensity was measured and reported as a proxy 

for pellicle wrinkles. 

 

Confocal microscopy 

DK1042 was cultured with isolate P9_31 in 1 LBGM or 0.1 LBGM in 24-well imaging microtiter 

plates (PerkinElmer). Wells were imaged on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, 

Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with an HC PL Fluotar 10x/0.30 air objective and lasers exciting at 488 

nm and 552 nm. Photomultiplier tubes were adjusted to acquire photons at wavelengths of 493−581nm 

(msfGFP) and 586−779nm, and gain was adjusted for optimal contrast, but kept constant for each media 

type. Images were acquired with 8 bits and size 512px  512px  247px (XYZ – voxel size: 1.78 µm  

1.78 µm  20.00 µm) averaging over four lines.  

 

Genome mining 

Whole-genome sequencing was performed as described previously 57. Assembled genomes were 

annotated with Bakta (V1.6.1) 73 and a BGC presence/absence matrix was created with antiSMASH 

(V7.0.0) 74 using its relaxed mode performing KnownClusterBlast, ClusterBlast, SubClusterBlast and 

MIBiG cluster comparison, and ActiveSiteFinder, RREFinder and TFBS analysis. Results were 

manually curated using the Pseudomonas Genome Database 75 as reference. PCR screening for phlD 

was performed with primers B2BF (5’-ACCCACCGCAGCATCGTTTATGAGC) and BPR4 (5’-

CCGCCGGTATGGAAGATGAAAAAGTC), yielding a 630 bp product. 

 

Data availability 

Analysis scripts and processed data have been deposited at Github 

(https://github.com/marklyng/screen_repository). rpoD amplicon sequencing data have been deposited 

at the Sequence Read Archive under BioProject ID PRJNA985909. 
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Abstract 

Siderophores have long been implicated in sociomicrobiology as determinants of bacterial interrela-

tions. For plant-associated genera like Bacillus and Pseudomonas, siderophores are well known for their 

biocontrol functions. Here, we explored the functional role of the Bacillus subtilis siderophore bacilli-

bactin in an antagonistic interaction with Pseudomonas marginalis. The presence of bacillibactin 

strongly influenced the outcome of the interaction in an iron-dependent manner. The bacillibactin pro-

ducer B. subtilis restricts colony spreading of P. marginalis by repressing the transcription of histidine 

kinase-encoding gene gacS, thereby abolishing production of secondary metabolites such as pyoverdine 

and viscosin. By contrast, lack of bacillibactin restricted B. subtilis colony growth in a mechanism rem-

iniscent of a siderophore tug-of-war for iron. Our analysis revealed that the Bacillus-Pseudomonas in-

teraction is conserved across fluorescent Pseudomonas spp., expanding our understanding of the inter-

play between two genera of the most well-studied soil microbes. 

 

Keywords: iron; siderophore; bacillibactin; Bacillus subtilis; Pseudomonas; GacSA 
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INTRODUCTION 

Interactions between bacteria is of huge relevance to how microbial ecology can be manipulated for 

biotechnological benefit. In natural environments, bioavailable iron is often scarce and because it is an 

essential mineral to virtually all life, many organisms have evolved to scavenge iron using high-affinity 

metal chelators [1]. Metal chelators are a main driver of antagonism between microorganisms both in 

sequestering metal ions from competing organisms, and through bioactive toxicity directly inhibiting 

or even killing competitors [2, 3]. 

The catecholate siderophore bacillibactin (BB) produced by members of the Bacillus genus is an exam-

ple of an iron chelator that performs multiple functions. In Bacillus subtilis, it is the main iron acquisi-

tion metabolite with high affinity for ferric iron, Fe(III) [4]. BB is synthesised through a non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetase pathway encoded by the dhbA−F operon and is exported to acquire Fe(III) before 

being taken up again by the FeuABC-YusV ABC transporter system [5–8]. Once intracellular, BB-Fe 

is hydrolysed by BesA to release iron ions for use in enzymatic reactions and in transcriptional regula-

tion through the ferric uptake regulator Fur [7]. 

However, the dhbA−F operon also plays an essential role in Bacillus biofilm formation. The ΔdhbA 

mutant lacks dehydrogenation of (2S,3S)-2,3-dihydroxy-2,3-dihydrobenzoate to 2,3-dihydroxybenzo-

ate (DHB) and therefore is unable to produce pellicle biofilms in biofilm-promoting defined medium 

MSgg due to an inability to perform extracellular electron transport with ferric iron captured by DHB 

[9]. Additionally, BB from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens has even been suggested to exhibit direct bioac-

tivity against the plant-pathogenic Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato, though without direct experi-

mental evidence [10], and recent studies have demonstrated antibacterial properties of BB isomers [11, 

12].  

Bacillus and Pseudomonas are bacterial genera with high environmental impacts. They are environ-

mentally ubiquitous and often co-isolated, especially within the context of crops, where they function 

as biostimulants and biocontrol agents, but also, in the case of Pseudomonas, as phytopathogens [13]. 

Both genera contain members capable of producing bioactive natural products that antagonise compet-

ing microbes [14–16], and both can alter the local microbiome [17, 18]. Such abilities have immense 
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implications in areas such as agriculture, where microbiome composition is consistently correlated with 

plant health and disease outcome [19, 20], and therefore considered an environmentally friendly agri-

cultural practice.  

Pairwise interactions between bacilli and pseudomonads might therefore play a crucial role in deter-

mining plant growth, health, and local microbiome composition. Studies investigating such pairwise 

interactions are revealing more detail, outlining the molecular mechanisms, and determining the degree 

to which interactions and their effector molecules are conserved [21–25]. However, despite these ad-

vances, the large bioactive potential of Bacillus and Pseudomonas makes mapping the overarching in-

teraction mechanisms challenging, and a consensus has not been reached on the general interactions 

between members of these two genera. Some studies investigated the role of iron and siderophores in 

interactions between them, identifying Pseudomonas siderophores pyoverdine (Pvd) and pyochelin as 

signalling molecules for Bacillus velezensis [21] and pulcherriminic acid as an iron sequestering agent 

in interactions between B. subtilis and Pseudomonas protegens [26]. 

Here, we investigated the functional role of B. subtilis BB in antagonising Pseudomonas. Using a mac-

rocolony competition assay, we observed that B. subtilis DK1042 (hereafter DK1042) was unable to 

restrict the colony size of Pseudomonas marginalis PS92 (hereafter PS92) when lacking the complete 

BB biosynthetic pathway, and that products of DhbA−F enzymes can be secreted and shared among B. 

subtilis cells. The interaction depended on iron in the media, but transcriptomic analysis revealed no 

iron starvation response in cocultures. Instead, the PS92 Gac/Rsm signalling system, herein Pvd bio-

synthesis, was strongly downregulated transcriptionally and metabolically when cocultured alongside 

DK1042. Finally, the specific interaction of DK1042 and the consequence of lacking BB were found to 

be conserved among fluorescent pseudomonads. 
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METHODS 

Culturing 

B. subtilis DK1042 (the naturally competent derivative of 3610) and Pseudomonas marginalis PS92 

were routinely cultured in lysogeny broth (LB; Lennox, Carl Roth, 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract 

and 5 g/L NaCl), LB supplemented with 1% (v/v) glycerol and 0.1 mM MnCl2 (LBGM), or King’s B 

medium (KB; 20 g/L peptone, 1% glycerol  (v/v), 8.1 mM K2HPO4, 6.08 mM MgSO4·7H2O) at 30C. 

Colonies were grown on media solidified with 1.5% agar (w/v). FeCl3, ammonium ferric citrate and 

2,2’-bipyridine (BPD) were added to autoclaved agar at varying concentrations. Antibiotics were added 

in the following final concentrations: 50 μg/mL gentamycin (Gm), 100 μg/mL ampicillin (Amp), 5 

μg/mL chloramphenicol (Cm), 10 μg/mL Kanamycin (Km). 

Pairwise interactions on agar 

DK1042 and PS92 were routinely spotted 5 mm apart on agar surfaces using 2 µL culture at an optical 

density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1.0. Prior to spotting, plates were dried for 30 min in a lateral flow hood 

then incubated at 30C. When spotting cocultures, each species was adjusted to an OD600 of 1.0 and the 

two strains were then mixed in equal volumes. For mixed B. subtilis cultures, wild-type (WT) and mu-

tant strains were mixed 1:1, 1:10, or 1:100, based on OD600. 

Stereomicroscopy 

Interactions for stereomicroscopy were assessed using DK1042 carrying amyE::Phyperspank-mKate2 and 

PS92 carrying attTn7::msfGFP. Colonies were imaged with a Carl Zeiss Axio Zoom V16 stereomicro-

scope equipped with a Zeiss CL 9000 LED light source and an AxioCam 503 monochromatic camera 

(Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The stereoscope was equipped with a PlanApo Z 0.5/0.125 FWD 114 

mm, and filter sets 38 HE eGFP (ex: 470/40, em: 525/50) and 63 HE mRFP (ex: 572/25, em: 629/62). 

Exposure time was optimised for appropriate contrast. 

Image processing and analysis were performed using FIJI (2.1.0/1.53f51) [27]. Contrast in fluorescence 

channels was adjusted identically on a linear scale. Colony area was measured by segmenting the colony 

of interest using Otsu’s algorithm [28] based on fluorescence (msfGFP or mKate2 for Pseudomonas or 

Bacillus, respectively).  
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Genetic modification 

DK1042 mutants were created through homologous recombination using the B. subtilis single gene 

deletion library [29]. In brief, genomic DNA from a donor B. subtilis 168 mutant was extracted using a 

EURx Bacterial & Yeast Genomic DNA Purification Kit (EURex, Gdansk, Poland) following the man-

ufacturer’s instructions, and 100−200 ng genomic DNA was added to DK1042 grown to OD600 ~0.5 in 

400 µL at 37C in competence medium (80 mM K2HPO4, 38.2 mM KH2PO4, 20 g/L glucose, 3 mM tri-

Na citrate, 45 µM ferric NH4 citrate, 1 g/L casein hydrolysate, 2 g/L K-glutamate, 0.335 µM 

MgSO4·7H2O, 0.005 % [w/v] tryptophan). Cells were incubated with DNA at 37C for 3 h before 100 

µL of the transformation mix was spread onto LB agar supplemented with kanamycin and incubated at 

37C for 16−24 h. Mutants were validated by colony PCR with primers designed to anneal 50−150 bp 

up- and downstream of the gene of interest (Table S1). 

PS92 attTn7::msfGFP was constructed by conjugation with pBG42 as described by Zobel et al. (2015) 

[30]. In brief, cultures of Escherichia coli λpir CC118/pBG42 (donor - GmR), E. coli HB101/pRK600 

(helper, CmR), E. coli λpir CC118/pTNS2 (transposase-carrying, AmpR) and PS92 (recipient) were 

started in LB medium supplemented with appropriate antibiotics and incubated overnight. Each culture 

was washed thrice in 0.9% NaCl before being mixed equally based on OD600. The mix was spotted onto 

LB without antibiotics and incubated overnight at 30C. Resultant colonies were resuspended in 0.9% 

NaCl and plated on Pseudomonas Isolation Agar (45.03 g/L; Millipore, Burlington, Massachusetts, 

United States) supplemented with Gm to select for positive Pseudomonas conjugants.  

Mass spectrometry imaging 

Pairwise interaction colonies were grown on 10 mL agar plates incubated for 72 h before being excised, 

dried, and sprayed for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-mass spectrometry imaging (MALDI-

MSI). Agar was adhered to MALDI IntelliSlides (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA) using a 2-

Way Glue Pen (Kuretake Co., Ltd., Nara-Shi, Japan). Slides were covered by spraying 1.5 mL of 2,5-

dihydrobenzoic acid (40 mg/mL in ACN/MeOH/H2O [70:25:5, v/v/v]) in a nitrogen atmosphere and 

dried overnight in a desiccator prior to MSI acquisition. Samples were then subjected to timsTOF flex 

using a Bruker Daltonik GmbH mass spectrometer for MALDI MSI acquisition in positive MS scan 
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mode with a 40 µm raster width and a mass range of 100−2000 Da. Calibration was performed using 

red phosphorus. The settings in timsControl were as follows: Laser: imaging 40 µm, Power Boost 3.0%, 

scan range 46 µm in the XY interval, laser power 70%; Tune: Funnel 1 RF 300 Vpp, Funnel 2 RF 300 

Vpp, Multipole RF 300 Vpp, isCID 0 eV, Deflection Delta 70 V, MALDI plate offset 100 V, quadrupole 

ion energy 5 eV, quadrupole loss mass 100 m/z, collision energy 10 eV,  focus pre TOF transfer time 

75 µs, pre-pulse storage 8 µs. After data acquisition, data were analysed using SCiLS software (version 

2021b Pro).  

Images were prepared from data normalised to the root-mean square. Images from each m/z value were 

expanded to be of equal size by adding pixels with NaN values if necessary. Linear scaling of pixel 

intensity was performed across images displaying the same m/z values. NaN is presented as 0 in the 

final images. 

Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) 

B. subtilis DK1042 was inoculated into 20 mL LB in a 100 mL flask and grown overnight. The culture 

was adjusted to OD600 = 1.0 and 1 mL was spread on each of 150 LBGM agar plates and incubated at 

30C for 72 h. Extraction and subsequent LC-MS analysis were performed as previously described [31]. 

Whole-genome sequencing and genome comparisons 

Pseudomonas genomes were sequenced and assembled using a hybrid approach with Oxford Nanopore 

and Illumina sequencing. From a culture grown in LB overnight, genomic DNA was extracted using an 

EURx Bacterial & Yeast Genomic DNA Purification Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Short read library preparation and sequencing were performed at Novogene Co., Ltd. on an Illumina 

NovaSeq PE150 platform. Long-read library preparation was performed using an SQK-RBK004 Ox-

ford Nanopore Rapid Barcoding kit, libraries were sequenced on a fresh Oxford Nanopore MinION 

Mk1B 9.4 flow cell for 12 h, and base called simultaneously with Guppy in MinKNOW (Oxford Na-

nopore Technologies, Oxford United Kingdom) using the default r941_min_hac_g507 model. 

Genomes were assembled using Trycycler (V0.5.3) [32] when the long read sequencing depth was ad-

equate for subsetting or Unicycler (V0.5.0) [33] in all other cases. Adapters were removed using 

Porechop (0.2.4 https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop) and reads were filtered with Filtlong (V0.2.1 
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https://github.com/rrwick/Filtlong). Default Trycycler and Unicycler workflows were applied to assem-

ble genomes (see Supplementary Methods for details). Completeness and contamination were assessed 

using CheckM (V1.1.3) [34] and whole-genome taxonomy was determined with AutoMLST [35] and 

the TYGS database (V342) [36]. 

Assembled genomes were annotated with Bakta (V1.6.1) [37] and a gene presence/absence matrix was 

created with Panaroo (V1.3.2) [38] using its moderate mode and a CD-HIT amino acid identity thresh-

old at 40%.  

Transcriptomics 

Colonies were collected with a 10 µL loop and placed in RNAse-free screw-cap tubes to sample either 

the interaction zone (~2 mm into each colony for pairwise interactions) or the entire colony (for mono-

cultures). The collected biomass was solubilised in RNAProtect and frozen in liquid nitrogen before 

being stored at -80C prior to RNA purification, for no more than 3 days. 

RNA was extracted using a Qiagen RNeasy PowerMicrobiome RNA extraction kit (QIAGEN N.V., 

Venlo, The Netherlands) via combined bead beating and phenol-chloroform extraction (see Supplemen-

tary Methods for details). Ribosomal RNA depletion, library preparation and sequencing were per-

formed at Novogene Co., Ltd. on an Illumina NovaSeq PE150 platform.  

Read abundances were determined using Kallisto (0.48.0) [39]. The genome of PS92 was annotated 

with Bakta (V1.6.1) [37] while the genome of B. subtilis DK1042 (Acc: CP020102 and CP020103) was 

retrieved from GenBank. Genomes were converted into a fasta-formatted transcript file with gffread 

(v0.11.7) [40] then combined into a Kallisto index. 

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) datasets were trimmed and filtered with FastP, and reads were quantified 

by mapping every sample to the combined index file (consisting of transcripts from both species), with 

100 bootstrap replicates. Differential expression analysis was performed with DESeq2 (v1.34.0) [41] 

in Rstudio (2022.02.3-b492) [42] running R (4.1.1) [43] with the Tidyverse framework (1.3.1) [44]. 

Pathway analysis was performed by functionally annotating the transcriptome of each species using 

eggNOG-mapper V2 (online browser version) with default parameters [45]. Differentially expressed 

pathways were investigated using KEGG Mapper Reconstruct [46], and manually using the databases 

Subtiwiki [47] and The Pseudomonas Genome Database [48] as references. 
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Data availability 

Analysis scripts and processed data have been deposited at Github (https://github.com/mark-

lyng/dhb_story). 

Genome assemblies have been deposited at NCBI (accession numbers are listed in Table S1). 

Raw sequence reads (long- and short-gDNA reads and RNA) have been deposited at the Sequencing 

Read Archive (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) with BioProject ID PRJNA956831. 

Raw microscopy images have been deposited at Dryad (https://datadryad.org/;  DOI 

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.vq83bk3zc). 

MSI data have been deposited at Metaspace [49] under project ID https://metaspace2020.eu/pro-

ject/lyng-2023 

LC-MS data have been deposited at GNPS-MassIVE under MSV000092142. 

  

https://github.com/marklyng/dhb_story
https://github.com/marklyng/dhb_story
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
https://datadryad.org/
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.vq83bk3zc
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RESULTS 

BB is involved in mutual antagonism between DK1042 and PS92 

Molina-Santiago and colleagues previously described that on solid KB medium (a growth medium for 

Pseudomonas-produced Pvd detection), DK1042 surrounds and restricts the growth of Pseudomonas 

chlororaphis PCL1606, unlike on various other media used in their experiments [24]. Therefore, we 

tested a soil-isolated Pseudomonas species (designated PS92) and revealed an interaction phenotype 

comparable to that of PCL1606. Since antagonism was apparent on KB medium, which induces Pvd 

production in Pseudomonas, and not on LB medium (Fig. S1a), we hypothesised that BB, the catechol 

siderophore of B. subtilis, is involved in this interaction. To evaluate the effect of BB in the interaction 

between DK1042 and PS92, we cultured fluorescently labelled versions of the two species together in 

close-proximity macro colonies on solid agar medium. Spots (2 µL) of each culture were placed 5 mm 

apart and grown at 30C for 3 days (Fig. 1a and Video S1). We compared WT DK1042 and the single 

gene disruption mutant (ΔdhbA) lacking the ability to produce DHB and BB. 

By measuring the areas of colonies, we determined that the growth of PS92 cocultured next to DK1042 

was restricted and after 72 h; the area of monoculture colonies was approximately twice that of the area 

of coculture colonies (Fig. 1b). The ΔdhbA mutant did not surround nor restrict the growth of PS92, but 

rather, was itself restricted approximately two-fold. The restriction in area is reflected in the number of 

colony-forming units from colonies in each interaction, showing a 16-fold reduction in cells in PS92 

colonies grown next to DK1042 and a 103-fold reduction in cells from ΔdhbA-mutant colonies grown 

next to PS92 (Fig. 1c). When coculturing the strains in liquid medium, we observed inhibition of PS92 

in KB broth regardless of whether the coculture was with DK1042 or ΔdhbA. Neither DK1042 nor 

ΔdhbA was antagonised by PS92, demonstrating that the observed antagonism is specific to solid media 

(Fig. S1d and S1e). We also observed that the interaction occurs on LBGM but not on MSgg, and that 

glycerol is likely implicated in the antagonism (Fig. S2). 

In previous studies, BB production was reported to be linked to iron stress conditions [10]. As both LB 

and KB contain sources of natural iron from tryptone or yeast extract, low BB production could be 

expected on both types of media. LC-MS was used to compare BB production from DK1042 inoculated 
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in liquid and solid LB and KB, revealing a 10-fold increase in BB concentration on solid KB compared 

to solid LB (Fig. 1d), while virtually undetectable in liquid media (Fig. S3). The dependency on dhbA 

for antagonism and defence coupled with the exclusive production on solid KB suggests a BB-mediated 

regulation in DK1042. However, a previous study showed that in B. subtilis biofilms, BB but not DHB 

is dispensable in air-liquid interface pellicle biofilms [9]. Thus, we tested whether BB or any precursor 

from the dhbA-F pathway influenced the pairwise interaction (Fig. 2a) and found all mutants unable to 

antagonise PS92 (Fig. 2b), suggesting that BB, and not an intermediate, must be present for antagonism. 
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Fig 1 Antagonism is DhbA-dependent a: DK1042 (mKate2, magenta) and PS92 (msfGFP, green) 

were cocultured on KB agar with 5 mm between colony centres and imaged every 24 h. Scale = 5 

mm. b: Coculture colony area was normalised against monoculture colony area and plotted for each 

partner (x-axis) in the two interactions (facets). The dashed line indicates coculture = monoculture. 

The p-value was calculated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) within groups (n = 40 colonies from 

two independent experiments). c: Colony-forming units were determined from the macrocolonies in 

coculture and monoculture. Significance stars are from Student’s t-tests (n = 10 colonies from two in-

dependent experiments; **p <0.01, ****p <0.0001; ns: not significant. d: Ultra-violet quantification 

of LC-MS on DK1042 monocultures at λ = 312 nm. Bacillibactin and isomers in KB (above) and LB 

(below). BB, Bacillibactin; BB B, Bacillibactin B; BB C, Bacillibactin C. Inset: Peak area under the 

curve (AUC) of bacillibactin and isomers in KB and LB. Labels are p-values from Student’s t-test (n 

= 3 independent experiments). 

 

Bacillibactin precursors are ‘common goods’ 

Since DHB has been shown to function as a siderophore in biofilms [50], we hypothesised that it could 

be used as a ‘common good’ and taken up by ΔdhbA mutant cells. Therefore, we mixed mutants dis-

rupted in early biosynthesis (ΔdhbA and ΔdhbB), late biosynthesis (ΔdhbE and ΔdhbF), and mutants 

disrupted in both early and late biosynthesis (ΔdhbA and ΔdhbF) that should be able to complement 

each other through ΔdhbF supplying DHB to ΔdhbA, which then completes the synthesis of BB. Only 

the mixture of ΔdhbA and ΔdhbF was able to antagonise and restrict the growth of PS92 on solid KB 

medium (Fig. 2c), which not only demonstrates the ability of the mutants to complement each other, 

but also confirms that BB, and not DHB, is responsible for the antagonistic interaction between DK1042 

and PS92. This was further corroborated by mixing DK1042 with ΔdhbA (unable to produce DHB) or 

ΔdhbF (unable to synthesise the non-ribosomal peptide) using 1:1, 1:10 and 1:100 ratios, respectively, 

and spotted mixtures next to PS92 (Fig. S4). Both mutants were rescued by the WT strain, even at a 

ratio of 1:100, and expansion of PS92 colonies was restricted independently of which mutant was used 

in the mixture or the ratio of the mixed strains. This indicates that the critical components of the DhbA-

F pathway can be secreted and shared between members in a population.  
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Fig 2 Bacillibactin precursors are ‘common goods’. a: Bacillibactin (BB) is produced by the bio-

synthetic enzymes DhbACEBF from chorismate to 2,3-dihydroxybenzoate (2,3-DHB), which is then 

used as a starting unit by the non-ribosomal synthase complex DhbEBF to cyclize three monomers of 

2,3-DHB using glycine (Gly) and threonine (Thr) linkers. b: Relative colony areas of PS92 (green) 

and individual ΔdhbA−F gene deletion mutants (magenta). c: Relative colony areas of PS92 (green) 

and combinations of ΔdhbA−F gene deletion mutants (magenta). Black dashed lines and grey rectan-

gles denote the mean relative colony size in the DK1042 + PS92 interaction (lines = mean, rectangles 

= min and max). Red dashed lines and rectangles denote similarly for the ΔdhbA + PS92 interaction. 

Grouping letters are from ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer’s Post-hoc test. Identical letters within each 

plot indicate a statistically significant grouping (p <0.05, n >8, from three independent experiments). 

 

Excess iron abolishes antagonism 

Given that BB is the main siderophore of B. subtilis, we hypothesised that the antagonism was driven 

by iron in the media. To test this hypothesis, we cocultured DK1042 and PS92 on KB agar supplemented 

with varying concentrations of the ferrous iron chelator BPD (Fig. 3a) or with excess ferric iron either 

as ferric citrate, which is not transported into the cell via the BB and FeuABC-YusV machinery (Fig. 

3b), or as FeCl3 from which iron is readily bound to DHB and BB (Fig. 3c) [6, 9]. Curiously, seques-

tration of Fe(II) and addition of Fe(III) resulted in increased coculture colony size for the ΔdhbA mutant. 

Sequestering ferrous iron did not lead ΔdhbA to regain the ability to restrict PS92 size, but, inde-

pendently of concentration, both the addition of FeCl3 and ferric citrate did, even though ΔdhbA should 

be unable to utilise FeCl3 [51]. Similarly, the ΔbesA mutant unable to release iron from BB was also 

complemented by any iron-related change to the medium. However, the ΔfeuA mutant did not respond 
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to FeCl3 (as expected), but could be complemented by ferric citrate in a dose-dependent manner. Though 

the iron concentration added to the medium in these experiments was relatively high, these results sug-

gest that the interaction, both defensive and offensive, is iron-dependent. 

 

Fig 2 Excess iron restores mutant bacilli offensive and defensive attributes. Bacillus and Pseudo-

monas relative colony areas on KB with increasing concentrations of a: Fe(II) chelator 2,2-bipryidine 
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(BPD), b: ferric citrate (FeCit) and c: ferric chloride (FeCl3). PS92 was spotted next to DK1042 or 

mutants deficient in the bacillibactin biosynthesis and uptake pathway. Dashed lines and rectangles 

are median, 1st and 3rd quartiles for PS92 colonies spotted next to ΔdhbA (red) and DK1042 (grey) 

on non-supplemented KB. Grouping letters are from ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer’s Post-hoc test. 

Identical letters within each plot indicate a statistically significant grouping (p <0.05, n ≥4 colonies 

from two independent experiments). 

 

DK1042 heavily alters the PS92 transcriptome 

To better understand the transcriptional landscape present in each strain as a result of cocultivation, we 

extracted total RNA from colonies cultured in monoculture or with an interaction partner. This allowed 

us to identify transcriptional differences between DK1042 and ΔdhbA both in monoculture and cocul-

ture, but also between each individual strain in monoculture compared to coculture to ascertain how a 

neighbouring partner alters the transcription of a focal strain (Fig. S5). Transcriptomic analysis revealed 

that the PS92 transcriptome was heavily altered by DK1042 (1036 differentially regulated genes at 

log2(FC) >|2| and adjusted p <0.01) but not by ΔdhbA (9 differentially regulated genes). Approximately 

4−8% of the transcriptomes of DK1042 and ΔdhbA (364 and 172 differentially regulated genes, respec-

tively) were differentially regulated by the presence of PS92, but comparison of cocultures revealed 

that 1002 transcripts were differentially regulated between the two strains in coculture. In monoculture, 

395 transcripts were differentially regulated between DK1042 and ΔdhbA. 

 

ΔdhbA downregulates sporulation and biofilm formation 

When coculturing DK1042 with PS92, a large number of genes related to sporulation and germination 

were upregulated in DK1042 (Fig. 4a), though not differentially regulated in the ΔdhbA mutant in co-

culture compared with its monoculture. However, comparing the levels of transcription between 

DK1042 and ΔdhbA reveals that lack of dhbA strongly downregulated sporulation and germination 

pathways, independently of whether it was cocultured with PS92.  

Elimination of DHB and BB production affected several genes related to biofilm formation and sporu-

lation in the epsA-O, tapA-tasA-sipW, spsA-L, cot and spoII, III, IV, V and VI operons, an effect reported 

previously [9, 51]. In addition, the transcription level of the sinI gene was higher in monoculture for 

ΔdhbA compared with DK1042, though not in coculture. In coculture, lack of dhbA upregulated the 
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transcription of the biofilm repressor gene abrB. Together, this suggests that the ΔdhbA mutant did not 

form a biofilm or undergo sporulation either in coculture or in monoculture. 

Repression of sporulation and biofilm formation was further corroborated by the downregulation of 

genes involved in utilisation of glutamine, manganese, and glycerol. Manganese and glutamine/gluta-

mate utilisation are well known for their role in the Spo0A sporulation pathway that drives both biofilm 

formation and sporulation [52–55], while manganese homeostasis was very recently shown to be tightly 

interlinked with iron homeostasis [56]. 

Interestingly, the transcriptome of the ΔdhbA mutant did not display signs of iron starvation, with the 

exception of a slight repression in the transcription of fur. The dhb, feu, yusV, besA, and yvm genes were 

not differentially regulated in the ΔdhbA mutant compared with DK1042, except the dhbA transcript 

level which was deleted in the genome of the mutant and therefore transcriptionally absent in the mu-

tant. Additionally, genes involved in production of known bioactive secondary metabolites were not 

differentially regulated in Bacillus, regardless of mutation or coculture partner. 
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Fig 3 DK1042 alters PS92 transcriptome and metabolome via gacS a: ΔdhbA downregulates genes 

related to sporulation and germination independently of having PS92 as its interaction partner. DK1042-

upregulated genes of the same category only when in coculture with PS92. Dashed lines indicate 

log2(FC) = |2|. b: Several biosynthetic pathways related to the Gac/Rsm two-component system were 

significantly downregulated (log2(FC) <-2 and adjusted p-value <0.01) in coculture with DK1042, ex-

cept for the alternative sigma factor pvdS. c: Mass spectrometry imaging reveals the presence/absence 

of select metabolites as well as their spatial localisation in the interactions. Scale bar = 5 mm. Grey 

values are root mean squared intensity across all samples, and lookup tables were scaled identically 

across each metabolite. NaN pixels were set to zero. Metabolites were annotated with metaspace using 

the 2019 Natural Product Atlas database. m/z = 1216.5466 was manually annotated as a pyoverdine 

structure. 
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PS92 downregulates Gac/Rsm and iron acquisition in coculture with DK1042 

When cocultured with DK1042, PS92 underwent downregulation of biosynthetic genes responsible for 

production of several secondary metabolites (Fig. 4b and Dataset S1). All biosynthetic genes involved 

in Pvd, alginate and viscosin production were repressed along with a Type VI secretion system (T6SS) 

subtype i3, while genes responsible for type II and III secretion and reactive oxygen neutralisation were 

upregulated. Similar changes have previously been observed in the closely related P. fluorescence 

SBW25 when removing the histidine kinase gacS (OrthoANIu similarity between SBW25 and PS92 = 

99.06%) [57]. The Gac/Rsm pathway is a conserved two-component system found in many γ-proteo-

bacteria and known to positively regulate biofilm formation and secondary metabolism in most pseu-

domonads and induce virulence factors in plant pathogenic species. Indeed, PS92 gacS 

(FNPKGJ_17835) was downregulated 4-fold in PS92 when cocultured with DK1042 but not when co-

cultured with ΔdhbA.  

Unexpectedly, while Pvd biosynthetic genes were downregulated, the iron starvation sigma factor-en-

coding gene pvdS (FPNKGJ_22055) had a higher transcript level in coculture with DK1042. Pvd is the 

primary siderophore in SBW25 [58], though other iron-chelating molecules are encoded in the genomes 

of both SBW25 [57] and PS92. A biosynthetic gene cluster encoding the production machinery for a 

corrugatin-like molecule (FNPKGJ_15100-15175) was similarly repressed, although not below the 

threshold of log2(FC) <-2. Upregulation of pvdS suggests that PS92 is starved for iron in coculture with 

DK1042, but with downregulation of the iron acquisition systems it is unclear whether the consequence 

of coculture is iron starvation, repression of the Gac/Rsm pathway, or a combination of both. 

We found further evidence for repression of the Gac/Rsm system in mass spectrometry imaging of 

cocultures showing that several molecules produced by genes under control of the Gac/Rsm system 

were absent from cocultures with DK1042 but present in monoculture colonies and cocultures with 

ΔdhbA (Fig. 4c). The presence of viscosin in all cultures except coculture with DK1042 on KB 

prompted us to test if viscosin was the antagonistic molecule against ΔdhbA. In lieu of a PS92 ΔviscA 

gene deletion mutant, we obtained a P. fluorescens SBW25 ΔviscA mutant with an identical interaction 

with DK1042, but found that ΔviscA was still able to antagonise ΔdhbA, similarly to the WT strain (Fig. 

S6). 
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Antagonism depends on bacillibactin 

Based on the transcriptome data for DK1042, we screened multiple gene disruption mutants for their 

antagonistic effect against PS92 (Fig. 5). Effects of mutations ranged from deficiency in production of 

biofilm matrix (epsA-O, tasA) and secondary metabolites (srfAA, pksL, sfp, cypX, yvmC) to lacking 

sensor kinases (kinA-E) or being unable to undergo sporulation (spo0A). Interestingly, only three mu-

tants were significantly unable to antagonise PS92 (Δsfp, ΔfeuA and ΔglpK). Thus, neither sporulation 

nor biofilm formation are essential for antagonism, and likewise, typical secondary metabolites with 

antimicrobial properties such as surfactin and bacillaene had no effect on the restriction of PS92 colony 

area (although this was suggested from the mass spectrometry imaging). The inability of ΔfeuA to an-

tagonise suggests that iron uptake by BB is essential for restriction of PS92 colony size, but the fitness 

of the ΔfeuA mutant was rather low even in monoculture (Fig. S7), which could result in low metabolic 

output in general. The antagonistic activity of the ΔbesA mutant suggests that Fe(III) from BB is not 

required for antagonism, and that BB itself may inhibit PS92. 

 

Fig 4 Pseudomonas colony size restriction is related to sfp and feuA: PS92 colony size was measured 

in cocultures next to Bacillus gene deletion mutants deficient in multiple aspects of cell physiology. 

Colonies spotted next to mutants lacking sfp, feuA and glpK were significantly larger than those spotted 

next to DK1042 relative to monoculture colony size, while not being significantly smaller than colonies 

spotted next to ΔdhbA. Other mutants related to biofilm formation, metal homeostasis and bioactive 

secondary metabolites were not diminished in their restriction of PS92. Dashed lines and rectangles are 

median, 1st and 3rd quartiles for PS92 colonies spotted next to ΔdhbA (red) and DK1042 (grey). 
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Grouping letters are from ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer’s Post-hoc test. Identical letters within each plot 

indicate a statistically significant grouping (p <0.05, n = 4 biologically independent colonies). dhbA and 

DK1042 represent pooled data from multiple experiments (n >80). 

 

Interaction is conserved across fluorescent Pseudomonas isolates 

To determine if the iron-related antagonism is specific to DK1042 and PS92, we cocultured DK1042 

and ΔdhbA on KB agar with a collection of 16 fluorescent Pseudomonas soil isolates for which genomes 

had been sequenced (Fig. 6). Thus, we could qualitatively compare the interaction outcome with the 

genomic presence of biosynthetic pathways. Multiple isolates were restricted in colony size by DK1042 

and not by ΔdhbA. Most isolates also seemed to influence the size and/or morphology of ΔdhbA, except 

XL272 (previously Pseudomonas stutzeri, now Stutzerimonas degradans) which is the only isolate 

lacking the Gac/Rsm-controlled biosynthetic machineries producing pyoverdine and alginate. A few 

isolates belonging to Pseudomonas corrugata and protegens subgroups were able to inhibit both 

DK1042 and ΔdhbA, which may be attributed to their potential for producing 2,4-diacetylphloroglu-

cinol and pyoluteorin [59]. Strains from other Pseudomonas fluorescens subgroups were all restricted 

in colony growth in the presence of BB-producing B. subtilis, demonstrating the conservation of this 

antagonism across species. 
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FIG 5 Antagonism is conserved across Pseudomonas spp. Fluorescent Pseudomonas soil isolates 

were cultured next to DK1042 or ΔdhbA on KB agar and their genomes were assessed for the presence 

of Gac/Rsm-related biosynthetic genes. Presence of >80% of PS92 genes at 40% amino acid identity 

was scored as ‘present’ (blue) while any less was scored as ‘not present’ (red). Isolates are presented as 

their strain ID and the closest related P. fluorescens subgroup as described by Hesse et al. (2016) based 

on whole-genome alignments. T6SS, Type VI Secretion system; ti1, Type i1; ti3, Type i3; Pvd, Pyover-

dine; Alg, Alginate. 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we report a novel molecular interaction conserved between B. subtilis and multiple Pseu-

domonas spp. We show that the interaction is dependent on iron and BB, and that a lack of BB on KB 
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agar results in both diminished offense and defence. The consequence of the BB-mediated antagonism 

is a restriction of Pseudomonas colony spreading and a reduction both in transcription and production 

of several products related to the Gac/Rsm system, which over time allows Bacillus to overgrow a 

Pseudomonas colony. 

Bacillus defence is especially affected by iron availability. Iron homeostasis, biofilm formation, and 

sporulation are tightly interlinked in B. subtilis, and DhbA is essential for structured biofilm formation 

and proper sporulation due to the high iron demands of these lifestyles [9, 51, 60]. Surprisingly, matrix 

and sporulation as defensive measures in microbial ecology have received little attention [61], though 

the relation to T6SS has been investigated [24, 62]. Defence appears to take precedence for Bacillus in 

the interaction, and a biofilm- and sporulation-deficient mutant may be too antagonised by PS92 to 

produce the necessary effector for growth restriction. This could explain our observations with ΔfeuA 

which requires large quantities of supplemented iron for proper fitness. Additionally, a biofilm-profi-

cient strain lacking the antagonistic molecule may block PS92 growth through spatial competition [63–

65], though it will be unable to restrict colony spreading chemically. 

Another possibility could be that BB is a stronger iron chelator than Pvd, sequestering Fe(III) away 

from Pseudomonas and thereby inducing iron starvation. When Bacillus is unable to produce BB the 

tide turns, and Pvd from Pseudomonas sequesters Fe(III) away from Bacillus. Pvd production on KB 

has been shown in several pseudomonads to be highly dependent on iron-content, where iron-binding 

Fur represses Pvd production through repression of pvdS [58]. This could explain how ΔdhbA, ΔbesA 

and ΔfeuA are rescued by iron supplementation even in the form of ferric chloride. With this mecha-

nism, strong iron starvation responses are likely in both Bacillus and Pseudomonas, but in ΔdhbA iron 

homeostasis was not significantly upregulated in coculture with PS92. On the other hand, pvdS in PS92 

was significantly upregulated, which is indicative of iron starvation, but without the complementary 

upregulation of the rest of the pyoverdine biosynthetic genes. In P. aeruginosa Gac/Rsm is known to 

positively regulate pyoverdine biosynthetic gene transcription trough PvdS [66, 67], and a similar phe-

notype has been described in P. fluorescens SBW25 [57]. Recently, both pyoverdine and, to a larger 

extent, pyochelin were shown to be sensed by B. velezensis, instigating mobilisation of secondary me-

tabolites [21]. Although sensing of pyochelin occurs independently of iron and BB, pyoverdine was 
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shown to increase the production of BB. PS92 does not contain a gene cluster encoding the synthetic 

machinery for any type of pyochelin, and thus, pyochelin sensing presumably does not occur in the 

interaction between DK1042 and PS92.  

Our results suggest Bacillus-mediated repression of gacS, a phenomenon with precedent from interac-

tion between a Bacillus sp. isolate and Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 [68], though neither 

previous nor our experiments reveal if gacS repression is directly caused by DK1042 or by a sensory 

mechanism in PS92. Currently, there is no consensus on exactly which ligand triggers the Gac signal 

cascade [69], though it is expected that secreted products resulting from the activated pathway itself are 

at least partly responsible [70]. However, in Pseudomonas GacS is activated and inhibited by LadS and 

RetS, respectively, which in turn are activated by calcium ions (LadS) and mucin glycans or temperature 

(RetS) [71–73]. It is also hypothesised that the Gac/Rsm pathway functions via an alternative quorum 

sensing pathway, and that induction is achieved at higher cell densities [70]. This might explain why 

gacS was downregulated in PS92 spotted next to DK1042, where the colony is indeed restricted in size 

and at a lower cell density. Unfortunately, large-scale purification and chemical synthesis of BB was 

unsuccessful, hence we could not probe the antagonistic properties of BB directly. 

Siderophores have long been implicated in microbial interactions, particularly in iron-scarce environ-

ments. In infections, pyoverdine and enterobactin are essential for P. aeruginosa and E. coli, respec-

tively, not only due to iron requirements in a complex environment, but also in polymicrobial interac-

tions as interspecies competitive factors [74]. Siderophores are also thought to play a role in biocontrol 

of plant pathogens by both Pseudomonas and Bacillus, but a thorough examination of the literature 

reveals that Bacillus and Pseudomonas siderophores have only rarely been directly implicated in inter-

species interactions in planta [13]. Most evidence originated in the previous millennium where Pseu-

domonas siderophores proved to be determinants of microbial interactions through iron sequestration 

[75, 76]. Others have since inferred biocontrol potential from the ability to produce siderophores with-

out experimentally determining the consequence of losing siderophore production [10, 77]. Our study 

systematically investigated the significance of BB and its effects on transcription and metabolite pro-

duction in microbial interactions. Although we demonstrated the importance of BB on rich media, our 

study complements and expands the previously established role of BB in biocontrol. Our P. marginalis 
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isolate proved non-pathogenic against lettuce, cabbage and spinach, hence we were unable to determine 

if BB-mediated antagonism occurs in the phyllosphere as well as on agar surfaces. Other studies have 

successfully transferred biocontrol properties from in vitro to in planta [78], but the medium depend-

ency of the antagonism between DK1042 and PS92 might render it difficult to apply to agriculture. 

Regardless, understanding the molecular mechanism underlying the antagonism could allow the envi-

ronment to be tailored specifically to the intended interaction. Future studies should investigate the 

apparent tug-of-war between BB and Pvd, as well as the hypothesis that BB represses Gac sensing in 

fluorescent pseudomonads. 
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